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Some Considerations Regarding a Toll Fundamental 
Plan for Europe 
By BRUCE H. McCURDY 

Assistant Chief Engineer, Societatea Anonimd Romana de Telefoane, Bucharest, Rumania 

I. Introduction 

I N a previous paper1 the author discussed 
�he imp�rtance of fundamental plan studies 
m meetmg economically the present day 

demands for a universal intranational telephone 
system. The present paper deals with the inter
national phases of the same problem. 

Although the method of attack and the vari
ables dealt with differ somewhat in the case of 
the international network, the final objectives 
are the same as those for the national funda
mental plan and may be summarized under the 
same three headings as given in the previous 
paper1 : 

(1) Minimum number of circuits for a given service, 
(2) Minimum grade of circuits throughout the sys

tem consistent with demands of satisfactory 
service, 

(3) Minimum plant costs (both from the standpoint 
of initial investment and annual charges) for the 
facilities provided. 

The international fundamental plan, however, 
rather than dealing specifically with the eco
nomic features and the problem of direct appli
cation to plant, will concern itself with the more 
basic questions such as the general form of the 
network and the allocation of transmission limits 
to the various parts of the international system. 
Its main concern will be with the second of the 
three objectives, i.e. , minimum grade of facilities 
consistent with the demands of satisfactory 
service. 

The C.C.I. has spent a very considerable 
amount of time in studying the problem of 
acceptable overall transmission limits and the 
method of expressing all contributory factors in 
terms directly applicable to plant design studies.  
The next step is to allocate these limits in such a 

1 "Toll Plant Engineering," Electrical Communication, 
January, 1933. 
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way that, consistent with the guarantee of a 
satisfactory grade of service for every connection 
set up, engineers will have the greatest possible 
latitude in designing the national portion of their 
respective networks. While certain temporary 
allocations have been made, they are somewhat 
arbitrary and are by no means complete. A 
glance at the questions now before the 3rd and 4th 
C. R. of the C.C.l.F. will indicate the amount of 
work along this line which still remains to be 
done2• The need for coordinating these studies 
into a general "Toll Plan for Europe" was recog
nized when the following question was placed 
before the Plenary Assembly of the C.C. I .  at 
Paris in September, 1934 : 

Question 5 of 3rd C.R. (1932-4): Is it desirable 
to set up a general program of international tele
phone connections which will include a plan of 
international telephone centers and alternate 
routes? In the affirmative: 

(a) "What should be the transmission characteristics 
total equivalent, time of propagation, transien� 
period, crosstalk. noise, etc., for the largest section 
of line and for each of the different sections con
sidered separately. " 

At the meeting of the C. R. held in Paris in 
October, 1933 this q uestion came up for its first 
discussion and it was the opinion of the meeting 
that a general fundamental plan of this sort was 
desirable and that a start should be made in the 
study of its form and of the resulting electrical 
characteristics. 

The various administrations were asked to 
present their toll fundamental plans especially 
with respect to the toll centering plans and 
limiting transmission standards in order that the 
3rd C.R. could discuss the question of a general 
European toll fundamental plan at the Stock
holm meeting of June, 1934. Some eight admini-

2 See especially Questions 2, 5, 12 ,  26, 27,  and 28. 
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strations complied with this request. Unfortu
nately, the amount of work which had to be 
covered by the various commissions at Stock
holm was such that it was impossible to allocate 
sufficient time to Question 5 to allow its being 
studied fully. A small subcommittee was ap
pointed to study the matter and, as a result of 
this work, certain transmission features of such a 
fundamental plan were presented and adopted, 
first by the 3rd Commission and later by the 
Plenary Assembly at Budapest . It was found, 
however, that before any really complete answer 
could be given, a considerable amount of addi
tional study would be required. As a consequence, 
old Question 5 was broken down into a number of 
specific new questions which are now before the 
various commissions for study and answer. 

Unfortunately the basic question of a general 
toll plan for Europe, as a specific or formal pro
ject, has disappeared from the list of questions 
to be investigated. All of the contributory investi

gations leading up to such a plan will be found 
under one question or another now on the pro
gram. Their exact interrelation, however, is in 
many cases not at all clear. By grouping such 
questions under the more general heading of 
" European Toll Fundamental Plan" or "Euro
pean Toll Distribution Plan" and attacking them 
in the light of their contribution to or bearing on 
such a plan, this interrelation will be made 
apparent. Furthermore, the correlation of the 
various questions with their specific practical 
application will indicate the form in which the 
answers to each question shall be given, in order 

to be of most value, and will in many instances 
indicate practical methods of attack. In other 
words, such a general toll plan will be the con
necting link between the laboratory investigator 
and the field operating engineer. 

With such an idea in view the author wishes, 
in this paper, to point out from the viewpoint of 
the operating engineer, the essential steps in
volved in coordinating the engineering problems 
that require solution in providing economically 
an efficient interconnecting telephone network 

for Europe and to show how these may be 
coordinated and simplified by means of a formal 

toll fundamental plan. 

II. General Purpose of the European Toll 
Fundamental Plan 

Mr. H .  S. Osborne in his paper "A General 
Switching Plan for Telephone Toll Service"3 states 
"To achieve universal service . . .  circuits must 
he provided in such numbers and so arranged 
that connections between any two telephones 
can be established quickly and without too many 
intermediate switching points. Also the telephone 
plant must be designed for such standards of 
transmission that these connections, when estab
lished, permit satisfactory conversation."  This 
might well be taken as a statement of the final 
objective of the various deliberations of the 
C.C.I .  As will be noted, the achievement of uni
versal service requires the joint investigation of 
two main fields of activity : (a) exploitation : 
"Circuits . . .  in such numbers and so arranged" ;  
and (b) ·transmission : " that these connections, 
when established, permit satisfactory conversa
tion" ; and it will be well to consider for a 
moment the extent to which the C.C.I .F. can 
be expected to investigate and coordinate these 
two fields. 

(a) The Exploitation Problem. In a unified 
system such as that encountered in the United 
States, the exploitation problem will play a con
siderable role in shaping the ultimate form of the 
toll plan finally adopted. In Europe, on the 
contrary, its role in the initial steps of the study 
will not be so important because of the existing 
wide divergence in local conditions, operating 
methods, service demands, etc. , as well as the 
fact that each national network must be con
sidered as a separate and independent economic 
unit. However, the European toll plan as fore
seen by the author wil l ,  when completed, be a 
distinct aid in meeting many of the problems of 
exploitation. In its final form the toll plan will 
specify in much more detail the exact part 
played by each link of a built-up international 
connection. There are two factors which, today, 
make such an exact definition essential. In the 
first place, the demand for a truly universal 
interconnection of subscribers-and this means 
any subscriber to any subscriber regardless of 
location-is becoming sufficiently important to 

3 "A General Switching Plan for Telephone Toll Ser
vice," by H. S. Osborne, A.I.E.E. Transactions, 1930, 
p. 1549, and Bell System Technical Journal, July, 1930. 
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require recogmt10n. In the second place, the 
economic situation is demanding the utmost 
economy in providing the necessary facilities. I t  
is all very well to  say that new developments are 
making possible circuits of high quality capable 
of meeting almost any requirement. Neverthe
less, improved circuits cost money, and modifica
tions take time. Furthermore, there is a very 
great amount of plant now in service which can 
and must be kept in service for a long time to 
come. A general toll plan with its exact specifica
tion of service requirements for various classifica
tions of international circuits will provide a basis, 
entirely lacking today, for a cooperative study by 
the exploitation forces and the engineering forces 
in each local administration. Such a study should 
go far toward helping to meet the growing 
demand for economical universal service. 

(b) The Transmission Problem. As has al
ready been mentioned, it is with the transmission 
phase of the problem that the C .C . I. F. will have 
most directly to deal and it is this phase and the 
related questions now before the C . C. I .  for 
study that the author proposes to discuss in this 
paper. 

There is today a fairly close agreement covered 
by specifically established limits for the trans
mission performance of a given overall circuit. 
The problem now before the C.C. I .F. is the allo
cation of the allowable contribution made by the 
national and international portion of the Euro
pean network to the overall limits which are 
finally established. This is by no means a simple 
problem, especially when the great variation in 
local conditions, both physical and economic, 
within the various independent operating units, 
and the engineering practices which have been 
developed to cope with these conditions, are con
sidered. To be successful and acceptable to all ,  
such an allocation of transmission limits must be 
in a form which, while guaranteeing the meeting of 
all transmission requirements on every connection 
put up, will impose no unnecessary restrictions and 
will allow the greatest possible latitude in the design 
of plant within any administration's area. 

The attempt to allocate the various transmis
sion limits, many of which are very closely inter
related, without first having some fundamental 
switching plan as a basis to which all solutions 
will be referred, will inevitably result either in 

arbitrary and possibly unfair allocations or in 
a complication of the problem which may well 
make the attempt futile. A fundamental switch
ing plan logically arrived at and based primarily 
on the individual requirements of the separate 
administrations will, however, provide a safe
guard against such errors or complication in the 
study. In the first place, by referring each por
tion of the transmission study to this plan, the 
interrelation of the various factors will be 
brought to the front. In the second place, such a 
plan will provide a very valuable correlation 
between the field of laboratory experimentation 
and that of practical application. Many of the 
problems now before the C.C. I .  for study such 
as, for instance, the allocation of echo contribu
tion between the various parts of the overall 
connection, are extremely complicated and the 
final solution wil l ,  for reasons of practical appli
cation, have to be in the nature of a compromise 
or approximation. By referring each solution to 
the general plan, the relative bearing of each 
limit under discussion to actual plant design and 
consequently the importance of theoretical ac
curacy as compared with practical approximation 
can be made apparent to an extent not otherwise 
possible. 

lll. Fundamental Divisions of the European 
Toll Network 

From the standpoint of design the European 
toll network must be considered as consisting of 
two main divisions: 

(a) The intranational transmitting and receiv-
ing network made up of 

(1) Subscribers' set and sub-loop, 
(2) Toll switching trunk to toll center, 
(3) Toll connection to the major international switch

ing center. 

(b) The major international network which 
by means of direct or built-up circuits intercon
nects the major international switching centers. 

Such a circuit would be of the form shown in 
Fig. 1 .  

The terms "international" and "national" 
have been used in accordance with present prac
tice but are somewhat unfortunate since they 
do not exactly define the part which a given cir
cuit plays in the overall system. Fig. 2 partially 
illustrates this difficulty. 
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Let us take a group of major international 
centers such as that illustrated in Fig. 2 .  I n  this 
case it has been assumed that, because of geo
graphical distrihution, it is more economical to 
have two main international switching centers 
in one country (i.e. , X and Y) . Under such a lay
out the circuit group X-Y, although being en
tirely within a single country, partakes of the 
characteristics of an international circuit similar 
to DE or EF of the general circuit of Fig. 1 and, 
therefore, should be designed to the same 
standards. (The possible non-economy of a cir
cuit group X-Z when X-Y and Y-Z are needed 
will be apparent to those who have dealt exten
sively with toll centering plans.) Such a dis
crepancy between definition and the actual use 
is, however, not serious. When, however, we 
come to a connection between subscriber w, and 
subscriber z, there may arise a type of connection 
in which the definition of intranational and inter
national circuits may be decidedly misleading. 
Circuits of the wZ and zY types exist in large 
numbers and their establishment is perfectly 
sound4• Under such a scheme the route wXYz 
might very well prove more advantageous in 
every way than the connection, wWXYZz. We 
would, however, then have the anomaly of a 
connection in which the portion of the circuit 
which we have designated as "major inter
national" is a strictly national circuit while the 
"national transmitting" and "national receiv
ing" portions are in reality international. There 
is a further difficulty in designating the circuits 
wX and zY as international circuits in that if 
we do so we must design them in accord with the 
standards set for international links of the type 
D-E of Fig. 1 and thus force a grade of facility 
much higher than that required. Under the lay
out shown there is no fundamental difference 
between the part circuit w X plays and the part 
xX plays. xX is designed to meet the transmis
sion requirements imposed by the established 
limits. 

Xt +xX = St =  limit for national trans
mitting equivalent, and 

Xr +xX =Sr= limit for national receiving 
equivalent, 

where Xt and Xr are the limiting transmitting and 

'For instance Cluj-Budapest, Cernauti-Lwow, Rusciuc
Bucarest, to give examples with which the author has had 
actually to deal. 

receiving losses respectively of the tributary area 
served by x ;  
wX is determined by a similar set of equations: 

wt+wX=St and wr+wX=S,, 
which are decidedly less severe than those for an 
international circuit as at present defined. 

If therefore we are to foresee an establishment 
of limits which will allow the three ideals of 
Section I to be met, we must first define more 
specifically the part to be played by all types of 
circuit groups. The author would therefore sug
gest as a first step toward solving the problem of 
universal interconnection: 

(a) that a standard connection be agreed upon whose 
parts will be defined in accordance with the part 
they play in the overall without reference to 
whether the circuit crosses international frontiers 
or not ; 

(b) that existing switching centers and circuit groups 
be classified in accordance with these definitions. 

This is not as difficult a .matter as it might 
seem. Each administration would have available 

----1-- USTmNG SU85CR'B" 

----"' - -- TOLL CENTRE 
"' > 
iii::f l;tw 

H q----�� -- PRIMARY. OUTL ET 
�l/l 0 
� z 
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... 
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F �----g -- INTERNATIONAL SWITCHING CENTRE 
.J < z 0 
� 

E � ---� -- INTERNATIONAL SWITCHING CENTRE w . 
... 
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� 
�a 
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Figure I-Present Standard Circuit for International Calls. 
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its own intranational switching plan and from its 
routing books would be able in a short time to 
classify its centers and circuit groups. By taking 
this data from all administrations a small com
mittee could very soon iron out the discrepancies 
and arrive at a general classification for all of 
Europe, giving the categories of all toll centers 
and classification of toll groups. All future cir
cuits would be classified in the same way when 
established. The Rumanian contribution to such 
a joint study would be the Chart of Fig. 3 .  

IV. Control of Transmission Characteristics 
on International Connections 

Having arrived at a standard classification of 
centers and circuits, the next step would be to 
investigate the method of controlling the trans
mission characteristics in such a way that: 

(1) A satisfactory grade of service would be guaran
teed on all connections. 

(2) The greatest possible latitude would be allowed in 
designing circuit groups used both for interna
tional and intranational traffic. 

IV-I. Transmission Factors to be Controlled 

The transmission factors which must be kept 
under control if we are to guarantee universal 
interconnection come under two general classi
fications: 

(a) Those factors which, regardless of their value
within certain practical limits-may be considered 
as contributing in a continuous manner to the 
effective transmission rating of the overall con
nection and may be considered as being subject 
to mutual compensation, i.e., an increase in one 
may be compensated for by a decrease in another. 

(b) Those factors which, on the one hand, have spe
cific and individual limits which cannot be 
exceeded without making the circuit inoperative 
but which, on the other hand, have no bearing on 
the effective rating of the connection when kept 
within these limiting values. Under this classifi
cation come echo, singing margin, and intelligible 
crosstalk. 

The main reason for making such a classifica
tion of the transmission factors is found when we 
consider the methods which must be followed in 
controlling them. The first group (i.e. ,  those 
which contribute to the effective rating of the 
overall circuit) may be considered as inherent 
characteristics of each individual link, the cor-

� INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY 

@ / 

Figure 2-Schematic of a Group of Major International 
Centres. 

responding overall result being arrived at by 
direct combination of the relative contribution 
of the individual parts5• The second group of 
factors, especially echo, which will be found to be 
a controlling influence on long built-up circuits, 
is not, theoretically, subject to such direct com
bination. 

The overall volume attenuation, for instance, 
is obtained by adding directly the volume attenu
ation of each of the individual links making up 
the connection. The contribution of any given 
link to this overall value is a definite figure 
dependent on the electrical constants of that 
particular link and independent of the character
istics of the other links with which it is used. 
When we come to consider echo, however, this 
simple combination no longer holds. We may 
calculate the echo effect for each echo path in a 
given link. The contribution made by each of 
these echoes to the echo effect on a built-up con
nection, however, cannot be determined unless 
we know how much delay and attenuation are 
added to the echo path by the other links 
involved in the circuit. This contribution to the 
overall echo effect is not therefore an inherent 
characteristic of the individual circuit. 

The control or limitation of this latter type of 
transm1ss10n phenomena must therefore be 
attacked in a manner entirely different from that 
followed in the case of transmission loss, noise, 
etc. , the effects of which are determinable from 
the characteristic of the individual link itself. 

5 This is not, of course, strictly true of the transmission 
penalty resulting from cutoff frequency, a low cutoff in one 
section masking the effect of a higher cutoff in other links. 
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Figure 3-National and International Switching Plan for Rumania. 
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IV-2. The Control of Effective Transmission 
The control of effective transmission involves 

two main problems : 

(a) The establishment of an acceptable overall per
formance standard and the development of a 
method of rating circuit performance which will 
allow all factors affecting subscriber satisfaction 
to be evaluated and combined to give for any 
combination of circuits the resulting subscriber
to-subscriber satisfaction. 

(b) The assigning, to each portion of the standard 
international circuit, limits for effective perform
ance such that any connection which is set up
provided of course it conforms to the accepted 
standard connection-will meet the accepted 
overall performance standard arrived at under (a) 
above. 

The first part of this study is primarily a 
laboratory problem. Not only are the necessary 
investigations well outl ined but, also, the work 
involved is well under way and a satisfactory 
solution can now be foreseen. 

The second part, however, is directly con
cerned with the question of practical application, 
and a satisfactory solution will be possible only 
after a well defined toll switching plan for 
Europe with its standard connection has been 
arrived at and after a study has been made of 
what the author would propose to call the 
"inherent losses" of the portions of the network 
which are used both for intranational and inter
national traffic. The type of study necessary is 
very similar in form to that outlined under 
section I I I  of the paper on "Toll Plant Engineer
ing" mentioned above, except in the degree in 
which the "inherent losses" of the various parts 
of the network can be varied. 

Theoretically it would be possible, in arriving 
at a most economical type and form of plant for 
Europe as a whole, to pool all data concerning 
the European systems, and by a trial and error 
method arrive at a solution which would result 
in a minimum expenditure for the complete net
work in a way similar to that which is now fol
lowed in carrying out a loop and trunk study for 
an exchange area. In actual practice, however, 
such a study would be beyond the range of prac
ticable accomplishment. Furthermore, there is 
the question of internal economy (i .e. , within 
eadi individual operating organization) which 
must be considered. It cannot be expected that 

any administration or operating company will 
agree to any general upgrading of its own plant 
in order to make a saving in the plant of another 
administration, or even in its international cir
cuits, even though that saving might be many 
times the additional cost of upgrading its own 
plant. In view of political divisions and internal 
economy, the European Fundamental Plan 
therefore must be attacked primarily from the 
following stand point : 

(a) What, within each administration or operating 

company, is the form of distribution which most 
economically meets the needs of its own internal 
traffic and how does this line up with the "stand
ard international connection"' mentioned above? 

(b) With such a system of distribution in effect, what 
are the resulting electrical characteristics of the 
various parts and what does this mean in each 
national network with respect to the parts of the 
standard international connections used both for 
international and intranational traffic? 

(c) What degree of uniformity is there in these inher
ent national losses? If there is a wide variation, 
to what extent can those which are out of line be 
brought into line by a revision of the centering 
plan rather than by expensive upgrading of plant? 

(d) Taking the limiting cases, after a full study of 
(c) above has been made, and working toward the 
accepted overall limits, what margin is left for the 
major international network and what does this 
mean in type of circuit? Is such a circuit prac
ticable? If not, to what degree must we limit the 
national networks so that the overall accepted 
standard can be met? 

Such a study may seem exceedingly involved. 
However, unless some such study is carried out, 
will not any allocation of limits be mere arbi
trary approximations? If we are to meet the 
requirements of "minimum grade of facilities" 
and arrive at limits to which the local operating 
engineer may carry out his design in order to 
obtain "'minimum plant costs, "  such an analysis 
is essential. 

In allocating effective transmission limits to 
the various parts of the standard connection , 
one point which should be mentioned is the 
desirability of having the limits expressed as a 
single performance rating rather than as an indi
vidual limit for each of the characteristics 
involved. The great variation in plant design 
practices, geographical distribution of centers, 
etc., in the various administrations throughout 
Europe is such that any attempt to specify any-
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thing other than effective performance, will 
greatly restrict the local engineers in their 
design of the intranational network. One of the 
advantages which should result from the present 
studies on effective transmission is the possi
bility of expressing the contribution made by all 
transmission characteristics in terms of their 
relative effect on overall performance. Since the 
final objective is also one of combined overall 
performance, there is no fundamental reason for 
restricting individual effects once we have a 
method of calculating their contribution to the 
final performance rating of the circuit. 

IV-3. Control of Reho, Singing Margin, and 
Intelligible Crosstalk 

As has been explained above, echo, singing 
margin, and intelligible crosstalk differ from the 
class of factors just discussed in such a manner 
that their control must be attacked from an 
entirely different angle than the factor con
tributing to the effective rating of the overall 
connection. 

Let us assume for the moment that the 
effective transmission limits for the standard 
international connection have been arrived at as 
outlined in section IV-2 . With such limits estab
lished and all toll centers and circuits classified 
in accordance with the part they play in the in
ternational network, the meeting of the overall 
standard of effective performance would be guar
anteed. There still would remain, however, echo, 
crosstalk, and singing margin to be controlled 
since none of these is involved in any of the 
above standards. 

As has already been explained, these three 
factors differ from those already considered in 
that they cannot be compensated for by varying 
other characteristics ; and, especially in the case 
of echo, the contributions made by each link to 
the overall result are not subject to direct com
bination, and are not a direct function of the 
individual links. Theoretically, therefore, they 
could be controlled only by examining every type 
and length of built-up connection. This latter 
procedure is obviously impossible and some other 
procedure must be adopted even though this 
may involve slight approximations. 

The most practicable method developed to 
date is to take as a basis the fact that for any 
given circuit or combination of circuits the 

amount of echo effect, the intelligible crosstalk, 
and the singing margin are each a function of the 
transmission loss at which the toll circuit portion 
of the circuit is worked. That is, there is a mini
mum transmission loss at which a circuit of given 
length and characteristics can be worked before 
the echo limit, say, is passed ; and likewise for 
the singing margin and the crosstalk limits. It 
has been found that this relationship between 
length and transmission loss can, if properly 
made use of, provide a sound engineering basis 
for controlling the three factors under discussion, 
provided some fairly close idea can be obtained 
as to approximate ranges of attenuation lengths, 
etc., for the various parts of the standard con
nection. 

There are numerous ways in which the so-called 
principle of minimum net losses can be used to 
limit echo, crosstalk, and singing on built-up 
connections. In all cases, however, these methods 
depend on the use of approximations which, 
within certain relatively restricted ranges, give 
results sufficiently accurate for engineering pur
poses. As an illustration of this point, we may 
employ the so-called net loss factor method by 
drawing a family of straight lines which, for each 
type of facility, coincide very closely with the 
actual curves of minimum net loss. Now it can 
be shown that if the built-up connections involve 
lengths of circuits falling in the range where the 
straight line giving the net loss factor for a given 
type of facility coincides with the actual curve of 
minimum net loss, the results obtained by the 
very simple and straightforward net loss factor 
method coincide very closely with the results 
obtained by the elaborate and laborious method 
of setting up each connection and analysing it 
for echo, crosstalk, and singing margin. Outside 
of this range the method begins to break down. 
The successful application of this method, there
fore, depends upon a knowledge of the range in 
which the various types of facilities may, for 
other considerations, find application. This 
knowledge can be obtained only by having 
available a well defined switching plan in which 
not only the part played by each link is well 
defined, but also the possible ranges of trans
mission loss, the types of facilities, etc., are 
known. With these data available it will be

· 
pos

sible to proceed with the establishment of limit-
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ing values of attenuation for various types of 
facilities when used in specific parts of the 
standard connection in such a way that echo, 
crosstalk, and singing margin limits will not be 

exceeded. 

V. Fina.l Form of Proposed European 
Fundamental Plan 

As the first and basic step toward meeting the 
three requirements of : 

(1) Minimum number of circuits for a given service ; 
(2) Minimum grade of facilities throughout the sys

tem consistent with the demands of satisfactory 
service; 

(3) Minimum plant costs for the facilities provided ; 

a tentative European Fundamental Plan should 
be prepared along the lines outlined. It should 
provide : 

(a) A specific classification of toll centers and toll 
circuits in accordance with their actual use in both 
internal and international service ; 

(b) Specific limits in terms of effective transmission 
for each type or classification of toll circuit, such 
limits being established after a full study of the 
inherent characteristics of the various national 
networks and so chosen as to give the greatest 
possible freedom in the design of the national por
tions of the network; 

(c) A:Iimit for minimum allowable losses for various 

types of facilities when used in specific parts of 
the national and the international portions of the 
European network, such allowable losses being 
determined after a full study of the inherent char
acteristics of the various national networks. 

\Vi th these three groups of basic data available, 
each administration could then proceed , both in 
the matter of utilizing existing plant and in pro
viding new plant, to engineer its systems to meet 
the third requirement: minimum plant costs for 
the facilities demanded by service requirements. 

All of the above may appear to be a rather 
ambitious program. However, subscribers 
throughout Europe are demanding that some
thing be done to provide a reliable universal 
service. The time has come when a concerted and 
coordinated attack of the problem is required, 
and it is here that the C.C.I .  in its joint study 
of the whole problem can be of the greatest help. 
To wait until theoretically accurate answers are 
provided to all questions is neither necessary nor 
desirable. A tentative working plan based on the 
procedure outlined above will not only be a 
decided step toward providing the public with 
the service it desires, but will aid very materially 
in smoothing out many complicated points and 
in deciding where the emphasis must be laid in 
future studies. 
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Radiotelephone System Employed for the 
Intercontinental Broadcast of the Thirty-Second 

International Eucharistic Congress* 

By A. M. STEVENS 
Technical Director, CompaiHa Internacional de Radio (A rgentina) 

THE radio system hook-up required for 
the Thirty-Second International Eucha
ristic- C'ong-ress called not only for a 

guaranteed intercontinental distribution of the 
programs emanating from the Congress itself, 
but for the surcessful reception and distribution 
of a highly important feature originating more 
than 7 ,500 miles from the Cong-ress audiences. 

There is prohahly no more severe or exacting 
test that can be placed on the reliability and 
quality of a radio circuit than the requirement of 
satisfactory transmission and reception of broad
cast programs intended either for rebroadcast or 
for dissemination to a large audience by means of 
public address systems. Certainly no part of the 
program was the cause of more thought and 
anxiety than the transmission and reception of 
the four-minute message and benediction of His 
Holiness, The Pope from the Vatican City radio 
station on Sunday, October 14, 1934. 

The requirements throughout the Congress 
were as follows: 

(1) International distribution and satisfactory recep
tion of specified programs, usually of several hours 
duration. 

(2) Daily communication between the Vatican and 
the Congress authorities in Buenos Aires. 

(3) The satisfactory reception and general distribu
tion of the Papal message on the closing day. 

(4) The satisfactory rebroadcast from specified cen
ters of definite portions of the Congressional 
programs. 

Radio audiences in and around the large capi
tals of South America have become as critical 
and difficult to please, in the last few years, as 

* For additional articles on the Thirty-Second Interna
tional Eucharistic Congress, the reader is referred to the 
July, 1935 issue of Elecirical Communication: "Trans
mitting the Program of the Thirty-Second International 
Eucharistic Congress, " by Kenneth M cKim and "The 
Public Address System and Corollary Installations for the 
Thirty-Second International Eucharistic Congress " by 
Ricardo T. Mulleady and W. White. ' 

those in any country where broadcasting has been 
under intensive development for many years. 
The grade of perfection reached in the broadcast 
field, and the fact that foreign reception of high 
quality short wave programs is no longer a 
novelty, render impossible the retransmission of 
a program sensibly inferior to that of a local 
studio. 

While the international radio telephone chan
nels have been brought to a high stage of reli
ability, and for ordinary commercial telephone 
purposes are more than adequate, the fact 
remains that two of the oldest "bugbears" of 
radio transmission, namely static and fading, 
still require consideration. 

Years of operating practice over radio circuits 
varying from 1 ,000 to 15 ,000 kilometers has 
shown that a change in wavelength of a fraction 
of a meter, or the use of an entirely different path, 
means success or failure for the transmission. 
With these prime difficulties in mind, plans were 
laid early in June not only for multiple channels, 
but for multiple reception of the various chan
nels. 

The first circuit proposed was a direct one 
between the Vatican City station and the Buenos 
Aires station of the Compafiia Internacional de 
Radio (Argentina) . While the circuit was satis
factory for commercial telephony, it could not 
meet the requirements of broadcast working. 
An excellent direct circuit was soon made avail
able, however, by the use of the radio equipment 
of the Compafiia Internacional de Radio 
(Espafia) at Madrid, this station acting as a 
repeater point for the Vatican and Buenos Aires 
transmitters. With this circuit assigned for use in 
transmission of the regular programs, experience 
had indicated the necessity of having other chan
nels in reserve. Arrangements, therefore,  were 
made not only with the British General Post 
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Office for the use of the London terminal as a 
general distribution center for all of Europe, but 
with the German Reichspost for its Berlin 
terminal, to supply an auxiliary channel in case 
of unforeseen and unavoidable difficulties on the 
routes via Madrid or London. In the final hook
up, therefore, not only three separate high 
quality high power short wave channels were 
available, operating simultaneously on different 
wavelengths, but also provision was made for the 
multiple reception of two of them at the Platanos 
receiving station in the outskirts of Buenos 
Aires. By multiple reception, is meant the use of 

two or more high gain antennae feeding simul
taneously one receiver of a special type, to be 
described at length hereinafter. 

At the Burlingham transmitting station and at 
the Cuyo central terminal, lines and repeater 
equipment were overhauled and equalized from 
50 to 6,000 cycles, while all of the transmitters 
were realigned to give substantially similar over
all characteristics. 

For the provision of multiple reception at 
Platanos, two new radio receivers, and three new 
double "V" universal antennae were provided. 
The latter were to supplement the two zigzag 
high gain "Bruce" arrays already in commercial 
use on the Berlin and Madrid circuits. The 
antenna constants were calculated to give the 
maximum gain, and to minimize fading by the 
use of proper tilt angles and by placing the 
antennae as high above the ground as possible. 
Masts with an overall length of 32 meters were 
employed, giving the antenna wires a net clear
ance of 29.6 meters above ground. A novel fea
ture incorporated in these antennae was the use 
of a new type of aperiodic termination network 
at the receiving end. This network in combina
tion with a simple 700 ohm resistance at the 
opposite end of the antenna gave practically 
constant gain over the entire range from 14 to 40 
meters. On actual test runs, a small drop of 
approximately 1 . 5  db. was found at 20 meters. In 
one series of comparative test runs, the gain of 
these antennae was found to average 1 . 5  db. 
above the "Bruce" arrays. 

The new terminating network or antenna 
coupling unit consists essentially of two over
lapping impedance-transforming radio band pass 
filters designed to operate between the balanced 

horizontal double ''V" or rhombic antenna and 
the transmission line. The radio frequency char
acteristic is essentially from 14  to 40 meters 
when this unit is used as a matching impedance 
between the 700 ohm rhombic antenna and the 
transmission line. The coupling units are pro
vided with carbon block lightning arrestors and, 
in addition , the circuits are so arranged that the 
operator at the receiver can test the continuity 
and measure the resistance of the entire antenna. 

The three rhombic antennae were built 8 
wavelengths long for a frequency of 20,000 kc. ,  
or 4 wavelengths long at 10,000 kc. While i t  is 
desirable that antennae for use in multiple recep
tion should be spaced not less than 1 0  wave
lengths apart, a compromise between length of 
transmission lines and the physical dimensions 
of the antennae had to be made. If antennae 8 
wavelengths long at 14 meters are spaced only 
10 wavelengths, center to center, these antennae 
will overlap. If they are spaced 10 wavelengths 
apart at 30 meters. the transmission line losses 
become too high. A compromise layout was made 
in which the antennae were placed at the apexes 
of an isosceles triangle, and behind the two 
"Bruce" type antennae. 

In practical operation it was later found that 
excellent results could be had in the way of fading 
reduction by using not only Yarious combinations 
of the horizontal rhombic antennae, but by using 
them in combination with the vertical "Bruce" 
arrays. As special switching panels had been pro
vided, quick changes of antenna combinations 
could be made with the two special receivers. 

To cover completely the three incoming chan
nels from Europe, a third monitoring receiver of 
the Standard type I I I  model was used. By means 
of the switching panels provided for the trans
mission lines, the two multi-channel receivers 
could be quickly switched to cover any two of 
the incoming programs. All three channels were 
sent on into the central terminal in the Cuyo 
terminal station, which had been provided with 
a high quality amplifier and loud speaker with 
suitable baffle board for monitoring purposes. 
Similar monitoring equipment also had been pro
vided in the Platanos receiving building for 
checking all channels. 

The special receivers designed to work with 
the arrays arranged in multiple on the various 
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Figure 1-Diversity Receiver No. 1 Containing Three 
A ntenna-Coupling Units. Crystal Controlled 

Beating Oscillator with Thermostatic Control 
shown on the Left of the Receiver. 

channels are of the superheterodyne type, but 
differ materially from the receivers generally 
classed under this name. To provide the very 
highest quality, it was felt that the first beating 
oscillator should have the same degree of fre
quency stability as is maintained by the modern 
short wave transmitter. Crystal controlled elec
tron coupled oscillators were provided and, to 
secure flexibility in tuning, the intermediate fre
quency amplifier was made variable over the 
usual intermediate broadcast range of from 
1 ,500 to 550 kilocycles. This was done in order to 
facilitate construction. The electron coupled 
oscillator being rich in harmonics, permitted a 
single crystal to cover a wide range of frequencies 
when used in conjunction with the variable inter
mediate frequency amplifier. Each receiver was 
designed for use with from one to a maximum of 
three antennae. 

The receivers are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .  
Fig. 1 shows the single bay receiver designed for 

use on the Berlin-Buenos Aires circuit, with the 
crystal oven attached to the left side of the bay. 
The upper dials, reading in pairs vertically, are 
for the tuning controls of the first radio fre
quency amplifier and the first detector circuits. 
The horizontal row of 3 milliammeters are for the 
crystal oscillator grid and plate circuit, the 
second detector plate circuits, and the automatic 
gain control circuit. The intermediate frequency 
tuning panel is in the center of the bay just above 
the jack field which, in conjunction with the 
ammeter just below, enables the operator to 
read all tube plate and filament currents. All 
tubes used are of the heater type, and the sets 
can be operated either by a-c. or d-c. filament 
supply. In order to reduce the inherent set noise 
to the minimum, however, both sets are operated 
from storage batteries operated on the charge
discharge system. 

The action of the automatic gain controls of 
these receivers was checked by means of a well 
shielded radio frequency generator, which had a 
frequency range varying from 100 kc. to 25 ,000 
kc. ,  and an output voltage variable from .5 micro
volt to 1 volt. The oscillator had a variable 
modulation unit capable of varying the percent
age modulation of the output up to 90 per cent 
at a constant frequency of 400 cycles. The 
receiver gain control action was found to be 
capable of handling a variation of 40 db. in the 
input voltage, with approximately a 2 db. differ
ence in the output level. 

The three bay receiver (Fig. 2) is considerably 
more complicated than the single bay receiver, 
but has the advantage ef being more flexible in 
operation. 

As in the single bay set, each first detector is 
preceded by a single stage radio frequency 
amplifier but, in the three bay set, each first 
detector has an independent beating oscillator 
which enables using three separate variable 
intermediate frequency amplifiers. These ampli
fiers are mounted on the central bay, the various 
tuning and gain controls appearing in the center 
of the bay. At the right, the third bay contains, 
reading down from the top, indicator lamp bank, 
standard volume indicator panel, second detector 
plate meters, automatic gain control units and, 
just above the jack field, there is a duplicate set 
of high quality, high gain amplifiers which have a 
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sufficient output level to enable the operator to 
feed the signal directly to the technical operator's 
position without the use of a repeater at the line 
terminal building. Both in the single bay and 
three bay receivers, the first radio frequency 
amplifier grid is controlled by the automatic gain 
control system, with the result that the output of 
the antenna having the highest signal level pre
dominates in the audio output of the set. Experi
ence showed that while fading and noise might be 
very noticeable in any one antenna, the output 
with two or three antennae was practically free 
of fading and noise. Either receiver, by means of 
special transmission line switching boxes, could 
be associated with any desired combination of 
antennae. It was found at times that the addition 

of a third antenna did not noticeably improve the 
output, while at other times the use of one or two 
vertical "Bruce" antennae with one of the 
rhombic antennae gave much better results than 
when using antennae all of the same type. Both 
receivers functioned extremely well ,  their opera
tion being a large factor in the successful rebroad
cast of the Eucharistic Congress programs. 

The entire radio hook-up at B uenos Aires is 
shown schematically in Fig. 3 ,  and corresponds 
exactly with the plan followed on the final day 
when every unit of the entire plant of the Com
paiifa Internacional de Radio (Argentina) was 
needed to handle the various circuits. With the 
aid of the British General Post Office stations, 
and the very efficient cooperation of its staff of 

Figure 2-Diversity Receiver No. 2 of the Buenos Aires-London Circuit used during the International 
Eucharistic Congress. 
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Figure 3-Block Diagram of Radio Plant Emplnyed in 
Transmission of Eucharistic Prof!_rams. 

technicians, the European distribution of the 
programs from Buenos Aires, with the exception 
of Spain and the Vatican , were made through 
London. The distribution of the prog-rams 
throughout Spain and the relay to the Vatican 
were effected through the station at Madrid and 
the nationwide system of the Compania Tele
f6nica Nacional de Espana. For these circuits a 
type IV Standard 60-kilowatt transmitter, in 
conjunction with a Sterba high gain directive 
antenna pointed approximately on Paris, was 
used. Another Standard type I\' transmitter 
with a high gain antenna directed on Madrid was 
used as an order wire circuit for London, Berlin, 
and Madrid, since it was impossible to interrupt 
the flow of the programs over the other trans
mitter. With this arrangement, the Vatican was 
able to follow every detail of the program as it 
was being enacted in Buenos Aires, and the Papal 
message to the Congress, therefore, was timed 
exactly since every word of the master of cere
monies was audible to His Holiness, The Pope. 

With regard to the transmissions from Europe, 
all the three channels from the Vatican, namely, 
Madrid, Berlin, and London, were received at 

Platanos as previously described, and relayed to 
the Cuyo central, where the technical operators 
were able to choose the channel best suited for 
rebroadcasting. 

Programs for the United States and Colombia 
were fed by the regular New York circuit trans
mitter. On many occasions, Lima and Bogota 
were able to use this same channel , but to ensure 
reception in case the 14 meter channel failed, as 
well as to supply programs to Santiago (Chile) 
and Rio de Janeiro, the fourth transmitter, 
which is a type I I I  Standard 20-kilowatt unit, 
was placed on 30 meters. As a matter of fact, 
many small cities, not only in the Argentine, but 
in Brazil as well ,  took advantage of this service 
and used it to supply small stations which in turn 
rebroadcast it to their local radio audiences on 
wavelengths between 200 to 450 meters. 

Sixty-five different stations in the United 
States and Canada participated in distributing 
the programs ; six had an antenna power rating 
of 50 kilowatts or over, five had 25 kilowatts or 
more, while there were twenty of 5 kilowatts. 
The others varied from 1 up to 372 kilowatts. 

In South America, with the exception of the 
Argentine, fifteen stations on medium wave
lengths distributed the programs in Brazil, 
Colombia, Chile, Uruguay, and Peru, while 
International associated companies at Rio de 
Janeiro and Bogota rebroadcast the programs on 
approximately 30 meters. In the Argentine, some 
nineteen stations using antenna powers varying 
from 1 to 60 kilowatts gave a very thorough 
coverage. In Europe, fifteen high power stations 
on long and medium ·waves distributed the pro
grams, ·while the short wave stations of the 
Compania Internacional de Radio (Espana) at 
Madrid and the Vatican station at Rome put the 
program out on 30 and 50 meters. Thus a total 
of at least one hundred and twenty-two different 
stations assisted in the wide dissemination of the 
many addresses and the choral singing through
out the Congress. 

Fig. 4 shows not only the International Sys
tem's radio and land line network ii+ South 
America, but several of the non-system stations 
which were able to pick up the short wave chan
nels and rebroadcast the programs to their local 
commumt1es. Fig. 5 shows the European short 
wave radio stations and the land line network 
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Figure -/--Distribution System of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation and A ssociated 
Companies in South America which Transmitted the Programs of the Thirty-Second 

International Eucharistic Congress. 

employed in handling the programs destined to 
and emanating from the various European 
centers. 

Reception and Retransmission Station 
HJY at Bogota 

The reception and the retransmission of the 

Eucharistic Congress program for listeners in 
Colombia was handled over the new short wave 
radio channel recently constructed by All Ameri
ca Cables, Inc. , for the direct Bogota-Buenos 
Aires telephone service. The receiving antenna 
used was of the double "V" or rhombic type 
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Figure 5-Land Lines and Radio Networks Employed in European Distribution of Programs Transmitted 
from the Thirty-Second International Eucharistic Congress. 

directed on Buenos Aires. It was equipped with 
the latest type of terminating networks, which 
will pass any frequency from 20,000 to 7 ,500 
kilocycles ( 15  to 40 meters) , at the same time 
rendering the antenna highly directional and 
free of a large percentage of the interference 
usually encountered on short waves. The ter
minating network at the receiving end of the 
antenna is really a band pass impedance match
ing filter which matches the 700 ohm impedance 
of the antenna to the 70 ohm low impedance 
transmission lines. 

By means of transmission lines the signals 
from the antenna are fed directly into a Standard 
Electric type I II commercial receiver using the 
usual superheterodyne or double detection type 
of circuit. A two-stage radio frequency amplifier 
precedes the first detector, the latter being fol
lowed by a high gain intermediate frequency 
amplifier and a second detector whose input 
voltage is limited by an automatic gain control 
circuit which regulates the bias of several pre
ceding radio frequency stages. The audio 

frequency output is controllable by a 40 db. 
adjustable attenuator. 

Since the transmitting and receiving equip
ment is located on the same site and only 500 
meters apart, the terminal equipment was 
placed in the transmitting building to simplify 
the installation. From the technical operator's 
position in the transmitting building the pro
grams were sent to the control turret of the trans
mitter to be rebroadcast on a frequency of 9,930 
kc. (HJY, 30.2 meters) and at the same time 
relayed to the All America Cables office in 
Bogota for distribution to the long wave stations 
HKF on 1 ,050 kc. (285 meters) and HJ3ABH on 
1 ,005 kc. (298 . 1  meters) . 

An interesting feature of the program distri
bution in Colombia was the rebroadcasting by a 
radio station in Barranquilla and by another in 
Manizales. The owners of these stations picked 
up the short wave signals from HJY with short 
wave receivers and supplied the programs to 
their stations working on long waves. Thus these 
listeners received portions of the programs after 
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they had been retransmitted three times. Includ
ing these two stations, Colombia was well served 
by four long wave and three short wave stations, 
two of which were the stations of the Compafiia 
Internacional de Radio (Argentina) . 

Reception and Retransmission in Chile 

The transmissions of the Eucharistic Congress 
were rece�ved at Santiago (Chile) over two radio 
channels from Buenos Aires ; one on 10,300 kc. 
(LSQ) and the other on 14,530 kc. (LSN) , and 
over the International land line. Reception on 
both channels was generally satisfactory, but 

availability of the land line during the broad
casts proved a further safeguard for a proper cir
cuit at all times. 

These transmissions were sent to the local 
broadcast station "La Chilena Consolidada, "  
which extended the connection via the lines of 
the Compafiia de Telefonos de Chile to its 
station in Valparaiso, and also to another station 
in Santiago, "El Diario Ilustrado. "  The trans-

/ 

ISM3 1(C 
TO UfU & .... ,. 

s " 

mitting station of the Cia. International de 
Radio, CEC, was only put on the air on October 
14th for the Pontifical message, in order to give 
Lima and Bogota another source of radiation 
apart from Buenos Aires. 

The following is a description of the equipment 
used in connection with the above transmissions : 

Receiving Station-Pudahuel 

Location-25 km. west of Santiago. 
Connection-Three open wire circuits, two of 

which are equalized up to 6,000 cycles, of 1 02 
mils copper. 

Equipment-Two type I I I  Standard Electric 
superheterodyne receivers and one National type 
AGS superheterodyne receiver. No directive 
antennae were available for Buenos Aires ; an 
inverted L antenna was used. 

Transmitting Station-La Granja. 

Location-15 km. south of Santiago. 
Connection-Two open wire circuits equalized 

Figure 6-Schematic of Connections fof,.Transmissions and Rebroadcasting in Chile. 
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to 6,000 cycles, of 1 02 mils copper, and two 
underground and overhead cable order wires. 

Equipment-A Standard Electric type I I I  
transmitter with crystal control and water cooled 
tubes. The last stage is a 30 kw. amplifier 
(2-15 kw. tubes) , but only the intermediate 
amplifier (2 kw .) \vas used on this occasion as it 
proved to be adequate for Lima and Bogota on 
previous tests. A directive Diamond type an
tenna pointed 

'
on Lima, tuned to 1 5 ,865 kc. was 

used. 

Control Center-Santiago 

Equipment-The equipment consists of re
peaters, power amplifiers. less and gain controls, 
volume indicators, etc . ,  manufactured by Stand
ard Telephones and Cables, Ltd . ,  London. 

This office acted as the feeding and control 
center for the local broadcasting stations. 

All connections between the control center and 
the local broadcast stations in Santiago were by 

underground cable. The connection to "La 
Chilena Consolidada" in Valparaiso was made 
over an equalized toll circuit of No. 12  copper, 
1 2 7  km. long ; and, in Valparaiso, by under
ground cable from the Telephone Company office 
to the local broadcast studio. 

Fig. 6 shows schematically the connections 
that were made for transmissions and rebroad
casting in Chile. 

Immediately following the close of the Con
gress, mail began coming in to the Compaiiia 
Internacional de Radio (Argentina) from numer
ous scattered points including Santo Domingo, 
Porto Rico, Bermuda, Australia, the Falkland 
Islands, Georgian Islands, Magallanes, East 
Africa, etc. These reports gave very high praise, 
not only to the program itself, but to the high 
field strengths and generally satisfactory tech
nical character of the transmissions. 
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A Universal Differential Duplex Telegraph Set 
By E. P. BANCROFT 

Postal Telegraph-Cable Company, New York, N. 1". 

THIS paper describes a new type of  
duplex telegraph set designed for uni
versal use wherever duplexing appara

tus is required in connection with the operation 
of grounded telegraph circuits. 

Long direct current grounded telegraph cir
cuits are almost universally operated on a duplex 
basis. The equipment developed for this purpose 
heretofore has been largely of two general types : 

( 1 )  Terminal Sets-Duplexing apparatus used at the 

ends of the circuits. 

(2)  Repeater Sets-Apparatus used at places between 
terminals for repeating and amplifying the signals. 

It is not unusual to find that stations normally 
operating as repeaters are temporarily required 
to function as terminal stations or that terminal 
stations are required to operate as repeaters. 
To avoid the necessity of installing additional 
sets which would be used at infrequent in
tervals, most telegraph administrations have 
devised a third type of set generally referred 
to as a universal set. Such set;; are designed 
so that either by the operation of a few 
switches, or by the substitution of one group 
of apparatus for another through the use of 
adapter plates or the like, they can be ar
ranged for either terminal or repeater opera
tion. That the universal set has not found more 
general application has been due to the fact 
that flexibility has been obtained at the expense 
of increased complexity and cost. 

The advantages to any telegraph administra
tion of a single all purpose duplex set are many. 
Equipment, installation, and operating problems 
are greatly simplified while operating room space 
and the amount of spare equipment required to 
meet emergency and unusual conditions are 
reduced. These advantages prompted the design 
of the universal duplex set described herein. I t  
meets modern requirements as to :iimplicitv , 
flexibility, and cost, and is intended for use at 
both repeater and terminal stations on all type:; 
of grounded telegraph circuits where either 

Figure 1- UniversaJ Dztfi''l'111ial Duplex Telegraph Set. 

duplex or half duplex operation is desired. It is 
equally well suited for use on circuits used only 
for teleg-raph purposes or on circuits derived from 
telephone circuits either by simplexing or com
positing. Furthermore, the set will repeat 
telegraph signals with exceptional fidelity at all 
speeds up to the highest frequencies attained 
with modern printing telegraph equipment. 

To those familiar with duplex equipment, it 
will be evident from reference to Fig. 1 that the 
arrangement of the apparatus in the new set 
represents a radical departure from existing 
practice. The older type of repeater racks with 

1 15 
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the open shelf or superstructure has been re
placed by a compact, neat appearing metal 
framework requiring a minimum of floor space. 
Each rack or framework carries four duplex sets 
and occupies an area 20 inches by 24 inches or 
approximately Ys of a square foot per set. \Vhen 
aisle space is included, an allowance of 4 square 
feet per set will be found to provide ample work
ing space. The racks are 6 feet 3 inches high and 
are provided with a cable run along the top as 
well as a shield for protecting the wiring from 
dust and dirt. 

The design is particularly adapted to modern 
manufacturing and installation methods in that 
the equipment may he assembled and wired in 
the factory and then he shipped as a unit. In this 
case the installation work consists only in 
locating the units in the office and making a few 
external connections to the set at terminals 
already provided. Installation costs are thereby 
reduced to a minimum. 

The four sets mounted on each rack are 
arranged with two sets on the side facing the 
observer, as may be seen in Fig. 1 ,  and two on 
the reverse side. The two sets on each face of the 
rack are located one on either side of a vertical 
center line so that each piece of apparatus may 
be readily associated with its related units. 

All parts such as switches, rheostats, jacks, 
etc. , that are used or require manipulation during 
the normal lining up, adjusting, and operation 
of the set are conveniently located above the 
shelf. The balance indicating meters are located 
near the top of the rack with their scales approxi
mately 5 feet 7 inches from the floor. Monitoring 
sounders, one for each set, are located in recesses 
which serve as resonators. The shelf supports 
the sounders and the single pole changer tele
graph key, which may be associated with either 
set at will .  At the same time, the shelf provides 
a convenient writing space for making records, etc. 

Hand formed cables-one for the equipment 
on each face of the rack-connect the various 
units of equipment to each other and to the 
terminal strip located at the top of the rack. 
These cables are placed in the space between the 
two faces of the rack and are formed so that 
when any unit or panel is loosened from the rack 
it may be pulled forward for inspection or other 
purpose without disconnecting the leads thereto 

or mJuring the cables. This construction gives 
excellent protection to the cables ; and also, since 
the cables are effectively enclosed, facilitates 
the addition of heating units to protect against 
moisture effects in humid climates. Local power 
is brought to the set through a conduit foot rail 
along the base of the rack on each side. 

The arrangement of the more important ele
ments of the sets on the rack is clearly indicated 
in Fig. 1. A brief description of the individual 
units that have made possible the compact 
assembly and neat appearance, nevertheless, 
may be of interest. The most important contri
butions to the general design are the balancing 
networks or artificial lines, the control switches, 
and the panel box. 

The balancing networks are of a new type and 
combine into one assembly apparatus that has 
heretofore consisted of several individual parts 
not adapted to panel mounting and occupying 
more than double the space of these new units. 
Figs. 2 and 3 show their internal construction in 

Figure 2-Balancing Network (Rear View) Showing 
Rheostats and Condensers. 
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detail. The rheostats shown in Fig. 2 are of the 
continuously adjustable or slide wire type and 
are controlled by the four dials on the left side 
of the front of the unit. The condensers, three in 
number, are of the multiple unit type. The 
switches for connecting the individual units of 
each condenser in the desired combination are 
shown in some detail in Fig. 3. Each condenser 
can be adjusted to any desired capacity from 
0 to 2Ysµf. in steps of Ys µf. by setting its control 
dial at the desired point. The condenser dials are 
the three at the right of each unit on the face of 
the balancing network (see Fig. 1 ) .  The entire 
balancing network, including the line current 
control rheostats, occupies a space 9Y2 inches 
wide by 12>4 inches high by 6>4 inches deep. 

The control switches shown directly above the 
jack strip are of the multiple position gang type, 
that is, each switch provides for the simultaneous 
control of a multiplicity of independent circuits. 
As an example, the "Leg" switch is the equiva
lent of nine individual five position switches. 
They are of a commercial type and are compact, 
reliable, and inexpensive. Three such switches 
are used in each set and control respectively the 
"Line,"  "Local ," or "Leg" and "lVlonitoring" 
circuits. 

The "Line" switch provides means for 
grounding the line for balancing purpost;s, for 
disconnecting the line battery, and grounding 
the line when the set is idle, and for reversing 
either the line relay or the line battery to permit 
a non-polar non-duplex station to be connected 
in series with the line between two terminals. 
This latter method of operation provides means 
whereby the intermediate station may com
municate with both terminals and is usually 
referred to as " Upset Working. "  

The "Leg" switch provides for arranging the 
set for terminal duplex operation (Fig. 4) , half 
duplex or reversed half duplex operation, 
repeater operation (Fig. 5) , and for an off-posi
tion. The reversed half duplex operation is pro
vided so that two half duplex sets may be 
operated as a half duplex repeater. 

The Monitor switch provides for connect
ing the single telegraph key provided with each 
two sets into the receiving or sending leg circuits 
of either set. By properly manipulating the 
monitoring switch the repeater attendant may 

Figure 3-Balancing Network (Rear View) Showing 
the Condenser Switches. 

talk either to the receiving operator in series with 
the receiving leg or with the set cut off, or to the 
distant station in series with the sending leg or 
with the sending leg held closed. 

One other element in the mechanical design 
that may be of interest is the panel box in which 
the current limiting resistances, power switches, 
and fuses are mounted. All the apparatus is 
mounted on a main panel or on structures 
attached to the main panel. The cover, which has 
doors that may be opened to inspect and replace 
fuses, etc. , is fastened to the main panel by three 
screws at either end and can be easily removed 
when necessary. 

The space below the panel box is reserved for 
mounting protective resistances for the line po
tentials, fuses, and switches or rectifiers for 
supplying line and local potentials in locations 
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where only alternating current is available. or for 
mounting composite balancing equipment when 
required. \\'hen a number of these racks are 
installed in one office this space is left vacant and 
a separate rack is provided for mounting the line 
battery resistances. fuses. switches. etc. 

\Vhile the development and use of newer and 
simpler types of apparatus have contributed 
largely to the neatness and compactness of the 
design. the final result could not have been 
attained were it not for the fact that the circuits 
used have been greatly simplified. 

Figs. 4 and S show in simple schematic form 
the circuits used ·when the sets are arranged for 
terminal and for repeater operation, respectively. 
The change from the arrangement of Fig. 4 to 
that of Fig. S is accomplished by the operation 
of a single switch (the Leg switch) on each of 
two sets and by interconnecting the receiving leg 
of each set to the sending leg of the other hy 
means of cords and plugs through jacks provided 
in the jack strip for the purpose. 

Referring to Fig. 4, one of the most interesting 
features is thought to be the use of a neutral relay 
(repeater relay) provided with make-before
break contacts for repeating the received signals 
into the receiving leg. The relay is provided \vith 
two windings. One of the windings carries a 

BALANCE 
INDICATOR 

MAI N  L I NE RELAY 

biasing current equivalent to the normal operat
ing current used in the other winding. The arma
ture spring is adjusted so that the relay will 
remain either in the operated or released position 
when no current flows in the operating winding. 
The operating winding is supplied with polar 
signals from the contacts of the main line relay 
and the relay functions like a polar relay. Current 
from the spacing contact of the line relay neu
tralizes the biasing current and permits the 
spring to retract the armature, while current 
from the marking contact aids the biasing cur
rent and operates the armature. By using this 
method of operation faithful repetition of the 
received signals is accomplished and the usual 
tendency of the neutral relay to add a spacing 
bias is eliminated. 

This same relay functions as the half duplex 
relay when the set is operated half duplex. For 
this condition the switch shown in Fig. 4 is 
moved to the left and the receiving leg is con
nected through the front contacts of the repeater 
relay, the switch, a winding of the pole changer 
relay to battery. At the same time ground is 
connected through a resistance to the hack con
tact of the repeater relay. Signals received by 
the line relay operate the repeater relay to open 
and close the receiving leg. The pole changer 
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Figure 4--Di:fferential Duplex Terminal Set Schematic. 
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Figure 5-Differential Duplex Repeater Schematic. 

relay is maintained operated through the closing 
of the ground connection at the back con tact 
of the repeater relay before the leg circuit is 
broken at the front contact. Opening and closing 
the leg circuit at the receiving set operates the 
pole changer to transmit the signals to the line 
without in any way affecting the repeating relay. 

The particular neutral relay used for this pur
pose is a high speed relay capable of operating 
efficiently at frequencies as high as 90 cycles per 
second or 180 bauds. At a signalling speed of 60 
cycles the contact efficiency of this relay is as 
high as 98 per cent when operated on polar 
signals having a strength of 30 milliamperes 
through one winding and a biasing current of 60 
milliamperes through the other. 

The line and pole changer (transmitting) 
relays are of a modified Wheatstone type which 
produce signals practically free from chatter and 
which have a contact efficiency of about 90 per 
cent at a speed of 60 cycles and an operating 
current of 30 milliamperes through one winding. 
Other types of modern polar relays can be readily 
substituted for those shown where such a sub
stitution appears desirable. 

The circuits for the balancing network are 
shown in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 4. 
The three section artificial line there shown 

differs from the usual type of line in a number 
of respects. The condenser timing resistances R1 
and R2 are potentiometers rather than ordinary 
adjustable rheostats and are used as a fixed pad 
ahead of the adjustable balancing resistance R, 
thereby protecting the latter against excessive 
currents. The resistance R consists of two con
tinuously adjustable slide wire rheostats coupled 
together and controlled by a single dial. The 
first and second balancing condensers C1 and C2 
are connected respectively to the potentiometers 
R1 and R2 while the third balancing condenser is 
connected to the circuit at the junction of the 
two sections of the adjustable resistance R. The 
timing resistance for the third condenser is thus 
automatically set according to the electrical 
length of the line over which the equipment is 
operating. The twin adjustable resistances LB 
consist of two slide wire rheostats coupled to a 
single shaft and dial and are used for the purpose 
of controlling the magnitude of the line current. 
The reaction of field operating personnel to this 
balancing network is that the balancing opera
tions are simplified, and that better balances are 
obtained and in less time than with other types 
with which they are familiar. 

Fig. S needs no particular description since it 
is the simple type of high speed repeater familiar 
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to all telegraph engineers. However, it should hf' 
noted that for each half of the repeater the same 
three relays used in the terminal set are to be 

found. It is this feature of the design, namely, 

the use of the same parts for all conditions of 

operation, that has contributed so largely to the 

simplicity of the equipment. In Fig. 5 the 

repeater relay is used for monitoring purposes 

and to operate a selector or other calling-in 
signal devices. 

The service trials of this equipment, both as 
repeaters and as terminal sets under widely 
varying conditions, have been entirely satis
factory and it is now proposed to standardize 
this apparatus for use in new installations at 
either repeater or terminal stations throughout 
the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company's plant. 
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Aluminium Die Castings and Their Field of Usefulness 
in the 'Telephone Industry 

By FRANQOIS VAN LAETHEM 
Bell Telephone J{anufacturing Company, Antwerp, Belgium 

Die casting methods as applied in the production of telephone apparatus are 
presented in this paper. The process of aluminium die casting and alloys used 
are briefly described and illustrations are given of representative die cast p.arts. 

IN THE manufacture of telephone apparatus 
and its accessories, the urge to reduce 
labour cost has been very strong. Each part 

entering into the production of modern telephone 
apparatus, particularly apparatus for automatic 
exchanges, has been analysed and reanalysed to 
determine the method of producing it at the 
lowest possible cost. The result is that at present 
each part for its purpose is an example of the 
survival of the fittest, regardless of whether it is 
a screw machine made part, a punching or plastic 
moulding, an electric spot or arc welded frame 
or a die casting. 

The die casting process is a comparatively 
recent development. It consists in forcing molten 
metal into a metallic die, especially built for 
each type of part. 

The molten metal fills perfectly all the cavities 
and impressions of the die and surrounds the 
steel cores. The number of cores may be multi
plied when the parts to be cast are of increasingly 
intricate shape. In comparison with parts ob
tained by other manufacturing processes, such 
as common foundry, punching, etc . ,  the intro
duction of die cast parts results in an important 
saving in machining. 

If the casting die has been built with great 

accuracy and has been designed so that it is not 

affected by pressure and heat, the parts produced 

will be accurate and interchangeable. An im

portant saving can then be realised in dispensing 

with the otherwise required fixtures, jigs, tools, 

and gauges. Not only does the adoption of die 

cast parts reduce the number of manufacturing 

operations but, where mass production is in
volved, die casting is particularly adapted to 

the requirements of pleasing form, facility in 

assembly, and quick production with the mini

mum number of operations. 
Die castings are taking, and probably will 

continue to take, an increasingly important 
place in telephone manufacture. The equipment 
for their production has undergone important 
improvements during the past few years ; die 
casting alloys are produced with remarkable 
strength ; and the possibilities of use of die cast 
parts have become unlimited for this industry. 

In the factory of the Bell Telephone Manu
facturing Company. Antwerp, aluminium base 
alloys are used exclusively at present. Recently, 
considerable progress has been made in the zinc 
die casting process. New zinc alloys, coupled 
with refined alloying procedures and the use of 
pure metals, should result in stronger, denser 
castings, which are stable and not subject to 
disintegration. 

A modern aluminium die casting machine is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 .  Several of these machines 
are in use by the Bell Telephone Manufacturing 
Company at Antwerp. Fig. 2 shows a section 
of the machine. The metal is melted in a cast
iron, gas heated crucible ( C), in which a goose
neck (B) is held by means of trunnions (S) about 
which it can oscillate. The gooseneck is provided 
with an injecting nozzle (D) , and a rear filling 
nozzle (F) ; it is closed with a top cover. This 
cover carries the high pressure air inlet pipe (R) . 

To fill the gooseneck with metal, the filling 
nozzle end (F) is submerged in the molten metal, 
by means of an operating lever (H) . When full, 
it is raised again by the operating lever, the rear 
nozzle being locked against a cone shaped stop 
(A) forming a seal. At the same time, the in
jecting nozzle (D) is brought into line with a 
collar (E) having a tapered sprue hole provided 
in the furnace side die mounting plate. This 
collar is water cooled. The press part of the ma
chine is attached to the furnace, making a unit. 
Both die plates (M) and (N) are movable on the 
guide bars (P) and at the commencement of the 
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Figure 1-Aluminium Die Casting Machine. 

backward movement, they move together with 
the die still closed between them. 

The travel of the plate at the furnace end is 
arrested, after being moved far enough to break 
the sprue, between nozzle (D) and water cooled 
collar (E) . The ejector side of the die and the 
back die plate are then carried on until the 
die is fully opened. The casting is always ar
ranged so as to stay in the moving half of the 
die. The ejectors are fitted through the rear wall 
of the moving half of the die, and in casting 
position their ends are flush with the bottom 
of the impression. They are brought into use by 
means of a rack movement pushing the casting 
out of the die. 

The die is operated by means of two hydraulic 
rams (z) , the pressure being about 1 6  kg./cm2• 

The sequence of operations is relatively simple. 
The open die, mounted on a movable die carriage, 
is cleaned out with a jet of compressed air. The 
gooseneck is then placed in casting position, the 
die is closed, and the cores are moved in place. 
When the closed die has been pressed against 
the injecting nozzle, it is given a shot. This means 
that the air pressure is turned on, forcing the 
metal through the gate of the die until the die 
itself is completely filled. After the air pressure 
has been maintained for an appreciable interval , 
the pressure is turned off and the die withdrawn 
from the nozzle. 

Because of the high melting point of aluminium 
alloys and their powerful solvent action on iron 
and steel, the dies are made from a special 
chrome vanadium steel. The quality and heat 
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treatment of the steel used in the die, combined 
with periodic air cooling from a temperature 
exceeding the critical range and rehardening, 
contribute to the life of the die. Thermal and 
chemical influences of the molten aluminium, 
however, cause very small cracks to appear on 
the steel after 5 ,000 to 15 ,000 injections. These 
cracks occur mainly on the surface near the 
injection gate and at the spots changing the 
direction of flow of the metal injected. By 
periodically normalising the temperature of the 
die, further penetration of these cracks is retarded 
and, in fact, they may often be eliminated by a 
thorough repolishing of the die. 

The origin of the cracks may be attributed to 
the molten metal which, when being injected, 
heats up the part of the mould in immediate 
contact with it to about its own injection tem
perature so that the steel of the mould expands. 
As soon as the part is ejected from the mould, 
the surface of the die cools off again. Since the 
inner part of the steel mould remains at a con
stant temperature, expansion and contraction 
occur continually on the skin part of the die only. 
These continuous and rapid changes create 
fatigue of the metal to such an extent that, 
eventually, its elasticity is exceeded and small 
cracks appear at the surface of the mould. The 

molten aluminium alloy penetrates these cracks 
and intensifies the thermic reaction. It is, there
fore, quite necessary that the metal of the mould 
should present the maximum of elasticity at 
its surface, a result which is obtained by applying 
to the chrome vanadium steel a suitable harden
ing process. \Vhen the dies are given a careful 
heat treatment, one set of dies may be used for 
producing anywhere from 50,000 to 200,000 
castings before they need replacement. 

Apart from the outstanding advantages de
rived in die casting to shape : viz . ,  accuracy, 
uniformity, finish, and the elimination to a great 
extent of machining operations, still another 
important advantage is made possible by this 
process : inserts can be moulded into the work 
to form an integral µart of the finished casting, 
so that a reduction in assembly costs- is effected 
since castings produced with bearings, bushings, 
pins, studs, or other parts in place eliminate the 
need for pressing them in position or securing 
them with screws or rivets. Steel . brass, iron 
babbit, or even porcelain may be inserted into 
die castings. Screw machine parts, such as small 
knurled rods, screws, or nuts, are examples of 
inserts often used. 

Means are required for holding im;erts in the 
die until the metal has been cast and has had a 

Figure 2-Section of Aluminium Die Cu-sting J1Iachine. 
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Figure 3-Aluminiurn Selector Frame (7-A .2 Rotary System.) 

Figure 3-A-Punched Selector Frame (7-A . 1  Rotary System) 

chance to solidify. Inserts such as bushings are 
held in place by being fastened over steel cores. 
Another method is to provide a hole or a de
pression in the wall of the die and place the 
insert therein until the metal has been cast 
around it. This method requires that the insert 
be held to close limits. 

Close limits must be adopted uniformly 
throughout the lengths of the inserts if both 
ends of these pieces remain free from cast metal. 
Broader limits may be adopted if one end 
projects from the casting. The part of the insert 
·which is sunk in the metal should be provided 
with a rough surface or contain a hole, a thread, 
or a knurled surface so as to oppose any twisting 
force or pulling effort. 

When bolts are used as inserts, their surface 
must not be threaded for a few millimeters 
beyond the point where they protrude from 

the casting. Should the thread of the screw be 
cut so as to touch the casting, it is impossible to 
prevent molten metal from embracing the thread 
line for some distance and this metal is very 
difficult to remove. Regardless of precautions 
taken, it is not possible to obtain watertight 
joints at the inserts, but in general this lack of 
watertightness is not objectionable. 

Thin walled pressure castings with rounded 
corners and embossed holes, strengthened by 
cross-ribbing, are superior in appearance. They 
are light in weight, neat looking, and possess 
maximum elasticity with minimum weight. In 
them, furthermore, the properties of the alloys 
are utilised to the best advantage, thus tending 
to reduce costs. 

In order to avoid the occurrence of blow holes, 
die castings should be as uniform in cross-section 
as the design requirements will permit. Regu
larity of wall thickness is also desirable to provide 
for ready flow of the molten alloys. 

Rounded corners, in addition to being con
ducive to neat appearance, facilitate polishing 
operations. Avoidance of sharp corners also 
tends to strengthen both the parts and the 
mould, since cracks are most liable to develop 
at these places. In addition, rounded off parts, 
strengthened by one or several ribs, lend them
selves to the production of sounder castings, 
since the metal in these cases flows more freely 
and is less likely to enclose air pockets. 

Accuracy, if not required, should not be 
insisted on as it involves a more careful operation 
of the machine or die and increases unnecessarily 
the cost of castings. 

The minimum diameter of holes that can be 
cast is 2.3 mm. The ratio of depth to diameter 
varies from 1.3 to 5 times the diameter. In order 
to secure regular working of the machines, 
diameters of holes should be made as large as 
possible so that heavier cores may be used and 
breakage be reduced to a minimum. 

In die casting, machine operation should be 
avoided wherever practicable and, therefore, 
all holes should be cast in the parts. Drilling 
is not recommended in pressure casting since 
tiny blow holes occur mostly at the places where 
there are embossings for holes. 

Internal threads are not cast except for very 
conical threads or for threads of special shape 
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External threads can be obtained up to twenty
four threads per inch. 

The draft or taper per inch of depth ranges 
from 1 . 5  mm. to 2 mm. per 100 mm. on the 
diameter for holes less than 3 mm. in diameter ; 
1 mm. per 100 mm. for holes of 3 to 25 mm. in 
diameter ; and 0.5 mm. per 100 mm. for holes 
over 25 mm. in diameter. It is not always possible 
to adhere to these figures as the required shape 
depends on several factors : the number of parts 
to be ejected from the mould at one time, as 
these require greater effort when their size in
creases ; the possibility of making ejection easier 
and thus increasing the hourly production ; or 
the effort that the parts can withstand or that can 
be applied to the ejecting cores without injury 
to the latter. 

In addition to the factors related to the 
mechanical operations and to the strength of the 
material, the pecularities of the alloy must be 
taken into consideration. When the construction 
or shape of the casting requires that in feeding 
the metal the flow of alloy be directed upon the 
end part of a core, this part of the die expands 

more than the remainder. This expansion is in
fluenced by the rate at which the injections are 
performed, by the temperature at which the 
metal is injected, and by the rate at which cooling 
of the cores occurs. In such cases, more taper 
must be given to the core. It is also necessary to 
provide a draft to all hollows or recesses in the 
mould, as the shrinkage of the casting is not 
sufficient to allow easy removal from the mould. 
Notwithstanding all precautions that may be 
taken and adequate heat treatment given to the 
steel of the die, small cracks are eventually 
produced, into which the metal penetrates and 
clings ; faults that are scarcely visible at the start 
increase steadily, and the slightest tearing away 
of metal when ejecting the casting rapidly be
comes a serious defect, since grooves are pro
duced in the die that prevent easy removal of 
the cast part and spoil it as well. 

The shrinkage of the die casting is very small. 
In its first stages the casting is produced by a 
small spray of molten metal that is thrown on 
the relatively cold walls of the die and there 
quickly solidified ; the shrinkage is thus partly 

Figi�re 4-}vfauld for Selector Frame shown in F1'g. J. 
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balanced by the continuous feeding of metal . 
The absorption of air causing porosity is 

s lightly higher in pressure die casting : i n  this 
process" the cavity in the mould is fi lled with 
molten .metal under pressure, through a narrow 
gate. The gate is narrow so as to reduce the tur
bulence of the mol ten metal ·when entering the 
cavity and to al l ow a time i nterval during which 
the air in the cavity can be forced out through 
the vents. After the cavity is fil led \\·ith molten 
metal, the small gate freezes and cuts off the 
source of h ot metal . The skin of the casting next 
to the cold mould also freezes and the solidifica
tion shrinkage of about 7% is fed from the centre 

Figure 5-Bruslt Carria!!,r Frame far Selectnr 
(7-A .2 Rotary System ) .  

Figure 5-A-Brush Carriage Frame for Selector 
(7-A . 1  Rotary System). 

of the casting or from heavier sections which are 
still  molten. 

The former engineer of a prominent pressure 
die casting manufacturer explained this condition 
in an address before the Detroit Branch of the 
Society of A utomotive Engineers, as folluws : 

" Porosity is an i nherent feature of commercial 

high pressure die castings. At first it was believed that 

this was due to the presence of air. The vacuum pro
cess wris i ntroduced so that the ri ir was drawn out of 

the die cavih· before the metal entered . Even if it were 

possible to maintain a vacuum under practical work

ing conrlitions. this method rloes not offer the complete 

remedy. Practically the same results may he obtained 

\Yithout a vacuum if the proper size and location of 
the gate a n rl vent grooves rire carefullv considered. 

There are two other causes for porosity ,  namely, 
uneven chilling of the metal and drossy, sluggish 

metal. As to the first cause, consider a rlie casting 

gated, so that the metal must travel through a thin 
section to reach a heav) boss. Normally the boss will 

solidify last. but since the thin section between it and 
the grite is alrerirlv frozen , it has n othing to rlraw from 
to satisfy ii:s natural shrinkage and the difference is 
made by a void or hole in the centre. This fact em

phasises the importance of proper distribution of 

water channels in the die. 

The second cause is self-evident, for a die casting 
cannot have a cleaner surface than the original alloy. 

If too many impurities are in the alloy, its flow be

comes sluggish and it chills before the sh�inkage is 

satisfier! even in uniform walls. However, the outer 

crust is so much greater in rlensity anrl strength that 

it  m ore tha n compensates for the porous structure 

in the centre of the wa ll. " 

Notwithstanding the presence of porosity, 
unavoidable in h igh pressure casting, it is pos
sible to obtain castings resisting to 1 5  to 20 kg. 
per sq. cm. tensile strength , because the grain is 
always very close, when the operation has been 
perfectly cond ucted and made with good alloys. 

Pure alumin ium is seldom die cast or used for 
any commercial purpose. since i t  has been found 
that the addition of copper, sil icon , and nickel 
produces an alloy superior to the pure metal from 
th e standpoint of tensile strength , as well as of 
wearing qualities. Alloys of aluminium vary in 
composition. a popular comhination being that 
containing approximately 92 r;c of aluminium and 
83 of copper. It has a tensile strength ranging 
between 13 and 1 5  kg. per sq. mm. and 1. 2 5 3  
elongation per 50 mm. 1 his alloy i s  preferred i n  
some cases for the ease with which it  can b e  
machined_and for its bright colour. 
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Figure 6-Mould for Brush Carriage shown in Fig. 5. 

The addition of silicon increases the tensile 
strength and reduces loss due to shrinkage 
cracks. An alloy comprising only 5 3  silicon with 
the balance aluminium gives a closer grain than 
the aluminium-copper alloy, and is more ductile, 
tougher, and stronger. It has a tensile strength 
ranging from 20 to 22 kg. per sq. mm. and an 
elongation of 3 .53 per 50 mm. With an alumi
nium alloy containing 123 silicon, an ultimate 
strength of 24 kg. per sq. mm. is obtained with 
an elongation of 1 . 53 per 50 mm. This is the 
lightest in weight of the three. The aluminium
silicon alloys have advantages over aluminium
copper alloys as regards casting properties and 
corrosion resistance. 

Aluminium alloys do not crystallise and do not 
show signs of fatigue as quickly as other alloys. 
When a high polish is required, the slightest 
addition of nickel to the aluminium-silicon alloy 
is recommended. 

The aluminium base alloys lend themselves 
well to the application of a great variety of 
finishing methods, including sand blasting, 
painting and lacquering, scratch brushing, bright 
dipping, ball burnishing, polishing, plating, and 
oxidising. However, they have very poor solder
ing properties. 

Aluminium alloys melt at the comparatively 

high temperature of 650°C. ,  and it is for this 
reason that high grade alloy steel must be used 
in building dies for casting aluminium parts. 

In making the dies, impressions are often 
worked into solid blocks of steel, sometimes 
weighing more than 100 kg. in order to withstand 
the high casting temperature. Special cutters, the 
production of which often consumes as much 
time as the making of the die cavity itself, are 
often required. Under such circumstances weeks, 
and often months, are needed to build a die. 

The aluminium selector frame used in the 
7-A.2 rotary system and shown in Fig. 3, repre
sents an important development for making 
accurate, intricate parts in one piece. I t  is illus-

Figure 7-Aluminium Die Cast Frame for 200 Point Line 
ilii.. Finder Type Switch. 
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Figure 8-Mould for 200 Point Line Finder Type Switch shown in Pig. 7. 

trative of the accuracy with which die castings 

can be produced. The casting measures approxi
mately 2 70 by 135 by 120 mm. ; it weighs about 
0.550 kg. All holes are cast to the finished size. 
From the standpoint of intricacy, this die cast
ing is an outstanding achievement. In this case 
an appreciable saving was effected by using die 
castings in preference to the punched parts pre
viously employed (See Fig. 3-A).  

The mould for producing the die cast frame is 
illustrated on Fig . 4.  The movable die is provided 
with four sliding members. The figure shows the 
moving members withdrawn. They are operated 
by a rack and pinion. It furthermore contains the 
sliding cores and an ejecting device, both also 
operated by a separate rack and pinion . 

The stationary die section is provided with two 
sliding cores located at an angle of approximately 
45 degrees from the horizontal or the vertical , in 
order to produce the holes in the transverse 
parts. Shoes attached to the stationary die sec
tion prevent the sliding members from loosening 
under pressure. The stationary and movable die 
contain grooves or passages leading from the 
sprue which carries the molten metal to several 
different places in the die cavity. Pilot pins on 
the stationary die engage holes in the movable 
die to accurately register the two die members 
in the casting position. 

Figure 9-Sequence Switch Frame made of A luminium A lloy. 

Fig. 5 shows a brush carriage frame of the 
same selector. This part is cast with a threaded 
axis in place. The weight of this aliminium die 
cast frame is 1 10 gr. ; the length is 90 mm. ; the 
width, 60 mm. ; and the height, 45 mm. The wall 
thickness measures 3 mm. All holes are cast to 
the finished size. The tapping of some of the holes 
is the only machine work on this part. The cor
responding frame of the earlier form of selector 
using punched parts is shown on Fig. 5-A. 

In Fig. 6 are shown the die members used in 
producing this frame. The die is of a relatively 
complicated construction with a parting line 
running along the middle of the part, and casts 
two pieces simultaneously. The movable part is 
provided with four slides placed in four different 
directions. The inserts are placed in position in 
the sliding members, when these are open, so 
that after casting, the axis forms an integral part 
with the casting. Accurate inserts guard against 
metal being cast on the thread. From observation 
of Fig. 6, it will be seen that the sprue passage 
is contained entirely in the movable die. 
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Figure 10-Mould for Producing the Sequence Switch Frame shown in Fig. 9. 

An aluminium die cast frame for a 200 point 
line finder type switch is illustrated in Fig. 7 .  
It has the following dimensions : 3 70 by 245 by 
96 mm. and weighs about 630 gr. The wall thick
ness measures 3 mm. Fig. 8 shows the die for this 
part. It consists primarily of a stationary mem
ber and a moving member, and it will be noticed 
that the moving member is provided with a series 
of slender core pins which produce corresponding 
holes in the casting. Two slides are placed along 
the parting line for the side holes. Ejecting pins 
are located at various points on the moving die 
members to facilitate the removal of the finished 
casting ; ejection of the work from the die is 
comparatively simple inasmuch as the shrinkage 
causes the casting to adhere to the core when the 
dies are separated. By drawing the cores through 
the die body in which they are housed, the work 
is freed. 

The die is designed with the parting line 
located along one edge of the casting, from which 
fins can easily be removed. Several shallow vents 
may be seen on the face of the movable member. 
Moulds having no or few slides are provided with 
vents at the matching faces. As the metal is 
forced into the cavities, the gases escape through 
the vents, which are made by grinding slots in 
one of the die sections. Vent slots for aluminium 
die casting are from 0.2 to 0.3 mm. deep and 
25 mm. or more wide, depending upon the size 
of the work. The metal enters these slots before 
congealing, forming thin fl.ashes that are easily 
trimmed or broken off. If there is improper vent-

ing, gases pocketed in the cavities often cause 
spongy castings. 

The sprue and the passage through which the 
molten metal flows to the die cavity are cut 
partly in the stationary die and partly in the 
moving die. Four holes in the moving member 
slip over pilot-pins on the stationary part to 
insure close registration of the two die halves for 
each operation. 

Another interesting aluminium die casting is 
illustrated by Fig. 9. It is a sequence switch frame 
of very light construction provided with several 
narrow slottings for fixing the spring com
binations. The mould for producing this part is 
shown in Fig. 10 .  The moving member is shown 
with the moving cores in casting position. A 

Figure 1 1-Subscriber Set Housing made of Aluminium 
Alloy. 
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Figure 12-Mould for Subscriber Set Housing shown in Fi!!,. 11. 

swiveling lever allows withdrawing of the side
wise placed core. As with the die described pre
viously, the casting is made to adhere to the mov
ing member when the die opens. Air vents are 
seen on the stationary member. This casting 

Figure 13-Aluminium Die Cast Finger Plate for Dial. 

measures 382 by 52 by 50 mm. and weighs 
280 gr. 

Fig. 1 1  shows a subscriber set housing made of 
aluminium alloy. Its design requires the use of a 
movable die which opens sidewise in the four 
directions after it has been withdrawn from the 
stationary die. This die, illustrated in Fig. 12 ,  
shows the various sliding members placed in 
casting position. The casting is approximately 
135 mm. long, 122 mm. wide, and 1 03 mm. high, 
with walls only 3 mm. in thickness. I ts weight is 
280 gr. About 150,000 parts have been cast with 
this mould and, notwithstanding the high num
ber of castings already produced, it is still in 
good working condition. The parts are later 
sand-blasted and given a bright black japan 
finish. 

Dies of unusual interest were designed for cast
ing aluminium finger-plates for dials, four at a 

time. The plates and dies are shown in Figs . 1 3  
and 14 ,  respectively. Sixty-four holes are cored 
in this die and by employing the die casting pro
cess for making the part, the machining of an 
oval central hole is avoided. The die is designed 
with the parting line located along the middle of 
the casting. 
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Figure N-Mould for Finger Plate shown i n  Fig. 13. 

The gate and flash left in this casting are 
readily removed by the use of a trimming punch 
and die. The moving die is generously provided 
with ejector pins, there being twenty-eight alto
gether. Air vents may be clearly seen at the 
movable die. The sprue and the passages through 
which the molten metal flows to the die cavities 
in the movable die, are cut entirely in the sta
tionary die. This part has a diameter of 80 mm. 
and weighs 40 gr. Approximately 2 mm. of metal 
separate the different finger holes. 

Fig. 15 illustrates an aluminium die cast back 
plate for dial, in which five 3 mm. tapped holes, 
four 2 .3  mm. tapped holes, two 2 . 5  mm. screw 
holes are cored when the piece is cast and in 
which, furthermore, a brass insert is used as an 
integral part of the work. 

The die shown in Fig. 16 is of relatively simple 
construction, with a parting line running along 
the middle of the part, and casts four pieces 
simultaneously. Three holes are cored sidewise 
in each of the cavities through the use of sliding 
cores. These cores slide in four different direc
tions, but all in one vertical plan, so that they 
can readily be actuated through the use of rack 
and pinions. Ejecting pins may be seen at various 
points on the moving member, as well as the 
vents to permit the escape of air. 

The above summarises the various advantages 

obtained with the use of the die casting process. 
In addition to the elimination of many machin
ing operations and the consequent saving in 
labor and time, there is a saving in weight of the 
product and in the amount of material used. For 
example, the weight of the material in a 7-A.2 
rotary automatic equipment-notwithstanding 

Figure 15-Aluminium Die Cast Back Plate for Dial. 
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the use of smaller units of apparatus in greater 
quantities per bay-is lower in the proportion of 
three to four as compared with 7-A.1  equipments , 

this result being to a large extent due to the 
adoption of die casting. Reduction in weight of 
the bay framework is thereby made possible. 

Figure 16-Mould for Back Plate shown in Fig. 15. 
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The Manufacture and Uses of J\!letal Powders* 
By J .  C .  CHASTON, B.Sc., A.R.S.M. 

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., London, England 

There is an extensive use of metal powders for paints and magnetic cores, and many 
interesting products are made by the compression and sintering of powders, e.g., 
tungsten and molybdenum wire, carbide cutting tools, oilless bearings, etc. Further 
developments in the use of powders are anticipated in the manufacture of allovs not 
obtainable by melting and as an alternative method of shaping metals. In this "'article 
the various methods of producing metal powders are systematically r:onsidered. 

IN recent years numerous methods have been 
developed for making powdered metals, and 
the resulting products vary widely in uni

formity of size, in size itself, and-what is often 
very important-in shape. In the matter of size, 
the maximum is largely a question of definition. 
In pharmacy, it is common to describe as pow
der, material that will pass a sieve having less 
than 10 meshes per centimetre1 (i.e. particles 
;Y2 mm. or 500 microns in diameter) , and this 
would appear as reasonable a definition as any. 
Aluminium powder used for the "Thermit" pro
cess is an example of such coarse powder. At the 
other end of the scale, it is possible to produce by 
the carbonyl process iron powders of a uniform 
diameter as small as 1 . 5  microns ; and in a num
ber of operations the product may contain par
ticles as small as 0.5 micron. In addition,  many 
metals can be produced in so fine a form that 
they exhibit the properties of colloids-but these 
can hardly be classed as metal powders. In shape, 
the possible variations are equally large. On the 
one hand, the particles may be in the form of 
almost perfect spheres, as in the carbonyl pro
cess ; while on the other hand they may be pro
duced as flakes with a width as much as 200 
times as great as their thickness, as in the 
aluminium and bronze paint powders. These 
points are illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows a 
classified list of sixteen main processes and their 
products. 

Attention may be directed in the first place to 
the various ways in which, when making powders 
from solid metals, fracture can be brought 
about : (1) The crystals may be broken away from 

* Paper read before the London Section of the Institute 
of Metals, January 10, 1935, and published in Metal 
Treatment, Spring 1935 Edition. Permission to republish 
in Electrical Communication is gratefully acknowledged. 

i For all numbered references, see list at end of paper. 

one another-in tercrystalline fracture ; ( 2 )  they 
may be broken along a cleavage plane, if there is 
one-fracture on a cleavage plane ; or (3) the 
fracture may proceed across the crystals-trans
crystalline fracture. Methods involving inter
crystalline fracture naturally require that the 
metal shall first be given intercrystalline brittle
ness, which can usually only be done by introduc
ing some impurity that will collect in the 
boundaries and give rise to some form of local 
weakness. In addition, it is necessary to ensure 
that the crystals themselves are sufficiently 
small-since they must be at least as small as the 
particles of the powder which is to be produced. 
Fracture along a cleavage plane is naturally con
fined to a few metals such as bismuth and anti
mony. Fracture across the crystal is applicable, 
however, to practically every metal irrespective 
of crystal size or composition, and can be pro
duced by a number of methods. In some of these 
the metal is torn apart by some kind of cutter, 
in others, fracture is produced by severe working. 

Machining Processes 

One of the oldest and crudest methods of pro
ducing metal powder is to cut small particles 
from the metal with a cutting tool or grindstone. 
Iron filings so made are used to some extent in 
"iron cements" and in firework manufacture. 
Such powders are essentially by-products, but 
magnesium powder is made in considerable quan
tities as the principal product of a machining 
process. The particles are cut off by milling or 
turning, and as shown in Fig. 2 are irregular in 
shape and bear the impression of the tool marks. 
They are rather wider than they are thick (the 
ratio is about 1 : 3  in the sample illustrated) and 
it is desirable that they should be slightly curved 
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so that they will not pack too closely Loose 
packing encourages rapid burning. About five 
grades are usually marketed with maximum 
diameters varying from 300 to 7 S microns. 

which culminated in the Bessemer converter and 
the era of cheap steel . 

Bessemer Process 

For many purposes, the irregular-shaped par
ticles produced by machining are quite unsuit
able ; for instance, bronze powders for paint need 
to be thin and leaf-like. At least one method has 
been introduced in order to flatten and polish 
particles first produced by a machining opera
tion. This vrns developed by Sir Henry Bessemer 
when he was a comparatively young man and 
has considerable historical interest since it 
brought him in £3 ,000,000 and enabled him to 
afford those experiments in steel manufacture 

The first operation2 appears to have been 
carried out on cast billets of copper alloy and to 
have been some sort of a multiple machining 
operation. Cutters acted on thirty pieces of brass 
simultaneously to produce small filaments about 
1 cm. long at the rate of 2 ,000-3,000 per minute. 
The filaments were then rolled out by passing 
them through two rolls each 30 cm. in diameter 
and 45 cm. long, pressed together with powerful 
springs. In order to prevent the particles sticking 
together and also to impart a polish, three drops 
of olive oil were added to each pound of fila
ments. Further polishing was carried out by 
repeatedly pouring the powder from a height, 
and it was then graded by an air blast which 
carried the particles along a tunnel 12 metres 

Raw Material Principle Involved 

I I 
I I I 

I By J Tran:...;- tearing 
crystalline I action I 

fracture 

I 
l Solid metal . .  

i Through 
severe 

I working I 
I 

Fracture on cleavage plane j I ·  .. ��""' ·=rnre . 1
. 

Molten metal 

Process 

1 .  Machining . . . . . . .  . . .  . , . . . .  

2. Bessemer process . . . . . .  

3.  Screening beaten foil . .  . . 

4. Stamp mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

S. Eddy mills . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . 

6. Grinding sponge . . . . . .  . .  . . . . 

7. Grinding "cleavable" metals . . . .  

8. Grinding brittle electro-deposited 
metal. 

9. Grinding brittle metal made fine 
grained by hot rolling. 

10. Granulation into water . . . . . . 

1 1 .  Granulation by stirring . . . . . . . .  

! I 

I Average I Particle 
Size Microns I 

I Thick-

Chief 
Products 

I I ness Width I 50 150 Mg. 

0.8 50 Cu & alloys 

0.8 so Au, Cu & 
alloys. 

0.8 so Al, Cu & 
alloys. 

75 Fe . . . . . . . .  
Cu . . . . . . . .  

100 I Fe . . . . . . . .  

150 Bi, Sb . . . . .  

180 I Fe . . . . . . . .  

I 

I 75 I Ni-Fe alloy 

I Metal vapour I Condensation. . . . . . . . . . . .  12. Condensation at. normal or low I I Zn, Mg . . . .  

���I 1----------:---p_r_es_s_ur_c_. ________ , _____ _ 

I 1 I I 150 I Pb, Sn . . . .  
Granulation. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1  

--25
_
0 
__ 1 Al . . . . . . . .  

I Solid. . . . . . . . Reduction. . . . . . .  13. Reduction below melting point in I 0.5 to 50 I \V & Mo . .  
hydrogen. 

I I �'i: ·c� : : : : 
Replacement . .  

----- ------
14. Chemical precipitation. .  I Pt & Pd . .  . 

I Sn . . . . . . .  . 

Solution . . . . .  /---------- -------------- '------
' 

Electro-deposition. . . . . .  . . 15. Electro�deposition as powder . I Cu . . . . .  , 

1-- 1 
Gas. . .  . . . . . 

I 
Thermal decomposition . 16. Carbonyl process . . . .  3 

Fe . . . . . . .  . 
Ni. . . . . . .  . 
Ni-Fe alloy 

1 micron (µ) =0.001 mm. Pins head-approx. 1 .500 microns. 

Uses 

Flashlight powders 

Paints, etc. 

Paints, etc. 

Paints. etc. 

Magnetic cores 
Commutator brushes 

Magnetic cores 

Chemical purposes 

Magnetic cores 

l\llagnetic cores 

Chemical purposes 

Thermit 

Chemical purpo&es 

Lamp filaments 
Magnetic cores 
Sintered carbide tools 

Catalysts 
Mansbridgecondenser 

paper 

Porous bearings 

i I Magnetic cores I Sintered products (hi
: . metals, magnetic I s h e e t ,  p l a t i n g  
, anodes. welding rod) I 

Aperture of 300-mesh sieve-approx. 53 microns. 

Figure I-Classified List of Sixteen Main Processes and Their Products. 
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long by 7 5 cm. wide. The particles distributed 
themselves according to their size along the floor 
of the tunnel, the very finest being retained by 
silk bags at the far end. 

By suitable choice of alloy, a wide range of 
coloured powders could be produced ; and these 
were further coloured by heating at various 
temperatures to produce oxide films on the sur
faces. For many years, however, the manufacture 
of silver powder proved a stumbling block. 
Aluminium was not available and no white alloys 
yielded good flakes. The problem was finally 
solved by depositing tin on brass powder in a 
chemical tinning bath similar to that used for 
tinning common pins. 

Screening Beaten Foil 

The older, and probably the original , method 
of making leaf-like powder was also a mechanical 
process, but it utilised both tearing and repeated 
working in order to separate the particles. It was 
carried out simply by rubbing through a fine wire 
sieve pieces of very thin gold, copper, or brass 
foil made by the gold-beating process. In this 
operation small particles are either torn apart or 
bent to and fro until they break away from one 
another. The manufacture of powders by this 
process was chiefly centred in Nuremburg ; but 
the operations were expensive, and competition 
from Bessemer caused the collapse of the indus
try about 1 865. 

Stamp Mills 

The method which is now almost exclusively 
used for making paint powders resembles the 
Nuremburg process more closely than the latter's 
first successful rival. The principle of mechanical 
tearing which was the basis of the Bessemer pro
cess has now been entirely abandoned, and sub
division as well as flattening are effected by 
repeated working. The origins of the stamp-mill 
process appear to be obscure, but it seems to 
have been fairly well known in 18963, and since 
then it has been widely used in Europe and 
America. Its ability to produce aluminium pow
der has undoubtedly been an important factor in 
its favour. 

The process consists in subjecting the metal to 
the action of stamps in a sedes of mills, in which 
it is beaten out and broken up into flake-like 

particles 4•5·6•7. In order to prevent consolidation 
of the product it is usual to use progressively 
lighter stamps as disintegration proceeds, and 
also to add small amounts of stearine or olive oil . 
It does not appear usual to feed material con
tinuously to the mills, but rather to stamp each 
charge for a predetermined period-regulating 
the process by "programme clocks." It is par
ticularly important to guard against stamping 
for too long a time, as this is said to produce a 
rough, useless powder. 

In its details the process is modified slightly, 
according to whether the material which is 
stamped is a copper alloy or aluminium. Heavier 
stamps can be used for copper alloys, and the 
metal does not need to be rolled to so thin a 
sheet or cut into such small pieces before it is fed 
to the first mill. 

Copper alloys7 may be cast in billets 12 mm. 
square by 1 metre long, rolled, annealed, pickled, 
and cut to clippings about 6 mm. square and 
2 .5  mm. thick. The annealing operation is of 
some importance, as uniformity as well as soft
ness is desirable in order that a uniform product 
be obtained. The clippings are stamped to powder 
in three mills4, graded by air separation,  and 
polished to a brilliant finish in a horizontal drum 
through which passes a shaft carrying radial 
arms fitted at their extremities with short, stiff 
bristles. The shaft is revolved slowly at about 
100 r.p.m. and the brushes rub against the sides 
of the drum and polish the powder. 

The alloys used for making "bronze" powders 
of various shades range in composition from pure 
copper to 70 :30 brass . Real tin bronzes are rarely 
used, and nearly all "bronze" powders are made 
from brass. A wide variety of colourings is 
obtainable by heating these powders in open trays 
with oil ,  vinegar, wax, paraffin, sulphur-bearing 
oils, or sulphuretted-hydrogen solutions, or by 
dyeing with organic dyes. The colours produced 
by these operations cannot, of course, be regarded 
as permanent, but by repolishing the powder 
with a little stearine, a very fair degree of dura
bility is obtained. 

Aluminium powders---or ' 'aluminium-bronze" 
powders as they are frequently called-are made 
in very much the same way, except that the 
stamps are lighter, and thinner material is used 
as a starting point. It is not uncommon to use 
trimmings from foil manufacture (about 0.04 
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Figure 2-Magnesium Powder X 40. 

Figitre 4-Iron Powder (Eddy Mill Product) X 40. 

mm. thick) as the raw material. The operations, 
particularly those of air separation and polish
ing, are rather more dangerous with this more 
reactive metal and some serious explosions have 
occurred in the past. It is usual to design the mills 
so as to reduce the free space above the powder 
to a minimum, to earth all metal parts, to use 
wood as far as possible in construction, and to 
operate the plant in small isolated units. In the 
event of a fire of aluminium powder, it is believed 
that common salt is the best extinguisher. 

The aluminium powder produced in the way 
described is not sufficiently fine for use in litho
graphic printing, and material for this purpose 
is given an additional grinding operation. It is 

Figure_3-Aluminium Powder (Stamp Mill Product) X 75 . 

Figure 5-Antimony Powder X 40. 

mixed with a thick solution of gum arabic and 

ground for 4 to 6 hrs. in an edge runner fitted 
with granite cones. The gum is washed out, the 
gum is washed out, the powder graded in water, 
dried at 40° C.,  and finally polished with a little 
olive oil. 

"Bronze" and "aluminium bronze" powders 
made by these processes consist of fine, thin, 
brightly-polished flakes, covered with a thin film 
of lubricant. This grease is valuable in protecting 
the powder against tarnishing when it is to be 
used for decorative purposes, but it renders it 
less valuable for chemical purposes such as for 
calorising or as a precipitant. In size, the particles 
usually range from 0.3 to 1 .3 microns in thick-
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ness, and have a width from 5 to  200 times as 
great as this. A photo-micrograph of a typical 
sample of aluminium powder is shown in Fig. 3 .  

The largest use of  bronze and aluminium pow
ders is in paint for decorative and protective 
purposes8' 9• Their great value in this respect is 
believed to depend on their property of rising to 
the surface of the medium, "joining hands" under 
the influence of surface tension, and forming a 
series of very thin metallic layers over the sur
face. I t  is to this action that their value in pre
venting "bleeding" of underlying coats and in 
acting as primers on such materials as creosoted 
woods is ascribed. Aluminium powders have 
great covering power, are opaque, form a protec
tive coating electro-positive to most common 
metals, are resistant to sulphur (a useful property 
in connection with laboratory decoration) , and 
are easily washed. Their very high reflectivity 
to light and heat radiations is an important 
property and makes them of value in painting 
furnace bodies (where heat radiation must be 
kept to a minimum) , oil-storage tanks and air
ships (where heat absorption must be avoided) , 
and cinema screens (where high light reflectivity 
is desired) . Their waterproofing properties make 
them of value for painting aeroplane fabrics and 
foundry patterns. Mixed with bitumen, the pow
ders prevent its disintegration in sunlight and 
improve its value as a protective coating for 
steelwork. Aluminium powders are generally con
sidered to "mature" on keeping, but after they 
are mixed with paint vehicles their colour tends 
to deteriorate. 

Apart from their use in paints, aluminium pow
ders are used to give a moire effect to cellulose 
plastics, to protect rubber-cotton balloon fabrics 
from light, and (mixed with graphite and mo
lasses) as a coating for steel-ingot moulds. 
Aerated concrete, which is light in weight and 
possesses good thermal-insulating properties, is 
made by mixing aluminium powder with ordi
nary cement. Hydrogen is formed by reaction of 
the aluminium with the alkali of the cement and 
aerates the mass. 

Eddy Mills 

For many years the stamp mill remained the 
only mechanical mill capable of pulverising 
malleable metals. Attempts to reduce a malleable 

metal to powder in ball mills showed that the 
metal was rounded into lumps and then worn 
away by attrition-often at a rate little faster 
than that of the steel balls. Recently, however, 
the eddy mill method of producing excessive 
working on metal particles and of deforming 
them so severely that fracture occurs has been 
developed10• The metal, usually in the form of 
wire about 1 .3 mm. diameter chopped to lengths 
of 1 cm. , is fed into a closed chamber in which 
are mounted two fans or impellers. These are 
rotated in opposite directions at a high speed and 
whirl the particles up into two opposing eddies. 
The particles are thus caught up and hurled 
against one another in the central part of the 
mill, where they pound and bend each other until 
they are broken up to the desired size. All impact 
occurs between the metal particles themselves 
and there are no beaters or other similar parts 
which might wear and so contaminate the pow
dered product. The material can be fed contin
uously and automatically and the ground 
product removed by air separation. 

Since about 1923 a small factory, devoted ex
clusively to the manufacture of powdered metals 
by this proces, has existed at Copenick, a suburb 
of Berlin. Each machine stands between two 
electric motors on a bed-plate about 1 .5 m. 
long, and produces 5 kg. or more of powder per 
hour. It is usual to maintain an atmosphere of 
coal-gas to prevent oxidation of the powder. In 
shape, the particles are about equi-axed, and 
many exhibit a most characteristic appearance 
perhaps best described as saucer-shaped, bearing 
a depression on one surface presumably caused 
by impact. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and its 
occurrence in a sample of dust is a certain 
pointer to its origin. The product of these mills is 
obviously unsuited for paints-as it is by no 
means leaf-like-and the chief applications of the 
process have been for making powdered iron for 
magnetic cores and powdered copper for copper
graphite commutator brushes. 

Grinding Sponge 

Attempts to powder malleable metals in a ball 
mill are usually unsuccessful but, if the metal is 
fed in a spongy condition, sufficient bending may 
occur to break the sponge into small particles. 
This principle has been applied to produce iron 
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Figure 6-Brittle Cathodes of Electrolytic Iron X .g. 

powder from spongy iron formed by direct re
duction from the ore, and could probably be 
extended to other spongy products. 

Grinding Cleavable Metals 

With a metal having a well-marked cleavage 
plane, the problem of reducing it to powder is 
very much simplified. Little difficulty is experi
enced in handling it in a ball mill, and such 
metals as antimony and bismuth are easily 
reduced to almost any degree of fineness by such 
means. Some powdered antimony is illustrated 
in Fig. 5 .  These metals are used in their powdered 
form for chemical purposes. 

Grinding Brittle Aggregates 

(a) Made by Electro-Deposition.-The reduc
tion to powder of a metal possessing marked 
intercrystalline brittleness is likewise a relatively 
simple operation. The process is, however, of 
special metallurgical interest in vievv of the 
methods that are adopted to bring about inter
crystalline brittleness and to ensure that the 
crystals themselves are of the requisite size. 

The first commercial application of this 
method was on iron electro-deposited under such 
conditions of acidity and current density that a 
fine-grained, brittle deposit was obtained 1 1 •  An 
electrolyte containing ferrous sulphate, am
monium sulphate, and ammonium chloride is 
used and is maintained just on the acid side by 
periodic additions of sulphuric acid. The anodes 
are of mild steel , and a current density of about 

1 .3  amps./sq. dm. is used to deposit the iron on 
polished-steel cathodes. The deposit is allowed to 
grow to a thickness of 3 mm. to 6 mm. ,  and it is 
usual to add a little glue to prevent excessive 
"treeing. ' '  The cathodes are then removed and 
washed, the deposit stripped off, broken into 
small pieces, and ground down in Hardinge 
conical ball mills. A sample of the broken cathode 
is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows a photo-micro
graph of the powder and illustrates how the 
acicular shape of the crystals is retained. The 
product is not so fine as many of the others con
sidered. I t  is usual to grind to pass an 80-mesh 
sieve (with apertures 1 80 microns wide) but the 
particles vary over a wide range and about 50 
per cent. will pass a 200-mesh sieve, i.e. , will be 
less than 7 4 microns in diameter. 

The iron powder made by this process is 
mainly used for magnetic cores of inductance 
coils in which the losses from eddy currents must 
be kept at a minimum. In making these, the iron 
particles are tumbled in an alcoholic solution of 
shellac, the solvent driven off, and the coated 
particles pressed to the required shape under 
about 14,000 kg./sq. cm. It is necessary to use 
such high pressures in order to deform the iron 

Figure 7-Iron Powder (Ground from Electrolytic Iron) X40. 

particles sufficiently to lock closely into one 
another, and thus obtain high effective magnetic 
permeability. If the operations are properly 
carried out the insulation does not break down, 
and the core behaves as a composite of perfectly 
insulated particles. 
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Figure 8-Brittle Ingot of Nickel-Iron Alloy X !-. 

An application of insulated compressed iron 
dust is for the cores of tuning coils of broadcast 
receivers in order to allow the size of the core to 
be reduced while maintaining the same induct
ance. This enables losses to be reduced and sim
plifies shielding. For this application, where the 
frequencies of the currents in the coil are high, it 
is necessary to use a very fine powder, and other 
methods of making iron powder are to be per
ferred. 

(b) Brittle Metals made Fine-Grained by Hot 
Rolling.-Very shortly after the discovery, in 
1923, by Elmen and Arnold of the magnetic 
nickel-iron alloy known as "Permalloy,"  at
tempts were made to produce it in powdered form, 
as it was seen that with this alloy it should be 
possible to make cores with lower hysteresis 
losses than with powdered iron, and with higher 
effective permeabilities. 

As a result of this work-carried out largely by 
C. P. Beath and H. M. Heinicke of the Western 
Electric Company of Chicago a most interesting 
method has been developed12• The first step was 
to produce an alloy of iron with 70 to 90 per cent. 
of nickel which should possess intercrystalline 
brittleness. This proved relatively simple, for 
the alloy resembles nickel in its working prop
erties-and normally needs to be carefully 
deoxidised with manganese and magnesium to be 
produced in a malleable form. It was therefore 
only necessary to leave out the deoxidiser to pro
duce a brittle metal. The ingots obtained by cast
ing an alloy treated in this way usually consist 
of long needle-like crystals which can easily be 
broken away from one another but which are 
themselves quite malleable. The appearance of 
the fracture of such an ingot is illustrated in 
Fig. 8. In this condition the crystals are obviously 
far too large to be of any use for making dust. It  
was found, however, that the ingots-although 

but a collection of large crystals weakly cemented 
together-would hold together sufficiently 
strongly to be hot rolled at a high temperature, 
and by this means the crystals can be reduced to 
a size small enough to give fine particles. The 
really striking feature of this process is that the 
new crystals possess brittle grain boundaries. It 
is usual to explain the intercrystalline brittleness 
of nickel as due to the presence at the crystal 
boundaries of a thin, weak, easily-melted film of 
Ni-Ni3S2 eutectic. But it is difficult to account 
for a continuous film of this around the crystals 
produced by rolling. It may be that at the high 
temperatures used in rolling the alloy, the nickel 
sulphide goes into solution and then is thrown 
out again on cooling at the new crystal boun
daries ; but it is difficult to accept the view that 
the dissolved sulphur has such extreme mobility. 
The general problem of intercrystalline failure of 
metals is, however, by no means understood, and 
the present example may be quoted as a par
ticular case of a generally perplexing problem. 

In practice, the rolling operation is carried out 
by heating the ingot to a high temperature, and 
rolling down in stepped rolls, the process being so 
adjusted that by the time the last roll is reached 
the temperature is just below that required for 
hot-rolling to continue successfully. The metal 
then breaks up in the last pass and emerges as a 
shower of small fragments which are collected 
into a heap with shovels. Fig. 9 shows the appear
ance of the material at this stage. These small 
fragments are then pulverised in ball mills, 
sieved, insulated, pressed to the final form, and 
heat-treated to give magnetic powder cores. 
A photograph of the dust is shown in Fig. 10. 

Fir,ure 9-Hot-Rolled Brittle Fragments of Nickel-Iron 
Alloy X .g.. 
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The size distribution is not so wide as in pow
dered electrolytic iron, and the particles are 
reasonably equi-axed with an average diameter 
of about 75 microns. 

Granulation Into Water 

Granulation of a molten metal by pouring into 
water is a very old process. Lead shot is made by 
pouring molten lead through a sieve and allowing 
the globules to cool as they fall in air, finally 
collecting them in water. In this process, the 
addition of 0.5 per cent. arsenic is found to 
favour the production of spherical shot and to 
prevent the formation of elongated globules. 
The explanation 13 appears to be that the arsenic 
converts the solid skin of lead oxide (which, if 
present, tends to produce elongated drops) to a 
liquid film of lead arsenite, which remains molten 
down to 200° C. 

Finer particles may be made by directing a 
stream of compressed air or steam against a 
stream of molten metal before it reaches the 
water. Aluminium is granulated in this way, and 
is produced as a dark grey, more or less spherical 
powder which is free from grease and more suited 
than the product of stamp mills for chemical and 
similar work. It is widely used for calorising, for 
the "Thermit" process, in the ammonal group of 
explosives, and as a precipitant for gold and silver 
in the cyanide process. 

Granulation by _Stirring Molten Metal 

An interesting method of breaking up a 
molten metal is sometimes employed for making 
powdered aluminium. It is based on the observa
tion that if this metal is stirred as it is solidifying 
in a crucible, it can be broken into a powder. 
A photograph of some powder made in this \vay 
is shown in Fig. 1 1 .  The process has been worked 
by putting molten aluminium in a shaking 
machine and operating it vigorously. It is com
monly stated that in this operation the metal 
breaks up into grains because it is "hot short" at 
temperatures just below its melting point. 
Aluminium is certainly hot short at sufficiently 
high temperatures (probably on account of 
incipient melting at the crystal boundaries) and 
it might be possible to make use of this property 
by hot-rolling within a very narrow temperature 

range. It seems, however, much more likely that 
in stirring molten aluminium the powdering is 
brought about by entrapping oxide in the melt, 
thus forming oxide skins round the crystals first 
formed and preventing them from growing and 
uniting into a solid mass. Aluminium powder 
made by this method is sometimes used for 
thermit and the other applications already 
mentioned. 

Condensation 

Zinc dust is a common product of a conden
sation process, and is formed under certain con
ditions in the neck of zinc retorts. The essential 
factor for its formation is the presence of enough 
oxygen to form a thin skin of zinc oxide round 
each globule of zinc as soon as it is produced and 
so to prevent the condensed globules from 
coalescing. Zinc dust is used as a precipitant in 
the cyanide process for the recovery of gold as 
well as in other chemical processes. 

Reduction of Compounds at Temperatures 
Below Their Melting Point 

Those processes which produce a finely 
divided metal by direct reduction of a chemical 
compound will next be considered. The oldest, 
and possibly the most extensively practised of 
any, is carried out by heating a reducible com
pound in an atmosphere of hydrogen or other 
reducing gas at a temperature below the melting 
point of either metal or compound. In this opera
tion, extremely wide variations in particle size, 
size distribution, and shape can be produced by 
suitable choice of compound, particle size of 
compound, composition of reducing gas, and 
temperature and time of reduction. In general, 
the particle size is smallest at low temperatures 
of reduction, and increases with increase in time 
and temperature of reduction. 

Industrially, the most important application 
of this process is in the manufacture of tungsten 
and molybdenum powder, which is afterwards 
pressed and sintered into bars which are swaged 
and formed into wire and sheet14• Tungsten pow
der can be produced in sizes ranging from 
:1 micron to 500 microns in diameter, the usual 
size being 2 to 3 microns. 

By reducing certain compounds of such metals 
as iron and nickel at low temperature the powder 
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Figure JO-Nickel-Iron Alloy Powder (Ground from Hot
Rolled Brittle Fragments) X 75. 

Figure 12-Copper Powder (Electrolytically Produced) X 40. 

obtained is so fine that it will ignite on contact 
with air on account of the heat generated by sur
face oxidation. These are the well-known "pyro
phoric" powders. Pyrophoric iron can be made 
by reducing iron oxalate at temperatures below 
530° C. ,  pyrophoric nickel-iron by reducing the 
mixed oxalates below 3 70° C. 15• 

Reduction may be carried out as a batch 
operation in tube furnaces or as a continuous 
operation in which the oxide or other compound 
is placed in boats which are introduced into one 
end of a tube furnace and slowly pushed through 
against the stream of reducing gas. 

Besides tungsten and molybdenum, other 
metals which are commercially made by reduc
tion include iron, nickel, and cobalt. Powdered 

Figure 1 1-Aluminium Powder (By Stirring };folten 
Metal) X 50. 

Figure 13-Iron Powder (Deposited from Iron 
Carbonyl) X 75. 

nickel is widely used as a catalyst, as in marga
rine manufacture. Powdered cobalt and nickel 
have recently found a most important applica
tion as the cements in carbide-tool materials. In 
this application, the powders are mixed with 
powdered tungsten or molybdenum carbide, 
pressed to shape and sintered. 

Chemical, Precipitation 

Another well-known method of producing 
finely divided metals is by precipitation from 
solution,  an example of which is the precipitation 
of finely divided tin from stannous chloride by 
scrap zinc in the manufacture of tin-coated paper 
for electrical condensers. In making this paper
known as Mansbridge paper-the tin is deposited 
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on zinc in earthenware containers, periodically 
collected, washed, mixed with an adhesive, and 
spread on the paper. The paper is afterwards 
heavily calendered, with the result that a thin , 
electrically-continuous film of tin is formed on 
one side. 

In most instances, metal precipitated by such 
means is formed in a spongy mass which can be 
pulverised to some extent by rubbing, but is 
not actually in a powdered form. It has recently 
been proposed to use aluminium powder in order 
to precipitate suitable metals from their salts9• 
Under these conditions a powder of the same 
grain size as the aluminium powder is said to be 
precipitated. It is necessary to add an "activating 
agent" to remove the oxide film from the 
aluminium, and for this purpose dilute solutions 
of mercury dichloride, hydrochloric acid, or 
alkaline chlorides are proposed. 

Electro-Deposition as Powder 

The common occurrence of metallic "fogs" in 
molten electrolytes and of  spongy and non
adherent deposits when electro-plating from 
aqueous solutions have naturally encouraged 
many to attack the problem of depositing metals 
direct as powders. A large patent literature is in 
existence on the subject, and was recently 
reviewed hy Rossman 1 0 •  Many of the patents 
are best described under the librarian's classifica
tion of "curious. ' '  The more reasonable of them, 
however, make use of high current densities and 
rapid circulation of the electrolyte to produce a 
loosely adhering mass of powder ; and in some 
instances this action is aided hy the addition of 
certain colloids to the hath. 

In recent years, considerable progress has been 
made in overcoming the difficulties of the pro
cess, and at the present time at least one metal 
powder-copper-is produced commercially by 
its means. Fig. 1 2  shows the appearance of this 
powder under the microscope, and illustrates the 
typical fern-like and nodular shapes met with. 
Automatic means have been patented for scrap
ing the copper "trees' from the cathodes as fast 
as they are formed, and also for doing this in a 
non-oxidising atmosphere. 

The principal application of copper powder 
has been in the manufacture of porous bearings. 
In making these, a mixture of 90 per cent. of 

powdered copper and 1 0  per cent. of powdered 
tin-usually with the addition of graphite-is 
pressed to the desired shape under about 3,000 
kg./sq. cm. , and heated to about 800° C. to sinter 
the particles together. Slight expansion occurs 
during this process, and the result is a strong and 
ductile product of which as much as half the 
volume is taken up hy air pores. These are then 
filled vYith oil by a process of vacuum impregna
tion, and in this way an oil-containing self
lubricating bearing is produced. 

Carbonyl Process 
The last process in this classification-that 

depending on the decomposition of a gaseous 
compound-has only been employed since about 
1927 ,  and in practice is confined to the thermal 
decomposition of the metallic carbonyls-the 
most important of which are iron pentacarbonyl , 
Fe(C0) 5, and nickel carbonyl, Ni (CO) droncar
bonyl is a yellow liquid at room temperature and 
vaporises at 103 ° C. On heating further, the gas 
decomposes, yielding metallic iron and carbon 
monoxide. Nickel carbonyl is a gas at tempera
tures above 43° C. hut, like iron carbonyl , splits 
up and deposits nickel on heating to higher 
temperatures. 

The method employed for decomposing these 
carbonyls to yield a powder appears to be to 
introduce the carbonyl into a large hot container 
so that decomposition takes place in the hot free 
space and not in the neighbourhood of the 
walls18• Another method19 which has been 
patented is to mix cool carbonyl vapour with a 
steam of hot inert gas in an enclosure, the walls 
of which are maintained at a temperature below 
that at which decomposition of the carbonyl 
occurs. In this way the carbonyl is prevented 
from depositing a film of metal on the walls of 
the container. 

When the decomposition is properly carried 
out, the metal is obtained in the form of remark
ably perfect spheres in sizes ranging from Yz to 
5 microns. The beautifully regular appearance of 
the particles is shown in Fig. 13.  It has been 
stated that each of the particles is a single 
crystal , but there is reason to believe that they 
have an "onion skin" structure, like Mond 
nickel shot, with annular discontinuities caused 
by differences in rate of decomposition and the 
inclusion of carbon. 
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The powders are virtually free from metallic 
impurities and sulphur, but are liable to contain 
small quantities of carbon and oxygen. Iron, 
nickel , and iron-nickel alloys are produced in 
powdered form by this process, and are used for 
magnetic cores and similar applications. The 
iron-nickel powders are preferably annealed to 
allow diffusion to occur and to ensure that they 
are in the condition of a uniform solid solution. 
Considerable attention has also been directed to 
the possibilities of pressing and sintering these 
carbonyl powders to produce finished articles or 
to yield an ingot which can later be forged or 
rolled in the usual manner20• The production of 
m2 ssive nickel may be taken as an example of 
this process. The powder, which contains small 
amounts of oxygen and carbon, is placed in a 
heat-resisting steel mould and either shaken for 
a short time or compressed. The container is then 
covered with a lid and heated to 1 ,200° C. for 
about 2 hours. During this time the oxygen and 
carbon combine and are driven off. It is pre
ferable to work the sintered mass immediately 
after heating to consolidate the surface, after 
which reheating and further working can be 
carried out as desired. By rolling or forging in 
this way the density can be increased to 8.85.  
This process is said to result in the production of 
a metal with clean grain boundaries, and no 
inclusions or cavities. 

These, and similar proposals made in America, 
have aroused considerable interest in the last 
two or three years21. It is claimed that by using 
powdered metals as a starting point and then 
pressing and sintering to a solid mass, the follow
ing advantages can be obtained :-

(1) The material is free from pipes and inclusions, and 
cropping is unncessary. 

(2) Deoxidisers can be kept out of such metals as 
nickel. 

(3) A purer product can in many cases be obtained. 
(4) Alloys and metals can be produced which are 

otherwise unobtainable. 
(5) Intimate mixtures of metals and non-metals can 

be formed. 
(6) Bi-metals can be made by filling the mould with 

layers of different metal powders. 

Up to the present ,  the characteristic which has 
proved of greatest value is the ability to produce 
material which can be made in no other way. The 
manufacture of ductile tungsten and molyb-

denum are outstanding instances of this. Other 
alloys which have been made by the methods of 
powder metallurgy are lead-copper, copper
chromium, copper-tungsten (for spot-welder 
electrodes) , and copper-molybdenum. The claim 
that methods of powder metallurgy can give 
exceptionally pure metals requires carefd con
sideration ; it would seem that the possibility of 
appreciable amounts of oxide being entrapped in 
the sintering processes must not be overlooked. 
If this is avoided by conducting all operations in 
a reducing atmosphere, then it would seem neces
sary to consider the possible effect of gas which 
may be adsorbed at the particle surfaces. At 
present it is difficult to express an opinion as to 
how far and to what extent products made from 
sintered powdered metals are likely to replace 
those made by the more conventional methods of 
casting and working. For special purposes the 
method has great possibilities, and if in the future 
its use is extended plenty of processes capable of 
producing almost any metal or alloy in the form 
of powder will be available. 
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Some Results of 
Tests on Coil Loaded Telephone Cables of 

The Copenhagen Telephone Company 
By L. J. SALTOFT, B.Sc. 

A ssistant Chief Engineer, Copenhagen Telephone Company 

IN THE year 1912 ,  relatively early during 
the development of coil loading, the first 
coil loaded cables in Denmark were in

stalled by the Copenhagen Telephone Company 
on the routes Copenhagen-Elsinore and Copen
hagen-Holte. The following year another loaded 
cable was laid from Copenhagen to Roskilde and 
the Copenhagen-Holte cable was extended to 
Hiller¢d (Fig. 1 ) .  All these cables were con
structed as quadded cables according to the 
Dieselhorst-Martin system ; but as it was pos
sible to insert the phantom coils later, and as the 
phantom circuits were not needed at that time, 
only the side coils were installed. In 1 923 a cable 
was laid between Copenhagen and Frederiks
sund, in which the heavy gauge wires were loaded 
with both side coils and phantom coils during 
installation, while the smaller gauge wires were 
loaded with side coils only. 

Owing to a great increase in traffic more 
loaded cables were required at that time, and it 
became necessary for the Copenhagen Telephone 
Company to make decisions regarding future 
requirements, particularly whether the phantom 
circuit could be dropped in order to obtain the 
benefits of the more flexible paired cables for the 
relatively short distances involved. 

First of all, the motor traffic in Denmark, to 
an increasing degree, has caused many and 
extensive widenings and alterations of the main 
roads ; and, since the main telephone cables 
naturally follow the roads mentioned, this has 
often necessitated relaying the telephone cables 
on relatively long routes. In the case of cable 
installed and balanced for phantom working, 
special precautions may be required to maintain 
the jointing scheme or to rebalance when moving 
the cable. 

In order to show how much influence relaying 
of the road may have on a phantom loaded cable 

which has been balanced, the above mentioned 
Copenhagen-Frederikssund cable may be taken 
as an example. The total length is about 40 km. 
with a loading coil spacing of about 2.2 km. In 
the centre of the cable are placed 20 quads of 
1 . 2  mm. wire and around these are placed .8 mm. 
pairs, the number of which varies along the route. 
The 20 quads are loaded for phantom working 
and go straight through from Copenhagen to 
Frederikssund without branching off. After the 
cable had been in operation for some years it was 
moved on account of widening of various sections 
of the road in which it was placed. The resulting 
changes in capacity unbalances without any pre
cautions or rebalancing are given in the table 
below : 

I Change in Phantom to 
Length of Side Capacity Unbalance 

Route Cable 
Moved 

Average Maximum 

Coil 4 - Coil 5 1 664 m. 76 m.m.f. 380 m.m.f. 

Herl0v 
Cable hut-Coil 6 1 ,125 m. 43 m.m.f. 420 m.m.f. 

Coil 6 - Coil 7 2 ,181  m. I 50 m.m.f. 330 m.m.f. 

Coil 7 - Coil 8 918 m. 59 m.m.f. 207 m.m.f. 

Coil 8 - Coil 9 618 m. 58 m.m.f. 330 m.m.f. 

Coil 12 - Coil 13 560 m. 69 m.m.f. 400 m.m.f. 

Coil 15 - Coil 16 600 m. I 106 m.m.f. 560 m.m.f. 
I 

The many relatively small rural telephone 
exchanges on Sealand, about 400 altogether, are 
situated comparatively close to one another, 
with the result that the main cables must have 
rather many branching-off points, as will appear 
from Fig. 1 .  Those exchanges which have direct 
connection with the loaded cables are indicated 
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Figure ]-Loaded Cables of The Danish Post and Telegraph A dmin·istration and The Copenhagen 
Telephone Company. 

by a double circle. This distribution of junctions 
and trunk connections in comparatively small 
bundles, often containing unequal numbers of 
circuits, in itself decreases the possibility for 
phantom working, which normally is 503, to 
about 303. Under these conditions, the economy 
of phantom loaded cables is less than usually 
expected. 

On account of the above mentioned reasons it 
was decided to construct all new cables as pair 
cables, thus making no provision for future phan
tom working. The question then arose as to 

whether the Danish cable industry represented 
by the Northern Cable & Wire \Vorks, Ltd.', 
which for a number of years had been manu
facturing subscribers cable satisfactorily , would 
be able to manufacture coil loaded cables. 
Negotiations resulted in collaboration between 
the Northern Cable & Wire Works and the 
International Standard Electric Corporation 
regarding delivery of coil loaded cables, whereby 
the Danish cable factory delivered the cables, 
\Vhereas Standard Electric delivered the neces
sary loading equipment and placed at the Cable 
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factory's disposal its wide experience in the con
struction of long distance cables. In competition 
with several foreign cable factories , it appeared 
that the Danish Cable factory was able to hold 
its own with regard to prices as well as quality. 

The first coil loaded cable manufactured by 
the Northern Cable & Wire Works was delivered 
in the year 1 923,  and the collaboration between 
the two firms has since resulted in the delivery 
of a large number of long distance cables. 

In order to increase the crosstalk attenuation 
without systematic reduction of the capacity 
unbalances, the cables are jointed according to 
predetermined jointing schedules in such a way 
that each pair changes its position in the cable 
cross-section from manufacturing length to 
manufacturing length. The aim of this procedure 
is to avoid the possibility of two pairs being 
adjacent for more than one manufacturing 
length and thus distribute the capacity unbal
ances originating from the manufacturing pro
cesses evenly on all pairs in the cable. Fig. 2 
shows such a random splicing schedule and 
Fig. 3 ,  the corresponding cable profile for a 

UP DOWN UP DOWN UP DOWN 
0 I 10 28 27 55 79 
@ 2 22 29 16 ® 56 48 
0 3 39 30 44 0 57 33 

4 59 3 1  71 58 55 
5 1 1  32 28 59 75 

6 23 33 4 60 49 
7 43 34 17 61 34 

® 8 54 3 5  63 62 64 

0 9 67 © 36 45 63 76 
10 12 0 37 5 64 35 

I I  24 38 18 65 so 

1 2  40 39 29 66 @ 56 

13 9 I 40 72 67 65 
14 68 41 6 68 77 

15 13 42 46 69 @ 36 
16 25 43 19 70 51 

17 41 44 30 71 0 57 

18 60 45 7 72 . 78 
19 69 46 73 73 9 37 

® 20 14 47 ® 20 74 52 
9 2 1 26 48 31 75 66 

22 42 49 ® 8 76 58 

23 62 so 47 77 38 
24 @ 2 5 1  9 21 78 53 

25 15 52 74 79 61 
26 70 53 9 9 @ BO ® BO 
27 9 3  54 32 

Figure 2-Random Splicing Schedule. 

80 PAIRS 1 ·2 mm 

Figure 3-Cable Profile-Coil Loaded Thorslunde
Kfi!ge Cable. 
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Figure 4--Results of Crosstalk ,Vfeasurements at Speech 
Frequencies. 

section of the coil loaded Thorslunde-K¢ge 
cable. 

The hatched and the filled out circles and 
rings in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, indicate the 
tracer wires in each layer. As each pair, both in 
the up direction and the down direction, is pro
vided with a numbered label as soon as the lead 
is stripped off the ends and the pairs spread out, 
it is comparatively easy for the jointer to carry 
out the work according to the random splicing 
schedule. 

It is obvious that, when this method is em
ployed, no difficulty is met with if later road 
widenings make it necessary to place the cable 
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TABLE I 

Cable Loading Coils 

! 1 ! I \ mh. mh. I R R R 
! d Ohm/ I . I S i 800 1,800 I Ohm 800 1,800 Ohm/ 

Route 
l� �[µf./km.i�

I
� � --- � �  Amp. 

-
R

-
o
-
s
k--

i
-
ld-e--S-l-ag_e_ls_e_1_9_2_3_. -. . -.-.-. -. -. -. I 1 .2 i 14.8 I 0.0382 1 2 ,200 1 74.2 7.0 

Thorslunde-K¢ge 1934 . . . . . i 1 .2 I 14.7 I 0.0345 1 1 , 7 1 0  1 1 39.0 140.0 4.20 1 5 . 20 8.10 600 

in a new pos1t10n in the road and rejoint it 
according to the random schedule without im
pairing the overall crosstalk characteristics of the 
cable. As no measurements are involved, the cost 
incurred by the above mentioned operation need 
scarcely be more than the cost of the jointing 
work itself. 

As examples, in Tables I and I I  are given 
the electrical data for two such coil loaded 
cables installed in 1923 and 1934, respectively :  

As these tables show, the cable installed 
in 1923 has a loading coil spacing of 2 , 200 m . ,  
while the 1934 cable was installed according to 
the newer systems with a loading coil spacing 
of 1 , 700 m. and a cut-off frequency of 3,400 p : s. 

In Fig. 4, the results of the crosstalk measure
ments at frequencies corresponding to speech 
are plotted in the form of curves showing fre
quency of occurrence. Curves I and II indicate 
the results for the above mentioned cables of 
1923 and 1 934, respectively. The curves show 
that great improvements in manufacture have 
taken place during the intervening years, the 
average crosstalk attenuation having been in
creased from 10. 1  to 10.8 nepers and the mini
mum crosstalk attenuation from 8.6 to 10.0 
nepers. 

TABLE I I  

The Completed Plant 

I 
' 

!cross-I 

Route INeper/ z talk Cross-
M O/km ' km. 800 p : s  f0 Av- talk 

800 p : s  erage Min. 
__ / __ --

Roskilde- I 
Slagelse 

1,530 1 2 .600 1923 30,000 0.0 1 1 7  10.1 8.6 
I 

Thorslunde- I Koge 1934 79,400 0.01 1 1  1 ,550 . 3.450 10.8 10.0 
I 

Since the results have been satisfactory and 
proved suitable for the conditions under which 
the Copenhagen Telephone Company carries on 
its work, the cooperation with the Danish cable 
industry represented by the Northern Cable & 
\Vire \iVorks and with the International Stand
ard Electric Corporation has been continued 
through the years ·with the result that 80% of 
the present number of loaded pair kilometers, 
about 70, 7 50, have been delivered as the product 
of a Danish industry. 
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Description des Installations Telephoniques 
des Chemins de Fer de L'Etat 

Dites de la "Gare Saint- Lazare" a Paris 
par A. DAMOISEAUX, C. de VRIENDT, et R. BOUCHER 

Le Materiel Tetephonique, Paris, France :r; installations telephoniques des chemins 
fer de l 'Etat ont pour but de faciliter les 

communications de tous genres neces
sitees par ! 'exploitation du reseau de chemins de 
fer qui forme un des monopoles de l 'Etat Fram;ais 
et qui couvre la partie occidentale de la France, 
comprise entre les cotes de l 'Ocean Atlantique et 
de la Manche, et deux lignes qui seraient tracees 
l 'une de Paris a Bordeaux et l 'autre de Paris a 
Dieppe. Cette partie de la France comprend les 
importantes provinces de Normandie, de Bre
tagne et du Sud-Ouest ; elle est desservie par un 
reseau tres etendu de chemins de fer, dont les 
lignes principales sont celles de : 

Paris a Dieppe; 
Paris a Rouen et le Havre; 
Paris a Granville et Saint-Malo; 
Paris a Chartres, Le Mans, Renn es, Brest ; 
Paris a Chartres, Angers, Nantes; 
Paris a Saumur, La Rochelle, Rochefort-sur-mer ; 
Paris a Saumur, Niort, Bordeaux. 

Les installations telephoniques de la gare 
Saint-Lazare relient entr'eux les services du 
reseau de chemins de fer qui constituent la Direc
tion Generale, et dont les principaux sont : 

Le Conseil d'Administration, la Direction, 
! 'Exploitation, le Materiel et la Traction, les 
Voies, Biitiments et Constructions Nouvelles, le 
Personnel, les Services Sociaux, Sanitaires et 
Hospitaliers, la Police Generale du reseau, etc. : 
a ces departements generaux s'adjoignent !es 
nombreuses subdivisions et dependances neces
saires au service immediat des grandes gares de 
Paris (Saint-Lazare SL, Montparnasse MP et 
Invalides) et des nombreuses gares des environs 
de Paris, !es magasins, Jes ateliers, les depots de 
materiel et de combustibles, etc. 

La plupart de ces services et dependances sont 
desservis par des postes reunis en de nombreux 
petits bureaux centraux appeles "groupes" ou 
"standards" (gares, depots, ateliers, bureaux 

techniques ou administratifs, laboratoires, maga
sins, etc.) relies entr'eux et aux grandes gares 
dont ils dependent, par des jonctions generale
ment a double sens, appelees jonctions "privees" ; 
ces installations realisees progressivement par 
extensions et raccordements successifs, consti
tuent un reseau dans lequel la variete et la com
plexite des methodes d'operation ne permettent 
pas d'obtenir dans toutes les circonstances la 
rapidite et la securite necessaires a une utilisa
tion reellement efficace. 

Les relations du chemins de fer avec les grands 
organismes de l 'Etat et avec la population sont 
assurees par le reliement des principaux groupe
ments de postes du chemins de fer avec les 
bureaux centraux du reseau telephonique de 
Paris, monopole de !'Administration des P.T.T. 
et par des jonctions speciales reliant entr'eux les 
groupes de postes du chemin de fer. 

L'Administration des chemins de fer de l 'Etat 
est consideree par l 'Administration des P.T.T. de 
l 'Etat comme un abonne ordinaire a lignes 
groupees, dites lignes d'abonnement ou lignes 
P.T.T. ; chacune de ces lignes donne a l'abonne la 
disposition d'un poste normal ou d'abonnement. 
D'autres postes des chemins de fer, en surplus 
des postes d'abonnement et appeles postes 
"supplementaires" peuvent jouir de l 'acces au 
reseau de l 'Etat OU P.T.T .. moyennant le paie
ment d'une redevance speciale pour chacun 
d'eux. 

Par extension, le terme "supplementaire" a 

ete applique non seulement a tous les postes 
d'abonnement et de surplus pouvant corres
pondre avec le reseau P.T.T., mais encore a la 
totalite du trafic de ces postes avec le reseau 
P.T.T. et a toutes les parties des installations de 
l 'abonne, tableaux, commutateurs, lignes, jonc
tions, etc.

' 
pouvant etre mises en communication 

avec le reseau P.T.T. 
On trouve ainsi clans le reseau telephonique du 
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chemin de fer des postes "privees" pouvant com
m uniquer librement avec tous Jes autres postes du 
chemin de fer, mais auxquels toute relation avec 
le reseau public des P.T.T. est interdite et doit 
meme etre rendue irrealisable : des postes "sup
plementaires" pouvant communiquer non seule
ment avec tous !es autres postes du chemin de 
fer, mais encore avec le reseau des P.T.T. ; Jes 
communications echangees entre ces postes et le 
reseau P.T.T. sont soumises a la meme taxation 
que !es communications des postes normaux 
d'abonnes du reseau P.T.T. 

Une distinction semblable est faite pour les 
jonctions reliant entr'eux Jes groupes de postes 
du chemin de fer : 

Les jonctions "privees" entre deux groupes ou 
standards ne peuvent ecouler que le trafic des 
postes prives et des postes supplementaires 
entr'eux, a ! 'exclusion de tout reliement avec le 
reseau P.T.T. 

Les jonctions "supplementaires" entre deux 
groupes OU standards sont reservees au trafic des 
postes "supplementaires, "  tant pour le service 
prive que pour le service avec le reseau P.T.T. 

Les principaux groupes du chemin de fer, et 
tout au moins ceux qui comprennent des postes 
supplementaires, sont relies aux bureaux cen
traux du reseau des P.T.T. par des lignes d'abon
nement ou lignes P.T.T. , divisees elles-memes en : 

Lignes specialisees A a service restreint ; (appels du 
CF vers P.T.T.:) 
lignes specialisees B; (appels P.T.T. vers CF) 
lignes mixtes a service general (utilisees clans !es deux 
sens, et pour appels CF vers regional, interurbain, etc.) 
lignes interurbaines \entre le chemin de fer et le bureau 
interurbain des P.T.T.) 

Les jonctions supplementaires entre deux 
groupes ou standards CF ne paraissent justifiees 
que si l 'un des groupes, bien que contenant des 
postes supplementaires, n'avait pas de reliement 
direct par lignes P.T.T. avec le reseau P.T.T. ; en 
realite, tous !es groupes CF sont pourvus de 
lignes directes P.T.T. : des jonctions privees 
seraient done suffisantes. Mais Jes jonctions 
privees, des qu'elles franchissent clans leur par
cours une partie du domaine public, donnent lieu 
au profit des P.T.T. , a une redevance superieure 
a celle qui est due pour des jonctions supplemen
taires de meme parcours. Le CF tire parti de cet 
avantage economique en installant chaque fois 

JONCTION PR1v£.£ DOUBLE SENS DE ET VERS 
SAINT• LAZAQE: 

P. SUPP. 
= A  

P. PR1vf. = o 

VE.RS AUTO 

N�OO DE MP. 
A =  

FAUX-APPELS 
A =  

Figure 1-Groupe de Montparnasse-Diagramme 
de Jonction. 

qu'il est possible des jonctions supplementaires, 
qui peuvent ecouler la totalitc du trafic des postes 
supplementaires, lesquels ont egalement acces 
aux jonctions privees, et des jonctions privees, 
ces dernieres etant les seules accessihles aux 
postes prives. 

La reorganisation des services telephoniques 
des chemins de fer de l 'Etat a ete entreprise par 
"Le Materiel Telephonique" pour la partie com
prenant Jes groupes de la gare Saint-Lazare et 
de la gare Montparnasse a Paris ; sans rien 
modifier aux autres installations existantes, cette 
reorganisation a pour but de transformer le 
reseau actuel tres disparate et tres imparfait, en 
un reseau homogene, equipe en systeme Rotary 
7 .D,  avec chercheurs-selecteurs a un seul mouve
ment, enregistreurs et mecanisme d'entraine
ment ; lorsque ce reseau homogene sera termine, 
tous Jes postes du chemin de fer seront pourvus 
d'un numerotage uniforme permettant a un 
poste quelconque d 'atteindre automatiquement 
un autre poste quelconque par une seule methode 
operatoire identique, en supprimant toute inter
vention manuelle tant au depart qu'a l 'arrivee, 
et toute subdivision de l 'appel avec repetition du 
signal de transmission ou d'envoi. 
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iere PARTIE 

GARE MONTPARNASSE 

L'importance capitale des communications 
telephoniques entre les postes d'un reseau de 
chemin de fer a grand trafic exige que ces com
munications, clans toutes les circonstances qui 
peuvent se presenter, soient etablies avec 
rapidite, certitude et securite ; il semble qu'un 
bon moyen d'exposer clairement les methodes 
adoptees pour la realisation des installations des 
gares Saint-Lazare et Montparnasse soit d 'en 
analyser successivement tous les elements ; c'est 
le programme qui sera suivi clans cet article, clans 
lequel il est fait usage des abreviations suivantes : 

SL : Saint-Lazare; 
M P :  Montparnasse ; 
PTT : Reseau Telephonique de l'Etat, clans la Region 

Parisienne; 
CF : Reseau particulier des chemins de fer de'l'Etat. 

Les services interieurs de la gare MP sont 
assures par 45 postes prives et -15 postes supple
mentaires ; la gare MP est reliee a la gare SL par 
4 jonctions privees et 2 jonctions supplemen
taires, au reseau P.T.T. par des lignes P.T.T. 
aboutissant au bureau central automatique 
(Rotary 7 .A) "Littre" ,  aux autres groupes ou 
standards du CF par des jonctions privees et des 
j onctions supplemen taires. 

Le service de la gare MP elle-meme a ete seul 
englobe dans la transformation actuelle ; ii est 
assure par un equipement automatique complet 
en relation directe avec le groupe de la gare SL : 
une table manuelle assure le service de la gare 
MP avec le reseau P.T.T. et avec Jes autres 
groupes CF. 
Pastes prives avec lampes d'occupation-

Chacun des 45 postes prives est relie a l 'auto
matique seulement, mais il est represente a la 
table manuelle par une lampe d'occupation et un 
jack individuel ; cette lampe s'allume aussitot et 
reste allumee aussi longtemps que le poste est 
occupe comme demandeur ou comme demande. 

Le paste prive n'a pas de lampe d'appel a la 

table manuelle ; ii ne peut appeler l 'operatrice 
que par l 'automatique, en envoyant le N° 00 qui 

lui est assigne et qui ne doit etre utilise que par 
!es postes M P ;  par contre, meme lorsqu'il est 

occupe, ii peut etre appele a tout moment par 

l 'operatrice, en service prive seulement.  pour un 

appel emanant d 'un autre poste MP pnve OU 

supplementaire, ou parvenant d'un autre groupe 
par une jonction privee. 

Les postes privees MP ont acces par les selec
teurs primaires (faisant fonction de finals) des 
cordons automatiques : 

aux postes prives et aux postes supplementaires M P, 
par l'envoi du numero de 3 chiffres du po8te 
demande ; 

aux postes prives et a ux postes supplementaires SL, 
par l'envoi du numero de 3 chiffres du poste 
demande, l 'appel utilisant a utomatiquement une 
jonction privee a double sens MP-SL; 

il l 'operatrice M P, par l 'envoi du numero 00 reserve a 
cette operatrice pour !es postes prives et les postes 
supplementaires 'VIP seulement. 

Pastes supptementaires a double ligne-

Le poste supplementaire peut etre mis en com
munication avec les lignes P.T.T. et avec les 
jonctions supplementaires ; ii est relie au bureau 
central M P  par deux lignes. a l 'une OU a l 'autre 
desquelles ii est rattache par la manoeuvre des 
des dont ii est pourvu, la ligne laissee libre 
restant sur sonnerie. 

La premiere ligne est la ligne privee, reliee 
exclusivement a l 'automatique comme la ligne 
d 'un poste prive, mais sans lampe d 'occupation 
ni jack a la table manuelle ; la ligne privee donne 
au poste supplementaire les memes facilites 
qu'au paste prive ; le poste supplementaire a done 
acces automatique complet aux postes prives et 
supplementaires MP et SL, par l 'envoi du 
numero de 3 chiffres du poste demande, et a 
l'operatrice MP par l 'envoi du N° 00. 

La deu.xieme ligne est la ligne supplementaire, 
qui relie le poste a la table manuelle oil elle est 
pourvue d'une lampe d'appel et d'un jack indi
viduels ; tout appel emis par le poste sur cette 
ligne ne peut etre desservi que par l 'operatrice 
MP, a destination d'une ligne P.T.T. OU d'une 
jonction vers un autre groupe CF. 

Les dispositifs de la table manuelle sont tels 
que !es lignes des pastes prives ne peuvent pas 
etre reliees aux lignes P.T. T. ni aux jonctions 
supplementaires ; par contre, aucune restriction 
n'existe pour !es postes supplementaires. 

Le diagramme de jonction de la fig. 1 repre
sente dans son etat actuel l 'equipement auto
matique du groupe M P. Cet equipement com
prend : 

9 cordons formes chacun d 'un chercheur 
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d'appel et d'un selecteur primaire faisant fonc
tion de selecteur final ; Jes lignes des pastes prives 
et les lignes privees des pastes supplementaires 
sont multiplees a la fois clans !es arcs des cher
cheurs d 'appel et des selecteurs primaires ; \es 
9 cordons sont desservis par 3 enregistreurs avec 
chercheurs de cordon. 

En meme temps que Jes lignes des pastes, 3 
lignes provenant de la table manuelle, ou elles 
sont pourvues de jacks individuels, sont multi
plees dans Jes arcs des chercheurs d'appel , tandis 
que trois autres lignes, ahoutissant a la table 
manuelle ou elles sont pourvues de lampes 
d 'appel et de jacks individuels sont multiplees 
dans Jes arcs des selecteurs primaires ; c'est la 
premiere disponsible de ces trois dernieres lignes 
qui est atteinte lorsque le demandeur de M P  
envoie le  N° 00 pour appeler l 'operatrice MP. 
Enfin, clans l 'arc des selecteurs primaires des 
cordons sont multiplees les jonctions privees a 
double sens MP-SL ; la premiere disponible de 
ces jonctions est prise automatiquement par un 
appel d'un paste MP envoyant le numero de 3 
chiffres d 'un poste SL. 
Jonctions privees <l, double sens JllIP-SL-

Ces jonctions ecoulent le trafic entre les postes 
prives et les postes supplementaires des deux 
groupes et ne peuvent pas etre utilisees pour le 
trafic emanant OU a destination du reseau P.T.T. 

Chacune des quatre jonctions privees actuelle
ment equipees est pourvue d'organes d'in
version de sens ou d'aiguillage, d'alimentation 
et de discrimination et se termine a un chercheur 
de selecteur final ; Jes nombres des jonctions 
privees, qui peuvent atteindre 6, et des selecteurs 
finals entrants etant tres faibles, ne j ustifieraient 
qu'un seul controle ce qui serait insuffisant pour 
assurer la rapidite et la securite desirables ; aussi 
a sa partie entrante, la jonction se termine aux 
balais d 'un commutateur pas-a-pas qui recherche 
dans son arc un selecteur final disponible dans 
une section actuelle de selecteurs finals dont le 
controle est lui-meme disponible. 

Ulterieurement, lorsque le nombre des pastes 
du groupe MP depassera 90, ii sera necessaire de 
faire intervenir des selecteurs secondaires et des 
selecteurs finals ; la jonction aboutira aux balais 
d'un selecteur secondaire qui sera raccorde a un 
controle secondaire par un chercheur de jonction ; 
ce chercheur de jonction sera le commutateur 
pas-a-pas utilise momentanement comme dis-

tributeur de selecteur et de controle finals. 
Dans l 'etat actuel, tout appel parvenant de 

SL par une jonction privee recherche en premier 
lieu un selecteur final entrant dont le controle 
est disponihle ;  clans Jes arcs des selecteurs finals 
entrants ainsi accessihles aux jonctions privees 
sont multiplees Jes lignes des postes privees, Jes 
lignes privees des postes supplementaires et trois 
lignes aboutissant a la table manuelle OU elles 
sont pourvues de lampes d'appel et de jacks 
individuels ; ces lignes sont reservees aux appels 
emanant des postes OU des operatrices SL a 
destination de l 'operatrice MP, appelee auto
matiquement par l 'envoi du N° 9 11  par le poste 
demandeur. 

Au-dela de leur aiguillage, Jes jonctions privees 
sont multiplees clans !es arcs des selecteurs 
primaires des cordons automatiques et peuvent 
ainsi ecouler le trafic clans le sens MP-SL. 

Jonctions supplementaires a double sens MP-SL-
Ces jonctions ecoulent principalement le trafic 

des pastes supplementaires MP et SL entr'eux ; 
elles peuvent en outre ecouler le trafic de ces 
pastes supplementaires avec le reseau P.T.T. , 
mais ne peuvent en aucun cas etre reliees aux 
pastes prives de ces deux groupes. 

Un paste supplementaire quelconque MP, 
apres s'etre fait relier par l 'operatrice MP a une 
jonction supplementaire MP-SL, peut ensuite 
appeler, sans aucune autre intervention de 
l 'operatrice MP, un paste supplementaire quel
conque SL, en envoyant au moyen du cadran 
d'appel le numero de 3 chiffres de ce paste. 

Chacune des deux j onctions equipees actuelle
ment aboutit directement a la table manuelle 
MP ou elle se termine par une lampe d'appel et 
un jack individuels ; elle peut etre mise en com
munication directe, par un cordon manuel, avec 
la ligne supplementaire d'un poste supplemen
taire quelconque MP, ainsi qu'avec une jonction 
supplementaire vers un autre groupe rattache a 
M P  ou avec une ligne P.T.T. reliant la table 
manuelle MP au reseau P.T.T. 

La disposition des organes de la table manu
elle MP (fiches, jacks, des, etc.) interdit toute 
mise en communication des pastes prives avec 
les lignes P.T.T. et Jes jonctions supplementaires. 

A ppel direct des operatrices SL par les jonctions 
supplementaires-

Chacune des jonctions supplementaires qui 
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relient M P  a SL est pourvue a la table manuelle 
MP,  d'un dispositif d'appel direct qui permet a 
l 'operatrice MP, par le seul enfoncement d'une 
de, de creer a SL un appel signale par le scintille
ment de la lampe d 'occupation de la jonction ; 
en service normal, cette lampe s'allume et reste 
allumee aussitot et aussi longtemps que la jonc
tion est occupee. Le dispositif d'appel direct 
transforme les jonctions supplementaires qui 
aboutissent a SL en lignes d'ordre et facilite con
siderablement le service des operatrices des 
groupes distants, chaque fois que ces operatrices 
doivent recourir a ! 'intervention de leurs col
legues de SL ; il s'applique non seulement aux 
jonctions supplementaires M P-SL, mais encore 
aux jonctions supplementaires provenant des 
autres groupes distants. 

A utres liaisons du groupe MP-

Les lignes P.T.T. de la gare M P  (lignes 
groupees) reliant la gare MP au bureau urbain 
automatique (Rotary 7 .A) "Littre" du reseau 
P.T.T., les jonctions privees et supplementaires 
entre le groupe MP et les autres groupes CF, les 
lignes autoselectives equipees suivant le systeme 
"train dispatching" mais servant exclusivement 
au service telephonique comme des lignes parta
gees OU "party lines" a appels directs entre deux 
postes quelconques de la meme ligne, aboutissent 
exclusivement a la table manuelle M P  ou elles 
sont desservies par des procedes purement 
manuels ou semi-automatiques, adaptes, a 
l 'equipement manuel ou automatique du groupe 
distant. 

Faux-appels-

Les dispositifs permettant de deceler les faux
appels sont les memes que ceux qui sont decrits 
clans la deuxieme partie de cet article. 

2eme PARTIE 

GARE SAINT-LAZARE 

Equipement et Service Prive 

Les vastes batiments de la gare Saint-Lazare 
a Paris contiennent non seulement les bureaux 
et les dependances du chemin de fer dans la cir
conscription ou l 'arrondissement dont elle est le 
centre, mais encore la plupart des bureaux de la 
Direction Generale des Chemins de Fer de l 'Etat 
pour toute l 'etendue du reseau. Elle est pourvue 

d'un bureau central telephonique comprenant 
une partie automatique et une partie semi
automatique ; ce bureau est lui-meme relie 
au reseau telephonique P.T.T. par des lignes 
P.T.T. specialisees A, specialisees B ,  mixtes et 
interurbaines, et au.x nombreux petits centraux 
desservant les gares voisines, les depots, les atel
iers, les magasins, etc. ,  par des jonctions privees 
et par des jonctions supplementaires. 

Parmi les lignes et jonctions, la plupart sont 
entierement metalliques a deux fils sans retour 
commun ni prise de terre ; quelques-unes sont des 
circuits fantomes OU des circuits a courant por
teur ; les jonctions privees et les jonctions supple
mentaires sont a double sens. 

1 .  Equipement Automatique-(Fig. 2) 

L'equipement automatique dessert exclusive
ment le trafic prive du chemin de fer et ne peut 
en aucun cas intervenir clans Ia mise en communi
cation d 'un poste prive ou d'un poste supple
mentaire avec une ligne P.T.T. ou une jonction 
supplementaire, ni inversement. 

Postes prives-Les postes prives n'ont pas droit a la 
mise en communication avec le reseau P.T.T. ; leur nombre 
qui peut �tre porte a 466 est actuellement de 320. 

Les lignes des postes prives Jes relient au 
bureau automatique, sans aucune communica
tion direcie avec la table manuelle ; elles sont 
divisees en groupes de 100 et sont multiplees 
clans les arcs des chercheurs de ligne et des 
selecteurs finals ; des cordons, composes chacun 
d'un chercheur d'appel et d 'un selecteur primaire 
et accessibles a des enregistreurs avec chercheur 
de cordon, assurent les communications de
mandees par les postes prives. 

Les selecteurs primaires des cordons automa
tiques ont acces sous le controle des enregistreurs : 

aux selecteurs finals des postes prives SL et des postes 
supplementaires SL; 

aux jonctions a double sens de et vers la gare Mont
parnasse, cette gare constituant le seul groupe dis
tant actuellement englobe dans la transformation 
des installations; 

aux selecteurs finals des jonctions privees, des lignes 
autose!ectives et des operatrices SL. 

Un poste prive SL peut ainsi atteindre directe
ment : 
un poste prive SL ou un poste supplementaire 
SL, par l 'envoi du numero de 3 chiffres du poste 
demande ; 
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un poste prive MP ou un poste supplementaire 
MP par sa ligne privee, par l 'envoi du numero de 
3 chiffres du poste demande ; la communication 
occupe automatiquement une jonction prive dis
ponible a double sens SL-MP ;  

une operatrice MP, par l 'envoi du numero 9 1 1  
utilisable par les postes SL seulement ; 

une operatrice SL, par l 'envoi du numero 00 
utilisable par !es postes SL seulement ; 

l 'operatrice d 'un groupe manuel ou automatique 
distant relie par jonction privee a SL, par l 'envoi 
du numero de 3 chiffres de ce groupe ; 

une ligne autoselective, par l 'envoi du numero de 
3 chiffres de la ligne demandee, l 'appel faisant 
intervenir une operatrice SL, qui s'informe du 

numero du poste desire et qm complete la m1se 
en communication. 

Pastes supptementaires-Les postes supplementaires 
SL qui ont droit a la mise en communication avec le reseau 
P.T.T. sont au nombre de 370;  ces 370 postes sont relies 
normalement a l'equipement automatique, mais 80 
d'entr'eux disposent en outre chacun d'une ligne speciale 
d'appel individuel le reliant a l 'equipement semi-auto
matique. 

Au point de vue du service prive, Jes deux 
categories de postes supplementaires ne different 
pas entr'elles ; leurs lignes divisees en groupes de 
100 au repartiteur general , sont pourvues a 
leur entree au bureau central d 'un aiguillage 
constitue par un groupe de relais ; au-dela des 
aiguillages, elles sont desservies par des cher
cheurs de ligne qui leur soot reserves ; !es cher-
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Figure 2-Diagramme d e  Jonction d u  Groupe Saint-Laza re-Service Prive. 
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cheurs de ligne des postes supplementaires utili
sent Jes memes cordons. Jes memes enregistreurs 
et !es memes selecteurs finals que !es chercheurs 
de ligne des postes prives. 

Les lignes des postes supplementaires sont 
multiplees dans !es arcs des selecteurs finals ,  
comme !es lignes des postes prives, et dans !es 
arcs des chercheurs de ligne des postes supple
mentaires ; elles sont en outre multiplees dans !es 
arcs des chercheurs P.T.T. faisant partie de 
l 'equipement "supplementaire" ou P.T.T. Les 
postes supplementaires ont ainsi, pour le service 
prive. !es memes facilites que les postes prives. 

Dans sa position normale, qu'il conserve aussi 
longtemps qu'une ligne P.T.T. ou une jonction 
supplementaire ne doit pas intervenir, l 'aiguillage 
de poste supplementaire maintient la ligne de ce 
poste en communication directe et exclusive avec 
l 'equipement automatique. 

Jonctions pr1'vees a double sens avec cadran 
d'appel-

Les jonctions privees a double sens avec 
cadran d'appel relient le groupe SL a des groupes 
distants dans lesquels il est fait usage d'un 
cadran d'appel soit au poste demandeur, soit a 
la table manuelle du groupe auquel ce demandeur 
appartient. Ces jonctions sont multiplees d'une 
part dans !es arcs des chercheurs d'appel des 
cordons automatiques, d'autre part dans Jes arcs 
des selecteurs finals des jonctions ; elles sont 
representees a la table manuelle SL par une 
lampe d'occupation et par un jeu de des indi
viduels ;  la lampe d'occupation s'allume aussitot 
et reste allumee aussi longtemps que la jonction 
est occupee comme appelante ou comme de
mandee. 

Jonctions privees a double sens SL- J1f P-
Ces jonctions presentent la particularite de 

relier entr'eux !es deux premiers groupes equipes 
de l 'ensemble homogene que pourrait constituer 
ulterieurement le reseau telephonique des che
mins de fer de l ' Etat, tout au moins pour Jes cir
conscriptions Saint-Lazare, Montparnasse et 
Batignolles. 

La junction privee a double sens SL-MP est 
pourvue, a son entree a SL, d'un inverseur de 
sens et d'un pont avec discriminateur, au-dela 
desquels elle aboutit d 'une part, pour le trafic 
entrant de lVIontparnasse. a un selecteur second-

aire entrant avec controle a chercheur de jonc
tion, et d'autre part, pour le trafic de SL vers 
:vI P, dans Jes arcs des selecteurs primaires des 
cordons automatiques et des cordons semi
automatiques. 

Les selecteurs secondaires entrants des jonc
tions ont acces clans leur arc aux memes selec
teurs finals que Jes selecteurs primaires des cor
dons automatiques, et ulterieurement aux jonc
tions privees a double sens entre SL et Jes autres 
groupes CF equipes en systeme 7 .D .  

Le discriminateur de  la  jonction SL-MP inter
vient clans le cas suivant : un poste MP veut 
atteindre un poste d 'un groupe distant relie a 
SL et equipe actuellement en systeme automa
tique autre que le systeme 7. D ;  ii envoie, a cet 
effet, de MP, le numero de 3 chiffres attribue au 
groupe de destination et occupe une jonction 
M P-SL, le selecteur secondaire entrant de la 
jonction, un selecteur final des jonctions, et une 
jonction privee a double sens SL-groupe distant. 
La capacite de numerotage Hant epuisee pour 
atteindre ainsi le bureau central du groupe dis
tant, le demandeur ne peut envoyer lui-meme au 
moyen de son cadran le numero demande clans 
le groupe de destination. La lampe d'occupation 
de la jonction SL-groupe distant s'allume a la 
table manuelle SL, mais le discriminateur de la 
jonction y allume en meme temps, en la faisant 
scintiller. la lampe individuelle d'appel de la 
jonction M P-SL ; l'operatrice SL intervient en 
actionnant la cle de la jonction, s'informe du 
numero desire et envoie ce numero par cadran ; 
en meme temps, elle "garde" la jonction M P-SL 
et la ligne appelante pendant l 'envoi et la selec
tion du numero demande. 

Faux-appels-Quelle que soit la cause d'un faux-appel 
sur la ligne d'un paste prive, d'un paste supplementaire ou 
d'une jonction privee aboutis3ant au bureau automatique, 
la ligne ou la jonction defectueuse est repartee sur le dis
positif de faux-appels accessible aux selecteurs finals d'un 
des groupes (le mains charge) de pastes prives et de pastes 
supplementaires. 

J onctions privees a double sens sans cad ran 
d' appel, avec ou sans priorite-

C es jonctions n'ont pas acces directement aux 
cordons automatiques ; pour !es appels qu'elles 
emettent a destination de SL, elles sont desservies 
par Jes cordons semi-automatiques faisant pattie 
de l 'equipement semi-automatique SL decrit 
clans un chapitre ulterieur ; par contre, pour !es 
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appels qui leur sont destines, elles sont acces
sibles par les selecteurs finals SL des jonctions 
privees. Elles sont pourvues a la table manuelle 
SL de lampes d'occupation et de jeux de des 
individuels. 

Lignes auto-selectives-Les lignes auto-selectives sont des 
l ignes privees qui desservent chacune une serie de postes 
equipes en systeme "dispatching" mais utilises exclusive
ment pour le service telephonique; Jes appels, emis par ces 
postes aussi bien que !es appels qui leur sont destines, font 
intervenir l 'operatrice SL qui complete la mise en communi
cation clans l'un ou l 'autre sens; le systeme d'equipement 
permet aux postes de la mf!me ligne de communiquer 
entr'eux sans aucune intervention intermediaire. 

Rupture d·ifferee des communications-

La rupture differee presente une importance 
considerable quand on tient compte du fait que 
parmi les nombreux groupes distants relies a SL 
par des jonctions privees, !es uns sont <lits "bien 
desservis" parce qu 'un operateur special toujours 
present assure au moment opportun la rupture 
des communications et la liberation des organes 
et des jonctions, tandis que Jes autres sont <lits 
"mal desservis" parce que leur operateur est 
charge en meme temps d 'autres fonctions telles 
par exemple que la delivrance et le recolement 
des billets, l 'enregistrement des bagages, le tele
graphe, etc. Des jonctions ct des organes pour
raient done etre maintenus occupes apres la fin 
des conversations. 

Pour eviter ce defaut, Jes cordons automa
tiques sont accompagnes de quelques circuits de 
rupture differee composes chacun d 'un groupe de 
relais et d'un chercheur de cordon ; tout cordon 
maintenu par une communication clans laquelle 
le demande a raccroche tandis que le demandeur 
ne raccroche pas, est recherche par !es circuits de 
rupture differee et est libere apres un delai 
determine ; la jonction privee, bi en qu' elle reste 
engagee au point ou on a neglige de la liberer, ne 
devient pas appelante, mais est boudee sur elle
meme et ne redeviendra disponible qu'apres 
! 'execution des manoeuvres normales (retrait de 
fiche, relevement de des, raccrochage, etc.) de 
rupture et de liberation. 

2. Equipement Semi-Automatique (Service 
Prive-(Fig. 2) 

L'equipement semi-automatique de la gare 
Saint-Lazare intervient clans le service prive 
pour etablir ou completer Jes mises en communi
cation clans !es deux sens, des postes prives et des 

postes supplementaires SL et M P  d 'une part, 
avec les autres postes et groupes du CF, d 'autre 
part, en utilisant Jes jonctions privees de toutes 
categories reliant ces autres postes et groupes a 
SL ; ii intervient egalement pour etahlir les com
munications emanant OU a destination des 
postes des lignes auto-selectives reliees a SL. 

L 'equipement semi-automatique se compose de 
deux parties : 

a) Une table manuelle a quatre positions d'operatrice, 
a laquelle sont raccordees toutes !es lignes et jonc
tions pouvant ou devant recourir a ! 'intervention 
des operatrices ; Jes positions sont equipees exclu
sivement de des et de lampes, !'Administration du 
CF de l'Etat rejetant formellement tout emploi de 
cordons manuels, de fiches et de jacks pour ses 
installations nouvelles. Les lignes d'appel des 
postes supplementaires a double ligne sont reparties 
egalement entre !es positions, tandis que !es jonc
tions et !es lignes auto-selectives sont multiplees sHr 
!es 4 positions; 

b) Des cordons semi-automatiques, constitues comme 
des cordons automatiques et comprenant chacun 
un chercheur d'appel et un selecteur primaire ; ces 
cordons, desservis par des enregistreurs avec cher
cheurs de cordon, sont attribues en nombres egaux 
a chacune des positions d'operatrice. Leurs 
selecteurs primaires ont acces aux mf!mes selec
teurs finals de paste et de jonction que Jes selec
teurs primaires des cordons de l 'equipement 
automatique. 

Lignes d' appel des pastes supplementaires SL a 
double lif!,ne-

Ces lignes, dont le nomhre actuel de 80 peut
etre porte a 100, sont reparties a raison de 20 par 
position d'operatrice. Chaque ligne possede a la 
position a laquelle elle est attribuee une lampe 
d 'appel et une de de "prise sur cordon" ;  au-dela 
de la de, la ligne est multiplee clans Jes arcs des 
chercheurs d'appel des cordons de la position. 

Les lignes d 'appel individuel des postes supple
mentaires SL ont pour but principal de permettre 
aux usagers de ces postes de confier aux opera
trices le soin d'etablir Jes communications qu'ils 
veulent obtenir. 

Le scintillement de la lampe de la ligne signale 
l 'arrivee d 'un appel ; l 'operatrice, en actionnant 
la de de prise sur cordon de la ligne, rend la 
ligne appelante clans !es arcs des chercheurs 
d 'appel des cordons de sa position. Le cordon qui 
s'engage avec la ligne appelante allume par 
scintillement sa lampe d 'appel ; l 'operatrice 
actionne la de d 'ecoute de ce cordon, s'informe 
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de  la  demande et  Hablit ensuite la  communica
tion desiree. 

J onctions privees a double sens avec cad ran 
d'appel-

Ces jonctions relient a SL de nombreux: groupes 
manuels et quelques groupes automatiques (en 
systemes pas-a-pas) , comprenant de 30 a 50 
postes et distants de 6 a 1 5  Km ; l 'equipement de 
ces groupes a ete Habli pour leur capacite propre, 
sans aucune prevision d'interconnexion automa
tique entre leurs postes et Jes postes d'autres 
groupes sirnilaires. 

Les jonctions privees avec cadran d'appel sont 
considerees a leur arrivee a SL comme des lignes 
simples de postes prives ; elles sont multiplees 
directement clans les arcs des chercheurs d'appel 
et des selecteurs finals de jonction de l 'equipe
ment automatique ; elles ont done acces et sont 
accessibles sans aucune intervention manuelle 
des operatrices SL, aux postes prives SL et MP, 
aux postes supplementaires SL et MP, aux jonc
tions privees de toutes categories et aux lignes 
auto-selectives. Chaque jonction privee avec 
cadran d'appel est en outre representee par 
multiplage a chacune des positions de la table 
manuelle SL, par une lampe d'occupation et une 
de de prise sur cordon. La lampe d'occupation 
s'allume aussitot et reste allumee aussi long
temps que la jonction est occupee. 

Lorsque la jonction est disponible, et est 
demandee par l 'intermediaire de l 'operatrice, 
celle-ci, par la de de prise sur cordon, la relie a 
un de ses cordons sur lequel elle envoie le courant 
de sonnerie par la de generale de sonnerie de sa 
position ; a la reponse du poste demande, elle 
"rappelle" le poste demandeur par le meme 
cordon, au moyen du clavier et d'un enregis
treur. II convient d'insister quelque peu sur ce 
mode de mise en communication, dont le principe 
a servi de base a ! 'elaboration des moyens mis en 
oeuvre clans le service des lignes P.T.T. et des 
jonctions supplementaires. L'operatrice prend a 
sa charge la communication qui lui est demandee, 
et la renverse de sens : du demande, elle fait le 
demandeur en le reliant a un de ses cordons 
comme s'il Hait reellement le demandeur ; on dit 
que l 'operatrice, en actionnant la de de prise de 
cordon de la jonction, "cree un appel sur la 
jonction" ;  en fait, elle fait apparaitre la jonction 

demandee comme si cette jonction etait appe
lante, et se met en relation avec l 'operatrice 
distante pour obtenir le poste demande ; des que 
celui-ci repond, il se trouve relie au cordon semi
automatique de l 'operatrice SL comme s'il etait 
lui-meme appelant. L 'operatrice etablit ensuite 
la mise en communication comme si le demandeur 
vrai Hait demande par la jonction. 

Jonctions privees a double sens, sans cadran 
d' appel, avec priorite-

Ces jonctions assurent un service tres import
ant, en reliant a SL des groupes comprenant de 
50 a 1 2 0  postes, situes a des distances de 1 2 5  a 
400 kilometres. Parmi ces groupes, on peut citer 
notamment les gares de Rouen-136 Km, 
Le Mans-2 1 1  Km, Caen-239 Km, Thouars-
326 Km et Rennes-374 Km, qui figurent parmi 
les plus importantes du reseau des chemins de 
fer de l 'Etat. Ces jonctions, par lesquelles aucun 
envoi par cadran ne peut etre fait actuellement 
sont multiplees directement dans Jes arcs des 
chercheurs d'appel des cordons semi-automa
tiques et clans les arcs des selecteurs finals de 
jonction de l 'equipement automatique ; des que 
! 'Administration des CF le jugera utile, elles 
seront munies de cadrans d'appel utilisant le 
courant alternatif a 50 periodes pour l 'envoi des 
impulsions d'appel, ce qui permettra d 'Hablir 
des communications directes entierement auto
matiques de poste a poste, entre les groupe
ments dependant de Saint-Lazare, de Rouen, du 
Havre et des autres villes importantes du reseau 
des chemins de fer. 

Pour tous les appels qu'elles amenent, ces 
jonctions sont desservies par les cordons semi
automatiques ; le cordon semi-automatique qui 
s'engage avec la jonction appelante allume sa 
lampe d'appel, qui provoque ! 'intervention de 
l 'operatrice SL par la de d'ecoute de cordon. 
Apres s'etre informee du numero demande, 
l 'operatrice SL complete la mise en communica
tion par clavier et enregistreur ; la communi
cation est assuree pendant toute sa duree, par le 
cordon semi-automatique et un des selecteurs 
finals de poste OU de jonction communs a 
l 'equipement automatique et a l 'equipement 
semi-automatique. 

Les appels a destination des groupements des
servis par Jes jonctions sont etablis par les cor
dons automatiques ou par les cordons semi-
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automatiques et mettent le poste demandeur en 
relation avec l 'operatrice du groupement de
mande, sans aucune intervention de la table 
manuelle SL ; chacune des jonctions est repre
sentee a chacune def'. 4 positions de la table 
manuelle SL par une lampe d'occupation et par 
une cle de prise sur cordon. 

L 'intensite et la nature du trafic assure par Jes 
jonctions sans cadran avec priorite exigent 
qu 'un demandeur qualifie de SL ou MP puisse 
obtenir a bref delai une communication urgente 
ou importante lorsqu'il constate que ses appels 
automatiques normaux aboutissent au signal 
d 'occupation. Chaque jonction est pourvue d 'une 
de de priorite, que l 'operatrice actionne lors
qu 'elle en est requise par le poste demandeur. 
qui a envoye le Ne 00 ou le N° 096 suivant qu 'il 
appartient au groupe SL ou au groupe MP. La 
cle de priorite Heint la lampe d'occupation de la 
jonction a Ia position a laquelle elle a He en
foncee, mais laisse allumees Jes lampes d'occupa
tion de la jonction aux autres positions. D'autre 
part, la jonction des sa prochaine liberation . 
deviendra automatiquement appelante a la 
position qui en a pris la priorite. Entretemps, 
l 'enfoncement des cles de priorite aux autres 
positions n'a aucun effet ni sur la jonction, ni 
sur ses lampes d'occupation, ni sur la priorite 
deja etahlie ; autrement dit, la prise de priorite 
n 'est effective qt.e pour la position a laquelle la 
cle de priorite a He enfoncee la premiere, et pour 
la duree seulement de ! 'engagement de la jonc
tion par l 'appel pour lequel cette priorite a He 
requise. 

Jonctions privees d double sens, sans cadran et sans 
priorite-

Ces jonctions relient au groupe SL d'autres 
groupes de 30 a 50 postes situes a des distances 
qui atteignent 60 Km ; elles sont equipees et 
fonctionnent, sauf en ce qui concerne la priorite. 
exactement comme Jes jonctions sans cadran avec 
priorite : elles sont multiplees directement clans 
Jes arcs des chercheurs d'appel des cordons semi
automatiques et clans les arcs des selecteurs 
finals de j onction communs a l 'equipement auto
matique et a l 'equipement semi-automatique. 

Elles sont multiplees a la table manuelle, a 
chacune des positions de laquelle elles sont repre
sentees par une lampe d'occupation et par une 
de de prise sur cordon. 

Fn appel provenant d'une jonction allume le" 

lampes d'occupation et provoque ) 'engagement 

de la jonction avec un cordon dont la lampe 

d'appel scintille. L'operatrice intervient par la 

de d'ecoute du cordon et Hablit ensuite la com

munication au moyen de son clavier et d'un 

enregistreur. 
Un appel destine a un poste du groupe distant 

occupe la jonction soit par l 'equipement auto

matique. soit par l 'equipement semi-automa

tique, et parvient a l 'operatrice du groupe dis
tant. Il convient de rappeler que clans l 'annuaire 

telephonique des chemins de fer. et pour tous les 

groupes non encore equipes en systeme Rotary 
7 .D ,  le numero du groupe seulement est men
tionne, et non Jes numeros individuels des postes 
du groupe. 

Lignes auto-selectives-

C es lignes dont la longueur varie de 30 a 1 70 
Km, et qui desservent chacune de 4 a 10  gares OU 

postes importants pouvant communiquer direc
tement entr'eux par leur ligne commune, sont 
pourvues a chacune des positions de la table 
manuelle d'une lampe d'occupation, d'une lampe 
d'appel , d'une cle de prise sur cordon, et d'une 
de d 'ecoute ; quelques-unes des lignes auto
selectives sont en outre pourvues d'une de de 
prioritc. 

Les lignes auto-selectives sont multiplees d'une 
part clans !es arcs des chercheurs d'appel des 
cordons semi-automatiques, et d'autre part clans 
les arcs des selecteurs finals de jonction com
muns a l 'equipement automatique et a l 'equipe
ment semi-automatique. 

Un appel emis par un poste de la ligne auto
selective allume a la table manuelle !es lampes 
d'appel de la ligne seulement et !es fait scintiller ; 
par la cle de prise sur cordon de la ligne, l 'opera
trice re<;oit la demande au moyen d'un de ses 
cordons semi-automatiques et complete la mise 
en communication par clavier et enregistreur. 

Un appel a destination d 'un poste d'une ligne 
auto-selective donne lieu a l 'envoi du numero de 
la ligne (et non du poste desire) et occupe par 
un selecteur final de jonction le branchement 
sortant de la ligne, dont ii allume simultanement 
en permanence Jes lampes d'occupation et par 
scintillement Jes lampes d'appel ; l 'operatrice 
actionne la cle d'ecoute de la jonction et re<;oit 
! 'indication du paste desire, qu'elle appelle par 
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code en manoeuvrant la de universelle auto
selective de sa position, apres avoir renverse la 
de d'ecoute de la jonction ; aucun organe de 
I 'equipement semi-automatique proprement <lit 
ne participe done a l 'etablissement de la com
munication. La priorite appliquee aux lignes 
auto-selectives donne les memes facilites qu'aux 
jonctions sans cadran avec priorite. 

Jonctions privees a double sens SL-MP-

Ces jonctions sont representees aux positions 
de la table manuelle SL par une lampe d'appel 
et une de d'ecoute. La lampe d'appel signale et 
la de d'ecoute relie a I 'operatrice SL tout appel 
emis par un paste M P  a destination d'un autre 
groupe distant equipe en systeme automatique 
(pas-a-pas) mais non encore incorpore clans Ia 
transformation en Rotary 7 .D.  

Les organes aiguilleurs de la  jonction a son 
entree a SL, commandes par l 'enregistreur du 
bureau d'origine de l 'appel MP, font aboutir 
directement l 'appel a la ligne du paste demande 
si celui-ci fait partie d'un groupe equipe en 
systeme Rotary 7 .D ; si le demande fait partie 
d 'un groupe equipe en systeme automatique 
pas-a-pas, l'appel occupe une jonction vers le 
groupe automatique distant ; la lampe d'appel de 
la jonction scintille a la table manuelle SL ; 
l 'operatrice se porte en ecoute. s'informe du 
numero du paste demande et envoie ce numero 
par cadran ; elle se retire ensuite de la communi
cation. Le demandeur re<;oit le signal de son
nerie ou le signal d 'occupation ; la rupture et la 
liberation sont placees sous le controle exclusif 
du demandeur. 

Dia gramme de jonction-

La fig. 2 represente le diagramme de jonction 
assurant le service prive automatique et semi
automatique du groupe SL. Pour des raisons de 
clarte, on a separe clans Jes selecteurs finals !es 
postes prives et Jes pastes supplementaires des 
junctions privees et des pastes d'operatrice ; ii 
doit etre bien entendu que le mode de selection 
controlee utilise clans le systeme Rotary 7 .D  
permet d 'attribuer a volonte !es broches des arcs 
des selecteurs finals a des lignes individuelles, 
a des jonctions de toutes categories, aux postes 
d'operatrice et aux circuits de faux-appel. 

Le diagramme ne fait aucune mention des 
lignes P.T.T. ni des j onctions supplementaires : 

ii fait ressortir clairement l 'impossibilite de toute 
mise en relation d'un poste prive avec une ligne 
P.T.T. ou une jonction supplementaire et 
inversement. 

3eme PARTIE 

GARE SAINT-LAZARE 

Equipement et Service "Supplementaires" 

L'intensite du trafic de la gare Saint-Lazare 
avec le reseau P.T.T. necessite actuellement 35 
lignes : 16 lignes specialisees A a service restreint, 

16 lignes specialisees B ,  2 lignes mixtes a service 
general, ces nombres pouvant etre portes 
respectivement a 23, 23 et 3 ;  de plus, une ligne 
speciale interurbaine relie la gare Saint-Lazare 
au bureau central interurbain ; toutes ces lignes 
aboutissent a un bureau central automatique ou 
manuel du reseau P.T.T. et sont appelees "lignes 
d'abonnement" ou "lignes P.T.T. " 

Les lignes P.T.T. sont concentrees sur un com
mutateur automatique ; mais Jes appels prove
nant du reseau P.T.T. a destination des pastes 
supplementaires parviennent a une operatrice, 
chargee principalement de diriger Jes appels vers 
leur destination, l 'abonne ou l 'usager moyen des 
P.T.T. ne connaissant pas. clans la plupart des 
cas, ! 'organisation interieure des services du 
chemin de fer : bien que son organisation tele
phonique comprenne pour la gare Saint-Lazare 
seulement plusieurs centaines de postes et de 
junctions de toutes categories, ! 'Administration 
des C. F. de I 'Etat, ne figure clans l 'annuaire 
general du reseau P.T.T. que sous quelques 
numeros seulement. 

Un demandeur quelconque de reseau P.T.T. , 
pour atteindre "!'Administration des C.F. de 
l 'Etat" epuise la capacite de numerotage OU de 
designation verbale et se trouve dans I 'impos
sibilite d'appeler encore par un ou par plusieurs 
numeros SUCCessifs de 2, 3 OU meme 4 chiffres. Je 
poste CF avec lequel ii desire correspondre. 

L'operatrice CF, en recevant une demande 
amenee par une ligne P . T.T. a destination d'un 
poste supplementaire CF, provoque le reliement 
de la ligne P.T.T. appelante a la ligne du poste 
CF demande ou qu'elle croit le mieux qualifie 
pour recevoir la communication ; en cas de besoin, 
elle relie la ligne P.T. T. appelante a une jonction 
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"supplementaire" disponible vers le groupe CF 
distant qui contient le  paste demande. 

Dans le sens inverse, Jes communications 
emanant des pastes supplementaires CF a des
tination des abonnes du reseau P.T.T. peuvent 
etre etablies sans aucune intervention de l 'opera
trice CF, par le reliement de la ligne du paste CF 
demandeur a la premiere ligne P.T.T. disponible ; 
en cas de besoin, l 'appel utilise une jonction 
supplementaire disponible entre le groupe CF 
d 'origine et le groupe distant clans lequel !es 
lignes P.T.T. se terminent. 

Les dispositifs mis en oeuvre pour assurer con-

POS'T'I!. .SUPPL. ( $1MPLEi8i':e:DOU8L£) 

formement aux reglements en vigueur, et par 
des tables sans fiches ni cordons manuels le ser
vice supplementaire clans les installations des 
CF de l 'Etat a la gare Saint-Lazare sont exposes 
ci-dessous. 

1 .  Service des Lignes P.T.T.-(Fig. 3) 

A ppel emis par un p oste supplementaire CF a 
destination d'un abonne du reseau P. T. T. 

a) Le demandeur, qui est necessairement 
titulaire d 'un paste supplementaire SL, effectue 
lui-meme !es operations d'envoi du numero 
demande. 

CM. OE LIGNE , FINALS DE.$ POST!S -PQIVES 

I I : CH. OE LIGNE. 
I DES POSTl:.S 

CH. D'APPEL 

CO�DON AUTO 

� - - - .J  SUJtPL. 
CH. DE. 

COSO!OON 

: I I I I I 
' 
' 

t :rv.c-.!f�tN't��dt-su?-PL: __ _.�-� 
I I I I I I 

JONCT. 
SUPPL. 

JONCT. 
.SUPPL. 

I I I I : 
I 

! 
I ' I I I 
: 

- !'" ....., I ....... I I 

L_ - ---------�-... -- -- - - - - - - - -- _.,. _ _ _  J o�:M�g�c;,Ts����. 
-------- -----J 

JONCTION SIJPPLEMENTA152E. 

JONCTION SUPPLEMENTAIQE. 

CM. OE. JONC:TION 

CH. OE. LIGNE 

LAMPES ET CL£.S 
DE.$ Llt:;NES P.T.T. 

P•c:::> 

CH. O'APPE:L si.L. PIOl:IM, 

Figure 3-Diagramme de Jonction de L'Equipement "Supplementaire" du Groupe Saint-Lazare. 
Lignes P.T. T. et Jonctions Supplementaires. 
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Le demandeur, relie normalement a l 'equipe
ment automatique SL, envoie le numero de deux 
chiffres 01 reserve au reseau P.T.T. Au rec;u de 
ce numero, l 'enregistreur rend la ligne du de
mandeur appelante clans les arcs de chercheurs 
"supplementaires" qui terminent les lignes 
P.T.T. a leur entree a SL. 

Les nombres des postes supplementaires CF 
(equipes 3 70 ;  prevus 470) et des lignes P.T.T. 
(equipees 34 ; prevues 50) necessitent deux 
etages de chercheurs : des chercheurs de ligne, par 
groupe de 100 postes et jonctions supplemen
taires, et des chercheurs d'appel individuels par 
ligne P.T.T. 

La ligne du poste demandeur, rendue par 
l 'enregistreur appelante clans la centaine dont 
elle fait partie, est recherchee par les chercheurs 
de ligne de cette centaine ; les chercheurs d'appel 
de toutes les lignes P.T.T. disponibles sont mis 
en action, a la recherche du chercheur de ligne 
qui s'engage avec la ligne du poste supplemen
taire demandeur. 

La rencontre et l 'engagement de la ligne du 
poste supplementaire demandeur par !es cher
cheurs supplementaires de ligne et d'appel 
actionnent l 'aiguillage de la ligne ; en fonction
nant, l 'aiguillage deconnecte la ligne du poste 
demandeur des broches des arcs des chercheurs 
de ligne de l 'equipement automatique prive ; les 
organes intervenus de cet equipement soot 
aussitot liberes. 

L 'aiguillage est indispensable pour satisfaire a 
la condition imposee par !es reglements des 
P.T.T. ,  qu'aucune partie de l 'equipement prive 
ne demeure en derivation sur une communica
tion avec le reseau P.T.T. 

Des qu'il est en relation avec le bureau central 
P.T.T. , (signal de transmission ou annonce de 
l 'operatrice suivant le cas) le poste supplemen
taire SL envoie par son cadran ou enonce ver
balement le numero de l 'abonne P.T.T. avec 
lequel ii desire correspondre. 

La communication est etablie sans aucune 
intervention de l'operatrice SL ; la ligne P.T.T. 
occupee est signalee par l'allumage de ses lampes 
d'occupation a toutes les positions d'operatrice 
sur lesquelles cette ligne est multiplee. 

b) Le demandeur, titulaire. d'un poste supple
mentaire SL, charge l 'operatrice SL d'etablir 
la communication. 

Si le demandeur appartient a l 'un des groupes 
SL ou MP,  il obtient l 'operatrice SL en envoyant 
au moyen de son cadran le numero assigne a 
cette opera trice ; il peut obtenir directement 
l 'operatrice SL s'il utilise un poste SL pourvu 
d'une ligne d'appel individuel (poste supple
mentaire SL a double ligne) . 

Si le demandeur appartient a un autre groupe 
non equipe en systeme Rotary 7 .D ,  il ne peut que 
faire intervenir l 'operatrice de son groupe ; celle
ci se met en relation avec l 'operatrice SL par 
appel direct sur une jonction supplementaire 
disponible. 

L 'operatrice SL, informee de la demande et du 
numero de poste demandeur, cree, par la de 
d'ecoute dont chaque ligne P.T.T. est pourvue 
a la table manuelle, un appel sur une ligne P.T.T. 
specialisee A ou mixte disponible, en reliant son 
poste a cette ligne ; au rec;u du signal de trans
mission ou de l 'annonce de l'operatrice P.T.T. ,  
elle obtient par cadran ou verbalement, suivant 
le cas, le poste P.T.T. demande, qui par le fait 
meme devient le poste demandeur ; la ligne 
P.T.T. utilisee et son chercheur d'appel sont 
d'autre part associes a un des enregistreurs mar
queurs J accessibles aux lignes P.T.T. ; cet 
enregistreur est lui-meme relie au clavier par 
lequel 1' opera trice envoie le numero du poste 
supplementaire demandeur. 

L'enregistreur marqueur J ne provoque au
cune selection : au rec;u du numero du poste 
supplementaire SL demandeur, il marque la 
centaine dont le demandeur fait partie comme 
seule existante dans ! 'arc du chercheur d'appel de 
la ligne P.T.T. ; ce chercheur d'appel se relie 
aussitOt au premier chercheur de ligne qu'il 
atteint clans la centaine marquee. L'enregistreur 
J rend a ce moment la ligne du demandeur 
"appelante" clans les arcs de tous Jes chercheurs 
de ligne de la centaine, ce qui provoque la re
cherche de cette ligne, son engagement par le 
chercheur de ligne atteint par le chercheur 
d'appel et finalement son reliement a la ligne 
P.T.T. utilisee par l 'operatrice pour atteindre le 
poste P.T.T. demande. 

Si la ligne du poste supplementaire SL de
mandeur est libre au moment ou elle est atteinte, 
son aiguillage est actionne et le courant d'appel 
lui est envoye par l 'equipement du chercheur 
d'appel ; la reponse du demandeur SL met ce 
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dernier en relation avec le poste P.T.T. qu'il a 
demande. 

L'operatrice SL et son clavier ont ete liheres 
aussitM apres l 'envoi du numero du poste 
supplementaire SL demandeur. 

Si la ligne du poste supplementaire SL de
mandeur est occupee au moment ou elle est 
atteinte par la ligne P.T . T. , la rencontre n'a 
aucun effet sur l 'aiguillage et le courant d'appel 
n'est pas envoye ; la lampe d 'occupation de la 
ligne P.T.T. vacille a la frequence du signal 
d 'occupation. L'operatrice SL intervient en 
actionnant la de d'ecoute de la ligne P.T.T. 

Dans le cas OU ! 'occupation resulte d'une com
munication "locale" ou "privee' '  en cours, 
l 'operatrice ne rec;oit aucun signal , mais se trouve 
en ecoute sur cette communication et peut 
offrir la communication P.T.T. 

Dans le cas OU ! 'occupation resulte d 'une com
munication "P. T. T." ou "supplementaire" en 
cours, l 'operatrice rec;oit un signal d'occupation 
interdictif et n'a aucune action sur cette com
munication ; mais elle a toujours la ressource 
d'appeler le poste supplementaire SL demandeur 
par sa ligne individuelle d'appel , s 'il en possede 
une, et d 'informer ce poste que la communication 
P.T.T. qu'il a demandee est etahlie. Les lignes 
individuelles d 'appel, qui sont reservees aux 
postes principaux de ] 'organisation telephonique 
du CF, donnent a ceux-ci la possibilite d 'etre 
atteints clans toutes Jes circonstances qui peuvent 
se presenter. 

A ppel emis par un abonne du reseau P. T. T. a 
destination d'un paste supplementairP CF-

L'appel est signale aux operatrices SL par le 
scintillement des lampes d'appel dont la ligne 
P.T.T. est pourvue aux positions de la table 
semi-automatique sur lesquelles elle est multi
plee. En abaissant la de d 'ecoute de cette ligne, 
une operatrice SL se met en relation avec le 
demandeur et provoque le reliement de la ligne 
P.T.T. � un des enregistreurs marqueurs J 
associes aux lignes P.T.T. ; elle envoie par clavier 
le numero demande a cet enregistreur, qui 
marque la ligne demandee clans Jes arcs du cher
cheur d'appel de la ligne P.T.T. et des chercheurs 
de ligne du groupe de 100 lignes et j onctions 
supplementaires dont le poste demande fait 
partie ; la communication s'etablit exactement 
comme si elle avait ete demandee a l 'operatrice 

SL par le poste supplementaire SL demande. 

Succession des appels constituant le trafic "supple
mentaire" avec les lir,nes P. T. T.-

Les appels qui constituent le trafic "supple
mentaire" avec Jes lignes P.T.T. se divisent en 
deux categories : 

a) A ppels entrants ou sortants faisant intervenir 
l' operatrice SL-

Ces appels ne peuvent etre desservis que suc
cessivement, meme s' ils se presentent simultan
ement. La succession est assuree par le mode 
d'interconnexion .des 4 enregistreurs-marqueurs J :  
un enregistreur-marqueur J ne peut entrer en 
action et ne peut actionner le chercheur d'appel de 
la seule ligne P.T.T. a laquelle il est momentan
ement relie et qui a ete "prise" par l'operatrice SL, 
qu'apres la reception du l er chiffre du numero qui 
Jui est envoye par le clavier de l 'operatrice ; cette 
reception n'est elle-meme accomplie qu'au 
moment ou la touche de 1er chiffre se releve apres 
avoir ete enfoncee. Non seulement, la probabilite 

du relevement simultanc des deux touches de 1er 
chiffre de deux claviers est extremement faible, 
mais encore une epreuve de priorite est imposee 
a l 'enregistreur-marqueur J ' avant qu'il puisse 
influencer le chercheur d'appel auquel ii est relie. 
Si l 'operatrice A, en envoyant un numero , main
tient enfoncee la touche de l er chiffre de son clavier 
tandis que l'operatrice B plus rapide enfonce et 
laisse se relever entretemps la touche de 1er chiffre 
de son clavier, l 'enregistreur-marqueur engage par 
l'operatrice B prendra la priorite sur l'enregistreur
marqueur engage par l 'operatrice A; si meme Jes 
deux receptions sont exactement simultanees, Jes 

deux enregistreurs passeront simultanement a la 
position de marquage mais subiront une epreuve 
eliminatoire de mise en action des chercheurs 
d'appel auxquels ils sont relies. 

b 1 A ppels sortants em is directement par les pastes sup
plcmentaires-
Ces appels provoquent la recherche de la ligne du 
paste demandeur par !es chercheurs d'appel et de 
ligne des P.T.T., mais ne font pas intervenir Jes 
marqueurs J. Aucun melange n 'est a craindre pour 
ces appels qui ont la meme direction commune, 
le reseau P.T.T. 

2. Service des ]onctions Supplementaires-
(Fig. 3) 

Les jonctions supplementaires sont equipees de 
la meme fac;on que Jes lignes P.T.T. : chacune 
d' elles ahoutit aux balais d'un chercheur d'appel 
individuel ayant acces clans son arc a des cher
cheurs de ligne disposes par groupe de 100 postes 
supplementaires et jonctions supplementaires ; 
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elles sont accessibles en commun a des enregis
treurs-marqueurs J 1 avec chercheurs de cordon, 
similaires aux enregistreurs-marqueurs J des 
lignes P.T.T. 

Les enregistreurs-marqueurs J 1 desservent 
indifferemment les appels emanant des jonctions 
supplementaires, pour lesquels l 'envoi du numero 
demande est fait par cadran au poste demandeur 
distant, et !es appels pour lesquels l 'envoi du 
numero demande est fait par clavier, par l 'opera
trice SL. 

Les jonctions supplementaires sont multi
plees en totalite a toutes Jes positions de la table 
semi-automatique, et sont pourvues a chaque 
position d'un jeu de des et de lampes. 
A ppel emanant d' une jonction supplementaire a 
destination d' un poste supp!ementaire SL-

Le numero du poste demande est envoye par 
cadran, OU est demande verbaJement a l 'opera
trice SL. 

Dans le premier cas, envoi par cadran, I 'en
registreur-marqueur J 1 re<;oit le numero demande 
et marque la ligne correspondante comme 
appelante dans !es arcs du chercheur d'appel de 
la jonction et des chercheurs de ligne disponibles 
de la centaine qui la contient ; ii met en action 
le chercheur d'appel et les chercheurs de ligne. 

Dans le deuxieme cas, intervention de l 'opera
trice SL, l 'operatrice SL envoie par clavier a 
l 'enregistreur j 1 le numero demande ; Jes opera
tions se poursuivent comme dans le premier cas. 

Appel emanant d'une jonction supptementafre a 
destination d' un abonne du reseau P. 1'. T.-

Le demandeur, qui est necessairement un paste 
supplementaire CF, envoie le N °  01 a l 'enregis
treur J 1, qui marque la jonction comme appelante 
dans !es arcs des chercheurs de ligne P.T.T. de la 
centaine qui la contient ; Jes chercheurs P.T.T. 
de ligne de cette centaine et tous Jes chercheurs 
d'appel des lignes P.T.T. disponibles recherchent 
la jonction supplementaire appelante. 

A ppel emanant d'un paste supplementaire a des
tination d' une jonction supplementaire-

a) L' appel est emis au cadran par un poste 
supplementaire SL. 

L 'enregistreur automatique, a la reception du 
numero de trois chiffres de la direction de des
tination, marque la ligne du poste supplementaire 
demandeur comme appelante clans Jes arcs des 
chercheurs de ligne de la centaine qui la contient 

et dans les arcs des chercheurs d'appel des jonc
tions disponibles dans le groupe de jonctions de 
la direction demandee seulement. Les opera
tions se poursuivent ensuite de la maniere pre
cedemment decrite. 

b) Le demandeur charge l 'operatrice SL d'eta
blir la communication. 

L 'operatrice procede comme pour !es appels a 

TABLEAU DE NUMEROTAGE 

DES GROUPES " SAINT-LAZARE" et 

"MONTPARNASSE" 

DES CHEMINS DE FER DE L'ETAT 

Le numerotage general est ii 3 chiffres et 
comprend les numeros de la serie 000 ii 999; 
il sera porte ulterieurement a 4 chiffres, de 
0000 ii 9999. 

I-GROUPE SAINT-LAZARE 

Postes supplementaires... . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  120 ii 499 
Postes prives. . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  500 ii 839 
Operatrices appelees de Saint-Lazare . . . . . . . .  00 

appelees de Montparnasse . . . .  096 
Reseau de l'Etat ou P.T.T. .. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  01 
Jonctions privees sans cadran avec 

priorite (grands circuits vers 
Caen, Rouen, Rennes, Thouars, 
le Mans, etc. ). . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  020 a 027 

Jonctions privees sans cadran, sans 
priorite (petits circuits vers 
Mantes, Versailles, Acheres, etc . )  035 a 040 

Circuits autoselectifs \equipes en 
train despatching, vers Dieppe, 
Mantes, Serquigny. etc.)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 045 ii 050 

Jonctions privees avec cadran 
d'appel (Saint-Cloud, Puteaux, 
Clichy, etc. ). . . . . . . . . . . . .  055 a 085 

Jonctions supplementaires (Minis-
tere des Travaux Publics, Senat, 
Chamhre des Deputes, etc . )  . . . . . . . . . .  100 a 117 

Faux-appels. Les circuits de faux-appel 
occupent dans les selecteurs finals 
l'emplacement du numero. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  777 

Derangements. . .  . . . . . .  . . .  800 
Service d'alarme, d'incendie, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 

2-GROUPE MONTPARNASSE 

Postes (prives et sup-
plementaires) .. · · · · · · ·  900 ii 909 et 920 a 999 

Operatrices appelees 
deMontparnassepar 
l'envoi du N° 00 . . . . . . . . 911, 912, 913 des se

lecteurs finals locaux 
appelees de Saint
Lazare par l'envoi 
du �0 911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  911, 912 des selec

teurs finals entrants 
Operatrices de Saint-Lazare .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  096 

Le groupe .:\>lontparnasse etant etahli 
pour une capacite maximum de 100 lignes, 
toutes les directions, jonctions, postes, etc., 
occupent un jeu de broches dans l'arc des 
selecteurs finals. 
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destination des lignes P.T.T. ; elle choisit une 
jonction disponible clans la direction demandee, 
obtient le poste demande, et envoie par son 
clavier le numero du poste supplementaire SL 
demandeur ; le chercheur d'appel de la jonction 
supplementaire, et les chercheurs de ligne de la 
centaine qui contient la ligne du demandeur, 
recherchent cette ligne et la relient a la jonction 
choisie par l '  opera trice. 

c) L'appel emane d'une jonction supplemen
taire et est envoye par cadran. 

Par suite de son engagement avec le de
mandeur, la jonction supplementaire appelante 
se relie a un enregistreur J 1 qui rec;oit !es impul
sions du numero demande envoyees par cadran : 
il marque aussit6t la direction demandee comme 
appelante dans les arcs des chercheurs de ligne 
disponibles de cette direction seulement. La mise 
en communication s 'etablit par !es chercheurs 
comme clans les cas precedents. 

Succession des appels constituant le trafic des jonc
tions supplementaires-

Les jonctions supplementaires desservent des 
directions distinctes ; leur nombre est actuelle
ment 1 8  et peut etre porte a 30, chacune des direc
tions pouvant avoir un nombre quelconque de 
jonctions ; il est done de toute necessite d 'assurer 
la succession des appels de fac;on que seuls soient 
mis en action les chercheurs d 'appel des jonctions 
de la direction demandee. Cette succession est 
obtenue par l 'adjonction a chacun des enregis
treurs automatiques, d'un distributeur, ces dis
tributeurs etant conjugues entr'eux de la fac;on 
suivante : 

Le distributeur est un commutateur pas-a-pas 

a 1 1  pos1t10ns, la premiere marquee N est la 
position normale ; !es dix autres sont marquees 
de 1 a 10. Des que l 'enregistreur s'engage avec 
une ligne appelante, son distributeur est mis en 
action et tente de gagner sa position 10 ou il 
s'arrete, s'il l 'atteint, et ou ii complete les con
nexions qui permettent a l 'enregistreur de com
mander !es organes de selection auxquels ii est 
relic ; mais le distributeur ne peut franchir 
aucune des positions intermediaires si un autre 
enregistreur a deja amene son distributeur a sa 
position 10. Si done la position 10 est occupee 
par un distributeur, un autre enregistreur ne 
pourra amener son distributeur qu'a sa position 
9 OU il attendra que l 'appel precedent soit ecoule 
par l 'enregistreur qui le dessert ; un 3eme enregis
treur intervenant entre temps arretera son dis
tributeur a sa position 8 et ainsi de suite ; 10 
appels occupant simultanement 10 des 14 
enregistreurs automatiques ameneront done les 
distributeurs clans leurs positions l a 10, et 
seront ecoules successivement, tous les distribu
teurs en attente avanc;ant d'un pas vers la posi
tion 10 qu'un seul d'entr'eux peut occuper pour 
la duree de la selection seulement. 

Le marquage des jonctions clans la direction 
demandee par chacun des appels s'effectue par 
un seul faisceau de 30 fils correspondant d'une 
part aux 30 jonctions supplementaires prevues 
et communs d'autre part aux 1 4  enregistreurs de 
l 'equipement automatique. 

La rapidite du marquage et de la recherche de 
la ligne du poste supplementaire SL demandeur 
n 'occasionne aucun retard appreciable clans Jes 
mises en communication, meme pendant les 
moments de grande activite. 
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The _i\pplication of Voice Frequency Signalling to 
C. L. R.  Service in Belgium 

By G. E. H. MONNIG 
lngenieur en Chef-Directeur A djoint, Circonscription Telephonique, Brussels, Belgium 

THE existing C.L.R. equipment in Bel
gium utilises the 50 cycle signalling 
system. The outgoing equipment, as 

shown in Fig. 1 ,  comprises outgoing connecting 
circuits (jack finders and direction selectors) , 

register choosers, and register circuits of the key 
sending type. The outgoing connecting circuit 
contains a 50 cycle receiving unit designed to 
receive the following signals sent from the 
distant exchange : 

(a) start send, 
(b) end of selection, 
(c) wanted party removes receiver, 
(d) wanted party restores receiver. 

Between the toll line repeating coil and the 
automatic equipment, a relay group is connected 
which transforms the direct current impulses into 
alternating current impulses of 50 p : s  which are 
sent to the distant exchange. 

The incoming 50 cycle equipment comprises 
connecting circuits (line finders and first group 
selector) , register choosers, and a group of local 
register circuits. The 50 cycle receiving equip
ment is located in the incoming line circuits and 
transforms the received alternating current im
pulses into direct current and transfers them to 
the incoming cord circuits. The impulses received 
are as follows : 

(a) calling signal, 
(b) dial impulses, 
(c) releasing signal. 

The following description outlines the appli
cation of voice frequency signalling to C.L.R. 
service utilising the 50 cycle signalling system. 
The voice frequency signalling system employed 
is the two-frequency system which, as the name 
implies, uses alternating currents of two fre
quencies within the speech range, namely : 600 
and 750 p :s. From the point of view of switching 
facilities, this system possesses the same advan
tages as the four-frequency signalling system 

from which it is, in fact, derived and it is suitable 
for all the various types of telephone circuits. 
Ordinary telephone relays in combination with 
vacuum tubes and a system of filters are used 
instead of voice frequency relays. The extremi
ties of the telephone circuits are connected to 
signalling panels which receive, amplify, and 
rectify the voice frequency currents and pass 
them on to the automatic equipment as regular 
d-c signals.1 

Signalling Panel 

The signalling panel is shown schematically 
in Fig. 2. The toll line terminates as usual on a 
repeating coil and between this coil and the local 
automatic equipment, a combined hybrid coil 
and input transformer is connected, preventing 
voice currents originating on the office side from 
reaching the signalling equipment. The windings 
of this hybrid coil are arranged to present a high 
impedance towards the local side and a low im
pedance towards the line side. The signalling 
panel introduces but a small additional trans
mission loss which has been kept to extremely 
low limits and is of the order of 0.5 db. The re
ceived signalling currents, the level of which can 
be adjusted by a potentiometer, are amplified by 
the first tube Vi and passed on to the second 
tube V2 which functions as a limiting amplifier. 

The amplified currents then pass through a 
filter circuit with a band width of approximately 
550-800 p : s. The filter comprises three induc
tances L1 ,  Lz,  and L 3  and three condensers C1, 
C2, and C3. The filtered current is then rectified 
by a dry rectifier of the bridge type and is once 
more filtered by the low frequency filter circuit 
impedances L4 Lr., and L6 and the three con
densers C 4, C 5, and C 6 which pass a band be-

1"Automatic Long Distance Switching, Impulse Trans
mission," by S. Van Mierlo and T. s: Skillman M.A. 
Electrical Communication, January, 1934. 

' ' 

"The Four Frequency Signalling System," by T. S.  
Skillman, M.A.,  Electrical Communication, July, 1930. 
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Figure ]-Schematic of C.L.R. Equipment in Belgium Utilising the 50 Cycle Signalling System. 

tween 100 and 200 p :s. The output from the 
low frequency filter reaches the third tube \T3 
through a transformer and the plate circuit of 
this last tube includes an ordinary telephone 
type relay I R  shunted by a condenser. This relay 
responds to the variations of plate current and 
in this manner the voice frequency signals are 
transmitted to the automatic equipment in the 
form of direct current impulses. 

Application of Voice Frequency Signalling 

To apply voice frequency signalling to the 
existing C . L. R .  equipment. it \Vas sufficient to 
replace the .SO cycle units in the toll lines by the 
600 /7 SO p :s signalling panels. The outgoing con
necting circuits. however, required a small modi
fication to disable the 50 cycle receiving units, 
which they include, and to arrange the third wire 
to receive d-c signals from the voice frequency 
panels. The outgoing end of each toll line is 
equipped ·with a voice frequency signalling panel 
and a relay group. The incoming end is similarly 
equipped but the relay group is of a slightly 
different design. In addition to the line equip
ment, each exchange is provided with a voice 
frequency generator and one reserve machine, 
together with arrangements for routine testing. 

Establishment of a Connection 

The establishment of a connection is made in 
exactly the same manner as with the existing SO 
cycle signalling system. The C.L. R. operator 
engages a jack circuit, an outgoing connecting 
circuit, and a register. By means of her key set, 

she conveys the exchange prefix and wanted 
party's number to the register which then con
trols the selection of the connecting circuit 
selector. This selector seizes a free toll line in the 
wanted direction and the calling impulse is then 
despatched. At the distant exchange, the finders 
of free connecting circuits rotate to find the 
calling line. \Vhen the line is found, a register is 
connected and a signal is sent back to the out
going exchange, indicating that the sending 
register may send the series of impulses repre
senting the number of the called subscriber. 

·when the selection of the wanted party is 
completed, a second impulse is sent to the out
going exchange. causing the supervisory lamp of 
the operator's cord circuit to light. At the same 
time, the calling subscriber and the operator 
hear ringing tone or busy tone. ·when the wanted 
subscriber replies, a third impulse is sent hack 
to the outgoing exchange, causing the super
visory lamp to be extinguished and indicating 
to the operator the beginning of conversation 
and the fact that the time meter may be started. 

At the end of a conversation, both parties 
restore their receivers and both supervisory 
lamps flash. The restoration of the wanted 
party's receiver causes a train of impulses to be 
sent back to the outgoing exchange to which the 
supervisory relay and lamp respond. 

The operator takes down the plug and the 
outgoing connecting circuit is thereby released. 
A long releasing impulse is sent from the out
going end of the toll line to the distant exchange, 
causing the equipment there to he released. 
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Security of System 

Practical tests on one receiving unit to deter
mine the frequencies simultaneously transmitted 
by the filter circuits gave the following results. 
which must, however, be considered as only 
approximate as they were carried out by the 
use of oscillators not accurately calibrated. If a 
frequency of 700 p : s  was sent, the signalling panel 
operated correctly only if the second frequency 
was between the limits of 545 and 5 70 p : s. The 
resultant frequency then varied between 1 30 and 
155  p :s .  When sending a frequency of 730 p : s, 
the second frequency had to be between the 
limits of 540 and 600 and, in this case, the 
resultant frequency varied between 130 and 190. 
Finally, if the first frequency was 7 50, the second 
could be between 560 and 610 with a resultant 
frequency between 140 and 190. 

Thus the resultant frequencies which were 
capable of correctly operating the impulsing 
relay of the signalling panel lay between 130 and 
190, these being derived from combinations of 
frequencies of average value of 575 and 725. 
These limits are well inside the specified values 
of minimum 550 and 800 for the first filter, and 
100 and 200 for the second filter. 

TO OFFICE 
VIA RELAY GROUP. 

ALARM 
/. RELAYS. 

� ·  

On the first tests made by the Regie, it was 

possible to produce a release of the circuit by 
sending a musical tone for about 500 milli
seconds. It was, however, considered that in 
practice such frequencies would not be present 
in ordinary speech long enough to cause the 

release, and the delay figure of 500 milliseconds 
was left unchanged. 

In the opposite direction, incoming end to 
outgoing end, it is not possible to cause a release 
since the connection is held by the operator, 
but it was found that in certain cases speech 
frequency currents affected the supervisory 
lamp. This trouble was eliminated by doubling 
the backward impulses, i .e . ,  instead of sending 
a single impulse of fixed duration, two impulses 
with a certain definite spacing were used and 
this method proved quite satisfactory. Further 
tests were made over a 100 k.m. cable and one 
line repeater. A large number of communications 
were established during the tests without the 
slightest difficulty. The transmission of impulses 
was made without error and without omission, 
the supervisory signals were properly received 
and no false release produced by speech or other
wise was observed. 

"" 1--i r�t--t----
FIL:::: L+-1i I '----+-----------

BATTERY " ···- ALARM RELAY CUT-OFF: i & LAMP a b 

TO TEST PANEL. 

Figure 2-Schematic of Voice Frequency Signalling Panel. 
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Following these most favourable tests, the new 
system was adopted and towards the end of 
December, 1934 two-frequency signalling was 
put in service between Brussels and Verviers. 

The most favourable testimony that one can 
give to the system is the statement that right 
from its inauguration it has given the same 

REPEATER 

Cities between which Voice Frequency 
Signalling has been Installed. 

results in practice as the 50 cycle system which 
has been in operation for three years. 

Comparison of the results of service observa
tions on the two systems indicates that they are 
practically the same except for a small difference 
in the percentage of busy connections which is 
an effect not influenced by the signalling system : 

0 
� 10 10 
� 

REPEATER AT 
LIEGE 

VERVIERS •• PALAIS DE :iOSTICE ,, .. 
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Effective calls . 
Busy. . , . 

No answer, . . . 
Incomplete calls. 
Errors due to operator 1 
Errors due to subscriber . . 1  
Errors due to machines . .  
Interrupted connections . .  
Fault signal .  . , , . . 

Verviers 
Two Voice 

Freq. 

77 .93 12.8 
6.4 
1 .9 
0.5 
0.1 0.9 
0.3 

0 .1  

Antwerp, 
Charleroi, 

Ghent, Liege 
50 p : s  

75 .5% 
14.8 

6.6 
2.1  
0.4 
0.2 0.9 
0.3 

0.04 

Up to the present ,  no interrupted communica
tions have been observed and no release caused 
by speech currents have been reported by the 
personnel responsible for the maintenance of the 
C.L.R. equipment. 

In view of the fact that the voice frequency 
signalling system has only been in service for 
some months, it is too early to say anything 
definite about faults which may affect operation, 
but from what can be seen, it appears that 
troubles will not be more numerous than with 
the 50 cycle system. 
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Recent Telecommunication Developments of Interest 

A SERI ES of low voltage hot cathode mercury 
vapour rectifiers has heen developed by 

Les Laboratoires L.M.T. , Paris, suitable for 
d-c supplies up to 500 volts and 120 amperes. 
The series consists of types designed specially 
for the following applications : 

(a) General Industrial Use. 

(b) Battery Charging. 
(c) Floating Batteries 

(d) Charging and Floating Batteries. 

(e) Arc Welding or Cinema Arc Projector Supply. 

These types ran be supplied for the following 
power ratir gs : 

24 Volts and 48 Volts . . . . . . .  40, 60, and 120 amperes. 

1 1 0 Volts and 220Volts •.. 10, 15 ,  40, 60, and 120 amperes. 

The efficiency of this series of H.C. M.V. 
rectifiers is superior to that of dry oxide rectifiers 
or rotating machines. 

Figure J-48 Foll, 120 A mpere Hot Cathode Mercury 
Vapour Rectifier (Front View) .  

Figure 2-48 T'olt, 120 A mpere Hot Cathode Mercury 
Vapour Rectifier (Rear View). 

The illustrations represent a 48 volt, 120 
ampere rectifier supplied for floating a 2 ,000 
ampere, 48 volt telephone battery to take care 
of the night traffic on the exchange, the unit 
being arranged for direct mounting behind one 
of the panels of the exchange power board. 

• • • 

A TAPE perforating attachment for a com-
mercial teleprinter keyboard, described 

in the July, 1 934 issue of Electrical Communica
tion, has been developed by Creed and Company ,  
Ltd . ,  London. The attachment i s  fitted to  the 
left-hand side of the keyboard, as shown in the 
illustration, and is designed so that the last 
character perforated is immediately visible. 
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The punch block i s  mechanically operated 
from a ratchet-clutch driven cam. The selection 
of the punches and the release of the cam are 
effected through the existing keyboard storage 
and case insertion mechanism, and therefore full 
use is made of these important features when 
preparing perforated tape. 

The attachment may be switched in and out 
of use by the operation of a lever, and if no local 
record is required when perforating tape, the key
board transmitter can be cut out. In the latter 
case the perforator cam is released from the code 
shaft of the transfer unit instead of from the 
transmitter shaft, and the maximum average 
speed at which the keyboard can be operated is 
thereby increased from the normal speed of 420 
characters to 840 characters per minute. 

• • • 

THE TA. 101 Magnetic Brake has bee11 
developed by the Bell Telephone Manu

facturing Company as a simple and practical tool 
for testing small fractional horsepower motors 
such as are extensively used in rotary type auto
matic telephone exchanges. 

The brake consists of a copper disc which is 
mounted on a yoke in an aluminium casting by 
means of two double row ball bearings and in the 
airgap of two electromagnets which are also fixed 
on the yoke. The yoke is provided at both ends 
with threaded levers fitted with knurled nuts and 
lockouts, which serve as balancing weights to 
maintain the yoke horizontally when the torque 
is zero. A pair of hooks on which the loading 
weight is to be attached is also fitted to the yoke. 

The whole assembly can be mounted on the 
shaft of the motor to be tested by means of a 
spring chuck, and a series of spring bushings is 
supplied with each brake, thus permitting the 
brake to be fixed on shafts from .375 inch to 
.525 inch in thickness. 

The electromagnets can be excited from any 
d-c supply system of 48 volts or higher, and the 
field intensity required to counterbalance the 
torque of the loading weight attached to one of 
the hooks can be adjusted by means of a separate 
series resistance. Balance in operation is obtained 
when the retarding torque of the magnetic field 
equals the moment exerted about the shaft axes 
by the loading weight, the yoke then being 
maintained in the horizontal position. The angu
lar motion of the yoke may be limited by two 
stops fixed to the frame of the motor or to some 
other fixed point, as required in each particular 
case. 

The motor load is defined by its speed and by 
the energy absorbed by the brake at each revolu
tion of the disc. The determination of the motor 
load is simplified by the fact that the dimension
ing of the system is such as to make the energy 
absorbed at each revolution of the disc numeri
cally equal to the loading weight. 

The design of the brake is shown in the 
accompanying illustration and is suitable for 
testing motors up to % H P .  The current con
sumption of the electromagnet& is about 0.4 amp. 
for 78 HP. load at 1 ,000 r.p.m. 
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Licensee Companies 
BELL TELEPHONE MAN U FACTU RING COMPAN Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A ntw erp, B el gium 

Bra nches: Brussels. 
BELL TELEPHONE MAN U FACT U RING COMPAN Y . . . . . . . . . . . . .  B er ne, Sw itz erla nd 
BELL TELEPHON E  MAN UFACTURIN"G COMPAN Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The Ha gu e, Holland 

CHINA ELECTRIC COMPANY , LIMITED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Shangha i, China 
Bra nches: Canton, Hankow, Hongkong, Peiping, Tientsin. 

CoMPANIA RADIO AEREA MAR.ITIMA ESPANOLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l'Vl.adrid,  Spai n 

CoMPANiA STANDARD ELECTRIC ARGENTINA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bu enos A ir es, A r gent ina 

CREED & COMPAN Y , LIMITED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Croydo n, England 

l.'.'JTER.K\TlONAL MARINE RADIO COMPANY,  LIMITED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lo ndon, England 

INTER.NATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Bra nch Offic e, 
Rio d e  Janeiro , Brazil 

j UGOSLAV !AN STANDARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED . . . . . . . . . .  B el gra d e, Ju goslav ia 

KOLSTER-BRANDES, LIMITED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S idcup, England 

LE MATERIEL TELEPHONIQUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Par is, Fra nc e 
Bra nch: Rabat, Morocco. 

NIPPON DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tokyo, Japan 
Bra nches: Osaka, Dairen, Taihoku. 

SoCIETE ANON Y\iE LES T:ELEIMPRIMEURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Par is, Fra nc e 

STANDARD ELECTRIC AKTIESELSKAB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cop enha gen, D enmark 

ST.\NDAR.D ELECTRIC COMPANY w PoLSCE SK.\ z 0. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warsaw, Poland 

STANDARD ELECTRIC DoMs .\ SPOL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pragu e, Cz echoslova k ia 
Bra nch: Bratislava. 

STANDARD ELECTR.ICA RoMANA S/ A .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Buchar est, Ruma nia 

STANDARD ELECTR.ICA, S.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  iVla dr id, Spa in 
Bra nches: Barcelona, Santander. 

STANDARD ELECTRICA, S.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lisbo n, Portu gal 

STANDARD ELEKTRIZITATS-GESELLSCHAFT, A.G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B erl in, G erma ny 

STANDARD ELETTRICA ITALIANA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mila n, Italy 
Branch: Rome. 

STANDARD TELEFON-OG KABELFABRIK A/S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oslo , Norway 

ST�\NDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES , LIMITED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lo ndon, England 
Bra nches: Birmingham, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Dublin, 

Cairo, J ohannesburg, Calcutta. 

ST.\NDAR.D TELEPHONES AND CABLES (Au sTRAL\SIA) , LIMITED . . . . .  Sy d ney, A ustral ia 
Bra nches: Melbourne ; \Nellington, New Zealand. 

STAN DARD V1LLA:>v1oss.AGI R:EsZVEN Y T.�R.SASAG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bu dap est, Hu ngary 

SU MITOMO ELECTRIC WIRE & C\.BLE vVORKS, LIMITED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Osa ka, Japa n 

VER.ElNIGTE TELEPHON-UND TELEGR..\.PHENFABRIKS AKTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT, 
CzEIJ.\.,  NISSL & Co . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vienna, A ustr ia 

Sales Offices and Agencies Throughout the World 

Printed in U. S. A. 
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